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Abstract 
II YDRODYNAMIC equations are notoriously difficult to solve, both analytically and computationally, therefore less complicated methods, drawing on the power 
ofcellular automata and lattice-gases are introduced. Their combined ability to 
capture the fundamental properties of fluid dynamics in an inherently simple man- 
ner is discussed. The FHP7 cellular automaton lattice-gas model of Frisch, Has-
slacher and Pomeau, which will form the basis for the subsequent simulations, is 
described in detail, with a more general covering of the associated models. 
T HE SCALABLE and flexible computational power of the transputer-based ECS multicomputer, and how this may be applied to the lattice-gas simulations at 
hand is addressed. The distributed multiprocessor architecture provides unique 
challenges, such that the implementation might achieve its potential. It is found 
that a straightforward one-dimensional geometric decomposition of the lattice, in 
conjunction with the loosely-synchronous nature of the distributed update, provides 
a natural load-balancing, and highly scalable efficiency. 
V ISUALISATION of the development of the hydrodynamic features captured by the simulations, such that their content may be clearly extracted is also addressed. 
Many interesting transient and dynamic features, often occuring on time-scales 
which make their analysis by other methods difficult, are easily identified. Those 
occasionally found to be the result of artifacts, perhaps in the initialisation of the 
simulation are quickly identified, such that the simulations may be refined. 
E LEMENTARY static systems and flows are designed, such that the ability of the FHP7 lattice-gas to model incompressible hydrodynamics, and its multi-
computer implementation, are verified against the theoretically and experimentally 
expected behaviour. Subsequently, more complex flow configurations involving ob-
structions and jets, generally beyond the limits of current analytic techniques are 
constructed, and found to qualitatively match experimental visualisations. 
N0 LATTICE-GASES are currently known to accurately model compressible fluid dynamics completely, and the ultimate cause of this limitation still requires 
clarification. The behaviour of the FHP7 lattice-gas, in regimes where compressibil-
ity effects are expected to be important, is investigated with the aim of identifying 
those aspects of its microdynamics which cause breakdown of its macrodynamics. 
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All of my dreams have fell through 
and their taste is so sour 
Take second place in my mind 
for this one sacred hour 
Still, I've been moved for so long 
by this strange fascination 
Here, as I stand, all alone 
in complete concentration 
- [Magnum82] 
1 
I NDUSTRIES as diverse as aerospace and automobile engineering, oil-extraction platform and racing yacht construction, all require detailed knowledge about 
how their product will fare in a range of conditions and environments, before they 
actually tool-up and put it into production. Whether it's stability and strength or 
an aerodynamically efficient profile that's desired, it's important to get it right the 
first time, since the expense involved in getting it wrong is prohibitive. [Settles89, 
Cogotti89, Frank89] 
Two-dimensional simulations of hydrodynamics are known to be a viable means of 
providing the necessary analysis, in appropriate time-scales, of the complex three-
dimensional processes which govern the design and construction of numerous in-
dustrial products, from cars to space shuttles. Many theoretical and experimental 
techniques are currently employed, but only computational methods provide the 
promise of supplying the desired flexibility and control to study extreme condi-
tions. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for enginneering, and additionally the 
weather forecasting industry, is currently one of the most insatiable uses of available 
computing resources. 
Lattice-gases and cellular automata are two newly established disciplines, each 
investigated in isolation of the other for decades. Recently however, .their combined 
power, with that of parallel digital computers, has made them formidable tools in 
probing the field of fluid dynamics. These extremely simple, fictitious models are 
described in Chapter 1. Particular emphasis is on the FHP7 model, a variant of 
the original two-dimensional lattice-gas of Frisch, Hasslacher and Pomeau, which 
they demonstrated modelled the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation. 
This model forms the basis of the simulations in Chapter 3, in which, first of all, 
a number of elementary static systems and flows are undertaken to validate the 
model and its implementation. A number of phenomenological flows follow, with 
configurations involving obstructions and jets, generally beyond current analytic 
techniques. The lattice-gas is shown to capture, in a fundamental way, a wide range 
of complex hydrodynamic features, previously confined to experimental methods of 
investigation. 
Analysis of the two-dimensional lattice-gases, including the FHP7 model, has shown 
that they only accurately represent valid hydrodynamics in the incompressible limit. 
However, a number of compressible features are evident in lattice-gas simulations. 
The reasons for this limitation are not currently understood and require clarifi-
cation. To this end, Chapter 4 describes simulations performed with the FHP7 
lattice-gas in regimes where compressibility effects are expected to be crucial, with 
a view to identifying those aspects of the model which may be anomalous. 
2 
In addition, the novel multicomputer architecture of the transputer-based Edin-
burgh Concurrent Supercomputer is considered in Chapter 2. This is shown to 
provide scalable and flexible computational power, which can be straightforwardly 
applied to the lattice-gas simulations, with extremely high efficiency. Real-time, 
high-resolution graphics facilities are also provided, and these are exploited to dra-
matically visualise the developing flows. Since hydrodynamic features exist on a 
variety of time-scales, and some do not equilibrate to steady-state solutions, flow 
visualisation allows the attributes of interest to be quickly and clearly identified 
and extracted. 
3 
1 	Lattice-gas hydrodynamics 
Contents 
1 Lattice-gas hydrodynamics   
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He [Arthur] looked downwards with intense curiosity. 
Between him and the shivering ground 
were now some thirty feet of empty air, 
empty that is if you discounted the boulders 
which didn't stay in it for long, 
but bounded downwards in the iron grip of the law of gravity: 
the same law which seemed, all of a sudden, 
to have given Arthur a sabbatical. 
Slowly, carefully, inch by inch, he began to bob downwards, 
swinging gently from side to side like a nervous sheet of paper 




F LUIDS are differentiated from solids by their continuous deformation under tan- gential (shear) stresses, no matter how small. This fluidity provides the basis 
for fluid dynamics. Their reaction to normal (pressure) stresses divides fluids into 
two main classes: highly compressible gases, and only slightly compressible liquids. 
Liquids are usually treated as incompressible for practical purposes, since compress-
ibility introduces thermodynamic considerations which complicate the description 
of the state of the fluid and its motion. An incompressible treatment of gases is 
also possible, but only if the change in pressure is small throughout the system. 
1.1.1 The hydrodynamic equations 
The century-old Navier-Stokes equation, in conjunction with the continuity equa-
tion, are known to accurately describe the behaviour of a fluid in a wide range of 
situations, from the simplest leisurely river in a straight channel to the complex 
turbulence in the extreme conditions of the Jovian atmosphere. 
The continuity equation, expressing the conservation of mass, takes the form 
op +V.(pu)=O  
where p is the fluid density and u the velocity, which simplifies in the case where 
the density is constant to its incompressible form 
Vu=O. 	 (1.2) 
The Navier-Stokes equation, pertaining to Newton's Second Law of Motion that 
the rate of change of momentum of a fluid particle equals the net force acting on 
it - can be expressed, for a continuum fluid in D dimensions, 
D(Pu)+ p(U .v)U _ _VP +iiV2u+Dt 	(C+)v(v.u)+F, 	(1.3) 
where the substantive derivative --- the derivative following the, motion - is defined, 
Du Ou = 	Vu 
Dt at (1.4) 
p is the pressure, 77 and are the shear and bulk viscosities respectively, and F is 
the body force (such as gravity) acting on the fluid. 
In the case of a fluid of constant density,11 Equation 1.3 reduces to the incompress-
ible Navier-Stokes equation, 




+77V2u +F, 	 (15) 
where, i' = n/p, the kinematic (shear) viscosity. 
In Cartesian coordinates, Equation 1.2 becomes: 
Su Sv Ow 
ax Oy 09Z (1.6) 
while Equation 1.5 becomes the set of equations: 
au Su On' - 1OP.+102u -- 52u 	02u1  F [t9U 
x Sy Ozj — 
++] +-- (1.7a) 
Sv Ov 5v1 1 Op. 02v 	O2vl F [Ov 





lOw Ow Ow Owl lOp 1 52w j-+u ôt -+vox ôy -+w -I = 19Z -tj-- ---i +v 
[52w 
+ -j---  + ---] 
+ -. (1.7c) 
Unfortunately, these equations are highly nonlinear, so in all but the most trivial 
of cases, they are analytically intractable. The use of powerful computers and nu-
merical techniques allow approximate solutions to be made, but great care must be 
taken with the assumptions made in simplifying the problem. Numerical instabili-
ties and floating-point rounding errors can also make such solutions unreliable. 
It is therefore typical, in cases where complete analytic solutions are impossible, to 
complement the numerical solutions with actual (or scale) experiments. However, 
this is generally expensive where it can be done, and may be impossible in the 
most-demanding of situations, such as those encountered by space shuttle orbiters 
on re-entry to the Earth's atmosphere. 
Since something close to one-third of all the supercomputer time in the world is 
used in such fluid flow simulations, a model which did not suffer from the same 
deficiencies, or which could more effectively utilise massively parallel computers to 
come up with a faster or more accurate solution, would be of great significance. 
Cellular automaton (CA) lattice-gas hydrodynamics (LGH) models arose from the 
application of ideas of the generality and universality of CAs to dynamic systems 
such as the simplified models of molecular dynamics. 
Richard Feynman's view of lattice-gases, as paraphrased by one of his co-workers, 
Daniel Hillis [Hillis89], was: 
We have noticed in nature that the behaviour of a fluid depends very little on the 
nature of the individual particles in that fluid. For example, the flow of sand is very 
similar to the flow of water or the flow of a pile of ball bearings. We have therefore 
taken advantage of this fact to invent a type of imaginary particle that is especially 
simple for us to simulate. This particle is a perfect ball bearing that can move at a 
single speed in one of six directions. The flow of these particles on a large enough 
scale is very similar to the flow of natural fluids. 
rol 
1.1.2 Cellular automata 
Cellular automata were originally investigated by John von Neumann and Stanislaw 
Ulam in the early 50's [vonNeumann66]. Space and time are considered to be dis-
crete, with the simple automaton resident at each time-step updated according to 
a small set of rules and using information from only a small number of close neigh-
bours. However, when a number of such automata are considered as an ensemble, 
their collective behaviour can be extremely complex. 
One of the simplest cellular automaton update rules consists of a site's state being 
alive only if one of its neighbours was at the previous time-step, i.e. 
a(t) = [a_i(t-1) + a2+1(t-1)] mod 2. 	 (1.8) 
From a single seed start in a infinite world this would propagate indefinitely, pro-
ducing complex fractal structures. Even within a finite world (as shown in Fig-
ure l.la) this is almost always the case. 
More varied behaviour can be found with only a slightly complex automaton rule, 
e.g. where a site is alive only if two or four of its immediate neighbours and itself 
were previously alive, i.e. 
a2(t) fi if E{I_2,I+2}a(t-1) 	2 or 4 	 (1.9) = ) 0 otherwise 
A section of an infinite world evolving from a random initial state of such an 
automata is shown in Figure 1.1b. Most features die rather quickly, however a 
few can propagate indefinitely - some in space, though more often only within a 
limited locale as they cycle through a regular, and occasionally extremely complex 
sequence. 
John Conway popularised the field when he discovered two-dimensional automata 
capable of growing, reproducing and dying, known as the "Game of Life" [BCG84]. 
More recently, Stephen Wolfram has further investigated and popularised cellular 
automata as a tool for simulating hydrodynamic lattice-gases and other physical 
systems [Wolfram86b, SW86, Wolfram87, Wolfram84b]. He also was able to classify 
CAs into four basic types [PW85, Wolfram83, Wolfram84a] including classes which 
appeared random (and could be used as a source of random numbers [Wolfram85a, 
Wolfram85c, Wolfram85b]), or capable of producing regularly repeating structures 
on a variety of length scales, i.e. they possessed a fractal property [PS88, PT86]. He 
also conjectured that one class were capable of universal computation [Wolfram84c], 
i.e. any computation which can be done on a computer could be performed equally 
accurately, though not necessary efficiently, by a suitable cellular automata. 
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Figure 1.1: Example one-dimensional 
cellular automata 
In each case the initial state is the top line 
and subsequent lines are updates later. The 
simple automata of Equation 1.8 shown on 
the left generates fractal structures, within a 
world of 213 sites, from a single site seed. Be-
low, a random initial state of the automata of 
Equation 1.9 has produced complex struc-
tures propagating in space and time, however 
most of the initial activity dies within 100 it-
rations. Space-propagating automata tend 
to die eventually, by encountering space-static 
a.utomata, which can propagate indefinitely. 
Simple automata, single point start (left) 
Complex automata, random start (below) 
1.1.3 Elementary gases 
The elementary Boltzmann gas, in which particles possess discrete velocities from 
a finite set, is one of the simplest models of a fluid which is true to kinetic the-
ory. The interactions within a gas of hard elastic spheres capable of movement 
in only six directions (in three dimensions) at constant speeds were considered in 
[Broadwe1164]. Such models lend themselves to analysis and were applied to a range 
of fluid systems. 
The elementary gas models have a similar place in fluid dynamics research as the 
Ising model does for the theory of phase transitions in ferromagnets. However, for 
all their simplification, these models were not universally applicable to the wide 
range of hydrodynamics, and became obsolete. 
1.2 Cellular automaton lattice-gas models 
Several lattice-gas models have been investigated since the mid-70's when they were 
first considered. Mostly these have been constrained to two-dimensional lattices, 
partly for simplicity and partly to minimise computational expense. More recently 
some three-dimensional models have been proposed and a few simulations done. 
1.2.1 HPP 
0000 	0100 - 	1000 	1100 
0001 - 	O1 	1001] 	.. 1101 i 
ooioj 
t0110 Fjj  11110  1 - 
L011 	
L11f4t 	1011 	 iiiifj 
Figure 1.2: HPP configurations 
The 16 possible node particle configurations coded into 4 bits. 
The original lattice-gas model was that proposed and analysed by John Hardy, 
Yves Pomeau and Otto de Pazzis in the mid 70's [HP72, HPdP73, HdPP76]. It 
consisted of a square lattice, boolean particles of unit mass and momentum residing 
on the links at each vertex. The possible configurations of particles at each node 
are shown in Figure 1.2, along with one possible coding of the configurations' 
particles into a four bit word. 
(i)---.--' 
Figure 1.3: HPP collision rules 
The configuration update rules for the HPP model, corresponding to interchange of con-
figurations 0101 and 1010. 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - -- -J ------------------•0- 
t*-1 	I 	II 	t. 	I 	I L 	t+i 
Figure 1.4: HPP lattice update example 
A sample of a fragment of the HPP lattice is shown over two time-steps around the time 
t. Collision update is considered to happen only at the intermediate stages between 
propagation updates. Two examples of actual collisions can be identified: at the previous 
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Figure  1.5: HPP lattice cells 
A sample of a fragment of the HPP lattice is shown along with the outlines of the 4 x 4 
averaging cells within which the macroscopic quantities are calculated. The highlighted 
cell (with the bold outline), has 9 particles, therefore the site density is 	and the link 16 
density is64 . Summing the particles' momenta produces a cell momentum of 1 unit to 
the right, and 2 units to the top, i.e. magnitude 	at 55°, as shown by the large, bold 
vector. 
Update of the lattice consisted of two stages: propagation of each particle in the 
direction of its momentum, from its current site to a neighbouring one, alternated 
with collision where the particles present at a node interact such that the number 
of particles (mass) and momentum are conserved. In this model, only two config-
urations can be updated consistently, as shown in Figure 1.3; all other updates 
would violate a conservation law, or be indistinguishable from the incoming state. 
Figure 1.4 shows the various stages in the update of a fragment of a lattice. 
Regular partitioning of the lattice into cells2 consisting of a local collection of lattice 
sites, such as the 4 by 4 tiles of Figure 1.5, was used to extract local average values 
for measurables such as density and momentum flux. 
It was these macroscopic averages which were considered to represent the continuous 
fluid, rather than the discrete values from the lattice sites. Microscopic details are 
removed by this averaging. 
Reflection of particles from collisions with barriers, within the lattice or on its edges, 
through the reversal of their direction of propagation, or wrap boundaries which 
re-inject particles leaving on one edge at its opposite edge, enable elaborate flows to 
be designed and simulated easily, at little additional complexity to the basic model. 
2not to be confused with the much simpler cells of the cellular automaton, which correspond 
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Figure 1.6: FHP6 collision rules 
Representatives of the collision channels for the FHP6 model. 
Some simple investigations using this model quickly showed that the underlying 
lattice lacked sufficient symmetry to allow a rich collision set, and that as a conse-
quence the prefered directions of the lattice remained after macroscopic averaging. 
Such a lattice-gas, although not able to model general hydrodynamics because of 
this lack of isotropy, was capable of accurately modelling sound wave propagation 
[MTV86, FdHHLPR87]. If a lattice-gas could be found which had higher sym-
metry (while retaining the elegance and integrity of the basic model), then this 
would allow a greater diversity of particle interaction and might have allowed full 
hydrodynamics to be tackled. 
1.2.2 FHP6 
10 years later, the first model to accurately simulate hydrodynamics was described 
by Uriel Frisch, Brosi Hasslacher and Yves Pomeau [FHP86]. The progression 
from a square lattice to a hexagonal lattice, allows the interaction of six particles 
at each vertex, while still retaining a simple space-filling regular grid. Of the 64 
configurations possible for the particles at a vertex, 20 can be rearranged while 
preserving momentum, and in 6 of these there is a choice of two possibilities. 
A complete classification of the configuration codes, C, for the FHP6 model (and 
its extension, FHP7, incorporating a possible rest particle) can be found in Ap-
pendix C. The FHP6-specific entries are limited to the first four tables corre-
sponding to binary codes 000**** - 011****. C denotes an arbitrary configura-
tion class, the presence of a rest particle is shown as the subscripted bullet, C,, and 
a 'dual' class represented with a tilde overhead, i.e. C or C,. Only a subset of the 
listed collision channels may be actually used, and for the FHP6 model, channels 
containing rest particles are unavailable. 
These collision channels are shown graphically in Figure 1.6, and represented by 
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the equations: 
linear 	J{j2} (1.10a) 
triple Y-* Y, (1.10b) 
lambda 	L-'- 	L, (1.10c) 
dual-linear I {I} (1.10d) 
The linear channel, I (Equation 1.10a), updates three equivalent configurations, 
rotationally symmetric, of which Figure 1.6 (i) is representative. It consists of a 
head-on collision between two particles, and two outcomes are possible 3, differing 
only in the sense of the rotation, such that the particles are transfered to another 
of the major axes of the lattice. 
The triple channel, Y (Equation 1.10b), updates two rotationally symmetric 
configurations, of which Figure 1.6 (ii) is one. The three-particle interaction 
transfers particles between the major axes, and is an important mechanism in the 
breaking of the spurious invariant which plagues the HPP model with its lower 
lattice connectivity. 
Together the linear and triple collision channels form the minimal set of collision 
update rules which let particles interact while preventing spurious conservation 
laws. It is this model that was initially investigated in works such as [dHPL85, 
dHL87], and analysed in [FHP86, dHL86b, dHL87, FdHHLPR87], where it was'  
known as FHP-I. 
The lambda channel, L (Equation 1.10c), consists of a linear pair of particles 
which are restricted in their choice of outgoing configuration by a spectator particle. 
Twelve such configurations are possible, rotational and symmetric variations of the 
example shown in Figure 1.6 (iii). 
The final collision channel is the dual of the linear channel, where the interaction 
can be considered in terms of a linear collision of holes or one of a couple of possible 
linear channels. An example of this dual-linear channel, I (Equation 1.10d), is 
shown in Figure 1.6 (iv). 
No other particle re-arrangements are possible without violating the desired con-
servation laws, resulting in a collision set of 20 channels. If duality-invariance4 is 
not desired in the model then the latter channel can be omitted, though for the 
minimal decrease in complexity little benefit would be expected. 
An example of the update of a fragment of the FHP6 hexagonal lattice is shown in 
Figure 1.7. Actually, it is depicted as a triangular lattice with the particles resid-
ing at the vertices of the lattice, rather than the entirely equivalent (and much more 
representative) hexagonal lattice with particles at the centres of the hexagons. In 
both views, particles propagate from their initial site to one of their six neighbours. 
3Where a number of outcomes are possible these are denoted within braces, and superscripted 
with the number of the same type. 
4equivalence under substitution of particles and 'holes' 
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Time t,. 	 Time t,+1 
Figure 1.7: FHP6 lattice update example 
A sample of a fragment of the FHP6 lattice is shown at time t, along with its subsequent 
state after a complete update, consisting of collision then propagation. A total of 5 
collision configurations were updated, representing all of the possible channels: 2x1, L, 
Y and I. 
As was done in the HPP model, cell averaging of the lattice provides macroscopic 
values for the local mass and momentum, but since the lattice is now hexagonal 
the cells are necessarily distorted, as shown in Figure 1.8. 
1.2.3 F.HP7 
The addition of stationary particles (i.e. rest particles at the vertices) was also 
proposed by Frisch, Hasslacher and Pomeau in their introductory paper [FHP86]. 
In the HPP model, rest particles would have added nothing to the dynamics, since it 
is impossible to incorporate them into additional collision rules. However, several 
additional collision types are possible by introducing rest particles to the basic 
FHP6 model, resulting in momentum transfer between the moving and stationary 
particles. These extra collision channels have a favourable effect in reducing the 
kinematic viscosity and thereby increasing the Reynolds number. 
It has been shown both analytically, from the Rivet and Frisch calculation of the 
viscosity [RF86, FR86], and experimentally from measurements of the relaxation 
of shear waves [dHL86b, Rivet87a], that the richest collision sets produce the maxi-
mum possible Reynolds number. Additional rest particles are useful in this respect. 
The full list of configuration codes and classifications shown in Appendix C are 
applicable to the FHP7 model. All available channels are shown, though only a 
subset may be actually used. 
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Figure 1.8: FHP lattice cells 
A sample of a fragment of the FHP6 lattice is shown along with the outlines of the 4.x 4 
averaging cells within which the macroscopic quantities are calculated. The highlighted 
cell (with the bold outline), has 13 particles, therefore the site density is 13 and the 16 
link density is . Summing the particles' momenta produces a cell momentum of 0 96 
units purely along the x-axis, 2 units to the lower-left and 1 unit to the upper-left, i.e. 
magnitude 	at 215°, as shown by the large, bold vector. 
As can be seen from the complete FHP7 collision set shown in Figure 1.9, the 
FHP6 collision channels (Equation 1.10a) are still valid, however, they are sup-
plemented by an additional set: 
triple Y-. 	{Y,I.3}, (1.11a) 
linear+rest I.-.-*{I,2,Y2}, (1.11b) 
fundamental+rest F.---* 	J, (1.11c) 
jay J-.- F., (1.11d) 
lambda L--* 	{L,J.}, (1.11e) 
jay+rest J. {L2}, (1.11f) 




dual -linear+rest {i.2 t2} (1.12b) 
dual-fundamental E --~ 	J., (1.12c) 
dual-jay+rest i. -'- 	 F, (1.12d) 
dual-lambda-/-rest L.-'_* {L.i}, (1.12e) 
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Figure 1.9: FHP7 collision rules 
Representatives of the collision channels for the FHP7 model. Channels (viii)—(xiv) are 
the duals of (i)—(vii). The duplicity under rotations and reflections, producing similar 
channels, is shown in the final column. 
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The most interesting new possibilities are the co-channels fundamental with rest, 
F.(Equation 1.11c) and jay, J (Equation 1.11d), which allow momentum to be 
exchanged between rest and moving particles." 
The FHP6 triple channel, Y (Equation 1. 10b) has been supplemented by the pro-
vision of three further channels (Equation 1.11a) producing stationary particles. 
This can be considered as two particles of the triple undergoing a J-type interac-
tion. These new channels are much more efficient than the previous three-particle 
interaction at exchanging momentum in the major lattice axes. 
Similarly, the other channels, and their duals, are derived from these simple two-
particle interactions, even when many particles are involved. 
It is this model, with its fully saturated collision set, which has been most favoured 
in lattice-gas simulation in recent years, and which forms the basis for the simu-
lations described in the following chapters. In other works, such as [dHL87] and 
[FdHHLPR87] it is referred to as FHP-III. 
Variants of this model using subsets of the full collision set, carefully chosen to 
ensure that the model is still valid, are also possible. An example would be to 
only augment the FHP6 channels, with two-body collisions interchanging rest and 
moving particles, as described as FHP-116 in [dHL87]. These models have poorer 
characteristics, such as higher viscosities, therefore tend not to be generally used, 
except perhaps where hardware constraints limit model complexity. 
An example update of a fragment of the FHP7 lattice is shown in Figure 1.10. 
This fragment, rather similar to that used in the FHP6 example (Figure 1.7), has 
far more possible collision possibilities. Plate 1 shows two consequtive frames from 
the implemented lattice-gas simulator, while also includes examples of reflections 
from wall sites and absorption and generation of particles by sources. 
A full classification of the FHP6 and FHP7 model collision configurations, by their 
particle number and net momentum which require to be conserved, are shown in 
Table 1.1. 
1.2.4 FCHC 
The only model to have been seriously used for three-dimensional lattice-gas simula-
tions is that of Dominique d'Humières, Pierre Lallemand and Uriel Frisch [dHLF86], 
which is fully discussed in [FdHHLPR87]. A pseudo four-dimensional face-centred 
hypercubic lattice is projected into three dimensions, since none of the regular three- 
5 Sincekinetic energy is not conserved in this type of collision, energy conservation requires 
the stationary particle to possess an extra unit of internal energy. However, this is insufficient to 
produce a properly thermal model. 
6corresponding to the following active channels involving 22 configurations: I-'-9 {I}, Y-..* Y, 
I. -..{I.}, Y. --*Y1, F. -   -J and J-'-. F.. Note particularly the absence of the channels Y-.-{I.} 
and I. --+ {Y} and the inclusion of only % configurations in the collision set and not their I. 
equivalents. 
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Classification Code # I m I 	p Channels 
Empty E 1 0 0 
Empty 	+rest E. 1 1 0 
Fundamental F 6 1 1 
Fundamental+rest F. 6 2 1 J 
Vee V 6 2/ 
Vee 	+rest V. 6 3 v" 
Jay J 621 F. 
Jay 	+rest J. 6 3 1 {L2} 
Lambda L 12 3 1 {L,J.} 
Linear I 3 2 0 {12} 
Linear 	+rest I. 3 3 0 {I.2,Y2} 
Sigma W 6 3 2 
Triple Y 2 3 0 {Y,I,3} 
dual-Triple 	+rest V.  2 4 0 {',f3} 
dual-Sigma +rest W. 6 4 2 
dual-Linear 1 3 4 0 
dual-Linear 	+rest 1. 3 5 0 {J 2} 
dual-Lambda +rest L. 12 4 1 {L.,J} 
dual-Jay J 6 4 1 {L.2} 
dual-Jay 	+rest J. 6 5 1 
dual-Vee V 6 4 
dual-Vee 	+rest V. 6 5 v/3- 
dual- Fundamental F 6 5 1 J. 
dual- Fundament al+rest F. 6 6 1 
dual-Empty E 1 6 0 
dual-Empty 	+rest E. 1 7 0 
Table 1.1: Particle configuration classifications 
Each particle configuration, C, (# is the number of such configurations differing only in 
rotations and reflections) is categorised by its mass, m, i.e. the number of (link) particles, 
and the magnitude of its net momentum, p. Dual configurations, categorised with the 
tilde, C, result from the substitution of rest and link particles with holes, and vice versa. 
Configurations with stationary particles are coded by the addition of a bullet, C. (or 
This is a full classification for the FHP7 model; the reduced classification for the FHP6 
model doesn't consist of any of the +rest (C.) configurations, with the corresponding 
removals from the collision channel options of the remainder. The existence of several 
collision channels is shown braced, i.e. {C}, with the number of alternatives of each type 
(if any) shown superscripted. 
Time t,, 	 Time t+1 
Figure 1.10: FHP7 lattice update example 
A sample of a fragment of the FHP7 lattice is shown at time tx., along with its subsequent 
state after a complete update, consisting of collision then propagation. A total of 6 
collision configurations were updated, representing a few of the possible channels: F. J, 
dimensional space-filling lattices have sufficient symmetry to avoid anisotropies 
[Wolfram86a]. 
A node of the FCHC lattice showing the links to the neighbouring sites is shown 
in Figure 1.11. With 24 links, and the possibility of a number of rest particles, 
an extremely rich collision set is possible with millions of possible collisions. A 
configuration classification along the lines of that undertaken for the FHP models 
in 2D can be undertaken, where configurations are replaced wherever possible by a 
(pseudo-random) selection from the range of alternative configurations with iden-
tical particle numbers, momentum 7, etc. Considerable optimisation of the basic 
model is possible to improve the performance [116non87a]. 
1.2.5 Others 
Various other models have been proposed at one time or other, and may be prefer-
able in certain types of simulation. One of these consisted of a regular square 
lattice, and allowed particles of 	velocity moving along diagonal links in addi- 
tion to particles of unit and zero velocity. This was one of few models which had a 
minimal range of velocities and may be useful in incorporating temperature char-
acteristics. Feynman investigated random lattices for lattice-gas models without 
apparent success. For three-dimensional simulations a combination of two regular 
7The momentum component in the fourth dimension must be separately conserved in the 
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Figure 1.11: FCHC node neighbourhood 
The neighbourhood of a single lattice node in the three-dimensional FCIIC model com-
prises 6 nearest neighbours and 12 next-nearest neighbours. A maximum of 24 moving 
particles can reside at the central node (shown larger than the rest) at any instant, along 
with an arbitrary number of rest particles. On the nearest neighbour links (shown by 
bold solid lines) up to 2 particles can propagate differing only in their, otherwise unused, 
4D quantum number, while only a single particle can propagate on each next-nearest 
neighbour link (shown by thin solid lines). 
3D lattices was proposed, with propagation alternately on one then the other. 
In general, the provision of additional rest particles is an accepted method for 
reducing the kinematic viscosity. More than a single rest particle is possible, though 
typically only one would participate in any collision. Particles of multi-unit masses, 
stationary at lattice sites can also be beneficial in reducing viscosity, so quite a 
variety of modifications can be made to optimise the basic lattice-gas models for 
the desired flow characteristics [116non87a]. 
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1.2.6 The models investigated 
1.2.6.1 2D models 
Initial investigation was of the HPP model, to familiarise with the required tech-
niques. It was quickly found that this simple model was considerably deficient for 
general simulations and this manifested itself most dramatically in harsh shadowing 
(or inomplete mixing) in barrier wakes. However, simulations of pressure waves, 
as reported in [MTV86] were satisfactory and provided confidence and incentive to 
progress to the hexagonal lattice models. 
The FHP6 model was later implemented, followed soon afterwards by the FHP7 
model. The optimally saturated FHP7 model was chosen to form the basis of the 
investigations in the following chapters. 
1.2.6.2 Why not 3D? 
A 3D model implementation was seriously considered on several occasions. Apart 
from the lack of 3D visualisation tools, which would have hampered such fluid 
investigations, a more critical concern was the requirements of the model itself. 
For the FCHC model, a 100 Mbyte collision look-up table is almost feasible in a 
large supercomputer main memory, but utterly ridiculous in a distributed memory 
situation where each processor has a total of 4 Mbyte for look-up table., lattice and 
code. Although such a table could have been distributed, the performance penalty 
in accessing a remote table on a very frequent basis would have been crippling. 
The cost of attempting all the various collision particles using bit manipulation was 
also estimated to be prohibitive, at least in the absence of special purpose hardware 
for the task. 
Recently, J. A. Somers and P. C. Rem [SR89] have proposed and implemented a 
variant of the basic FGHC model which uses the symmetry about the 24 axes to 
reduce the size of the collision tables. Each configuration has its net momentum 
vector rotated such that it lies within the desired section, a suitable update is 
selected for the particles, and they are finally rotated back to preserve the momen-
tum flux vector. It was found that the collision tables could be reduced to less than 
64 kbytes, which could easily be incorporated onto each of a number of distributed 
processors. 
Such techniques are likely to facilitate more extensive simulation of three-dimens-
ional flows using lattice-gas methods in the future. 
1.2.7 Model extensions 
A number of extensions to the basic lattice-gas models, in two or three dimensions, 
to enable simulations of mixtures of fluids or different flow systems have also been 
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proposed and implemented. 
1.2.7.1 Multi-species 
When considering the interaction between fluids of different types, these are simply 
represented by tagging particles with their requisite type, which must be tracked 
through their propagation and collision update phases. If a preferential update, 
such as gravitational separation, is required then this can additionally be performed 
on any or all types. Alternatively, some form of chemical interaction between types, 
where one will preferentially replace another, is also possible. 
The relative fractions of each type, or their concentrations are easily determined, 
by considering each type individually when performing the macroscopic averaging 
phase. 
Examples of the implementation of such multiple species models, through tagging 
each of the bits corresponding to particles with an additional bit, generally known 
as its colour, which propagates with the particle, can be found in [dHLS87, BTR89]. 
Initial conditions with a heavier fluid above a lighter one will naturally produce the 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability [CdHLP86}; modelling two fluids of different viscosities 
in a porous medium allows study of the Saffman-Taylor instability [SRB89}; ap-
plying a shearing flow at the interface produces the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability 
[dHLS85]; and similarly the Rayleigh-Benard instability [BZ87] and the surface 
tension of immiscible fluids [RK88] have been simulated with these models. 
1.2.7.2 Miscellaneous 
Numerous models, some of which have been rather exotic, have also been pro-
posed or actually simulated: for example, magnetohydrodynamics [CM87b, HM87, 
MD87], waves and unsteady flows [CCDL88, Lim88], buoyancy and seepage effects 
[BZ87], solid-fluid suspensions and Brownian motion [LCF88], reaction-diffusion 
models [dHLS87], interfaces and combustion phenomena [CdHLP86], Burger's model 
and diffusion [BL88], and two-dimensional turbulence [SSB88]. 
The later example is of special significance, since [0Y86} conjectured that lattice-
gases were not a computationally efficient alternative to standard numerical codes 
in the simulation of turbulent flows. Their arguments were based on the scaling 
of Reynolds number with the lattice dimension, for a gas of fixed (or only slowly 
varying) viscosity. However, with optimised collision rules providing the possibility 
of arbitrary viscosities and specially designed hardware for lattice-gas updates this 
is currently far from certain. Indeed, where complex geometries are concerned, it is 
conceivable that lattice-gas methods would be more efficient than existing methods. 
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1.3 Model fundamentals 
1.3.1 Minimal basis 
1.3.1.1 Basic properties 
In constructing a lattice-gas model, there can be a number of properties which 
are desirable. These may be from the point of simplicity, so that unnecessarily 
complicated features are avoided, or alternatively, efficient implementation on a 
digital computer (or specially designed hardware) may be the goal. 
Boolean particles The simplest entity which can exist in a simulation is a single 
bit, which may be set or not. In associating a particle with such an entity, the only 
information maintained about the particle is whether it exists or not. It is possible 
to derive additional information from where the particle is found, such as its velocity 
if it resides on a certain link, but it cannot be distinguished from any other such 
particle8. 
Exclusion principle A further simplification is to only allow one (indistinguish-
able) particle to occupy a particular state at a time, where a particle's state consists 
of information about its position and velocity9. 
Simplified microdynamics Particles are constrained to reside on the sites'° of 
a lattice, and to instantaneously hop between sites on the pulse of a regular time-
step. Particles need only then be considered to interact at the sites of the lattice, 
again instantaneously. 
Ficticious model All these features result in a fictitious model in which particle 
movement is only between lattice sites, and particle interaction is only between 
the small number of particles. Both propagation and interaction are considered to 
happen simultaneously by all the existing particles, and are alternated to form a 
complete lattice update. 
1.3.1.2 Consequences 
There are a few consequences to the choice of simplifications made in construct-
ing the basic model. These are not necessarily undesirable, but can have certain 
ramifications which need to be noted. 
8 a least without specially marking particles so they can be used as tracers. 
9and also other attributes, such as colour, etc. 
10actually, the links at the sites 
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Reversibility In general, the microdynamics are completely reversible, such that 
reflection of the direction of propagation of all the particles at a particular instant, 
has the effect of reversing the direction of time evolution. However, this requires 
complete knowledge of the state of every particle, which gets increasingly pro-
hibitive with larger systems, and, if non-deterministic collision choices have been 
allowed, will require knowledge of their history as well. This microdynamic re-
versibility models that of molecular dynamics which we are mimicking, and is lost 
in the macrodynamic averaging - as also happens in real-world hydrodynamics 
and thermodynamics. 
Galilean invariance Lattice-gases, such as the FHP7 hydrodynamic model, have 
a prefered reference frame - that in which the lattice is at rest - therefore Galilean 
invariance does not hold at the microscopic lattice level, i.e. they are not invariant 
under arbitrary (non-relativistic) spatial transformations. This is due to the use of 
a finite set of directions for the velocity, and to the exclusion principle that leads 
to the boolean character of the particles. 
However, Galilean invariance is restored in the incompressible limit [FdHHLPR87]. 
Recently, [dHLS87] has shown that it can be restored through tuning of the collision 
rules, and therefore models can be cured of the Galilean disease. 
Duality The removal of every particle, and the replacement of every former hole 
with a particle, will result in an entirely equivalent model, since the dynamics 
of holes" in their propagation and interaction is identical to that of particles. 
Actually, duality-invariance is only the case when the collision set has been so 
chosen to be symmetric for particles and non-particles. The dual nature of the 
lattice-gas is manifest in a deviation from the expected form of the non-linear term 
of the Navier-Stokes equation by a factor, g(p). 
Since every additional collision channel contributes to lowering the viscosity of the 
lattice-gas, generally, it is preferable to include the dual collision channels. Alter-
natively, by biasing collisions which create and destroy rest particles, the duality 
factor can be normalised (i.e. g(p) = 1) [dHLS87]. The resulting model is, however, 
only valid over a small density range, while violating semi-detailed balance for a 
subset of the collisions. 
1.3.1.3 Conservables 
Details of the simplifications of the microdynamical model should not be evident 
in the observables of the macrodynamic world. As such, several points should be 
borne in mind: 
"in the solid state sense 
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Conservation laws Since mass and momentum should be conserved in the ob-
served macrodynamics, it is important that the microdynamics adhere to this. 
Propagation achieves this by solely moving particles from their initial site to their 
final site in accordance with their momentum. More choice is involved in the de-
sign of the collision rules, whereby momentum is redistributed between the particles 
resident at each site after propagation. Generally, only a small number of config-
urations of particles are possible, and to replace a particular configuration with 
another with the same number of particles (to conserve mass) and with the same 
net momentum may not be possible, so typically no interaction occurs. 
It is desirable that whenever a possible replacement could occur that it should 
happen, since this will lead to more varied dynamics. This results in a reduction 
of the mean free path, X, between collisions, and kinetic theory suggests that the 
viscosity, 
U 	A. 	 (1.13) 
On length scales much larger than the mean free path, the system is likely to behave 
like a continuum fluid. 
Isotropy The isotropy of the macroscopic gas dynamics is strongly dependent 
on the crystallographic group of the underlying lattice. In two-dimensions, the 
HPP model suffers from the prefered directions of the square lattice resulting in 
prefered axes for flow propagation. The hexagonal lattice of the FHP model, with 
its greater symmetry, can be freed of such problems (provided a balanced collision 
set is constructed), as was shown in [Wolfram86a], and experimentally verified. It is 
sometimes possible to counteract the problem of lattice anisotropy by careful tuning 
of the particle collision interactions, but it is preferable to avoid this complication 
where possible. The FCHC model is naturally isotropic and therefore makes a good 
choice for three-dimensional lattice-gas simulations. 
Chirality Where several collision channels exist, it is important that no asymme-
try or bias in the sense of rotation of the particles in the configuration be introduced. 
Typically, the redistribution of momentum in a net-zero momentum configuration, 
can be viewed as a rotation of the whole configuration about its central node. Con- 
sidering the FHP6 model, examples of these are the Linear and Triple channels, I 
and Y, of Figure 1.6 (i) and (ii). 
The Triple channel Y- Y is symmetric in its update, with the outgoing configu-
ration equivalent to the original under a rotation of ± 12 However, the Linear 
channel I-'-+ {I} has two possible outcomes, dependent on whether the - rotation is 
positive or negative. In such a situation the decision to always rotate in one sense 
would result in a chiral model, while randomly choosing between the two would 
121n the FHP7 model, the Triple channel, Y--* {I.} is also available, and any preference in 
selecting one of the available outcomes could lead to chirality. 
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produce an achiral model in which there was no prefered sense of rotation, typical 
of most" physical fluids. 
Actually, so long as the chirality is in some way destroyed in the microdynamics, 
for instance by equivalencing the sense of the rotation to the parity of the lattice 
site of the configuration, the macrodynamics will be achiral. 
1.3.2 Achieving macrodynamics 
1.3.2.1 Cell averaging 
Having specified the microdynamics of the lattice-gas, macrodynamics is simply 
achieved by subdividing the micro-lattice into regular cells within which the av-
erage properties of the underlying sites and particles can be calculated. It is the 
collective behaviour of a number of such cells which shows how a flow is developing, 
rather than the much more intricate interactions of the individual particles, or any 
particular site. 14 
The natural units of time, length and mass in lattice-gas simulations are the time-
step, link-length (between sites) and particle mass respectively. Velocities are there-
fore quoted in link-lengths per time-step. 
Density Averaging the number of particles per site in a cell produces the mean 
site density, 
(1.14) 
where the Ni  are the macroscopically averaged local populations of the boolean 
states (i.e. the link populations, so which there are seven for the FHP7 model). 
Alternatively, averaging the number of particles per link in a cell will produce the 
model-independent mean link density, d. This reduced density is more natural 
since the definition of density on a hexagonal lattice is slightly different from usual. 
Because the number of links per site is fixed in each model, the relation between 
the two densities allows one to be easily calculated from the other: for the FHP7 
model 
p=7d. 	 (1.15) 
The density of particles is directly related to the density of holes, due to the dual 
nature of the boolean gas, 
'3probably even all  
14 
Which isn't to say that a display of the microlattice isn't useful - far from it! Tracking an 
individual particle in its motion and interaction with other particles and barriers, say, can give a 
good feel' for the model and its validity. Properties like the particle density can be easily judged, 
and similarly the particle flux, though typically in only more extreme cases. 
of 
d=l —d,  
and a gas with particle density, d, is indistinguishable macroscopically" from one 
with particle density, d. 
Momentum flux A vector addition of the momenta of all the particles within a 
cell produces the local momentum flux density, 
pu = ENici 	 (1.17) 
This can be achieved by counting the number of particles heading in each of the 
link directions, and then vector summing those link flux vectors. If only the local 
flow speed is required, the magnitude u of the flux vector can be easily calculated. 
Energy In a model where energy, i.e. c (the square of the particle velocities), is 
conserved independently of mass and momentum, a thermal property will exist: 
pu2 =1ENiC2 
This is, however, not the case for the HPP or FliP lattice-gases in 21), nor the 
FCHC in 31). 
In lattice-gases consisting solely of single velocity particles, kinetic energy and mo-
mentum are degenerate since no separate conservation law exists. Therefore no 
concept of temperature, affecting the movement ability of particles, is possible. It 
is not clear that gases with very few discrete velocities fair much better, since the 
distribution of velocities is necessarily very crude. 
Duality As a consequence of the dual nature of the lattice-gas, certain macro-
scopic observables differ from the theoretical values by a density dependent scaling 
factor, g(p). This has been theoretically calculated, and experimentally verified, 
for the FHP7 models to be: 
77-2p 71-2d g(p)=j-•7 	
121—d (1.19) 
1.3.2.2 Properties 
It is possible to derive a number of the physical properties of the lattice-gas from the 
microdynamic analysis, as was done in [FdHHLPR87] for a variety of lattice-gases. 
These are summarised for the FHP7 model in Table 1.3, and in Figure 1.12. 
'51n the absence of exterior influences, like sources. 
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Figure 1.12: FHP7 model transport properties 
The FHP7 lattice-gas model transport properties are plotted to show their density de-
pendence. The reduced (dual) density is that of the least-populated species (particles or 
holes), and therefore all graphs are symmetric about d = 0.5. The viscosities are found 
to be fairly constant for a wide range of (non-extreme) densities, while the Reynolds 
coefficient, R*,  is optimised at 2.22 when d-.0.285. 
Viscosity The kinematic shear viscosity, i, and bulk viscosity, C, (also calculated 
in [RF86]) are: 
- 	1 	1 
- 28dd(1 - dci) - 	 (1.20a) 
1 	1 
- 98dd(1 - 2dd) - 28 (1.20b) 
from the sums of the propagation and collision viscosity 16  components, v and v. 
The propagation viscosity is negative as a result of the lattice discreteness. These 
formulae have been verified in simulations [dHLS85, KMZ87]. 
Through a careful choice of collision rules it is possible to minimise the viscosity 
of a lattice-gas [H6non87b], which is advantageous for increasing the range of flows 
which can be simulated. Although the dependence of the viscosity on the density 
is unphysical, in the incompressible limit it doesn't really matter. 
Recently, lattice-gas models have been proposed which introduce a new irreversible 
collision rule which maximises the momentum flux in the direction of the local 
momentum gradient, yielding a negative shear viscosity [Rothman89]. Used in 
conjunction with the standard collision rules, arbitrarily low viscosities could be 
produced. It should be noted, however, that where the dissipation scale of the 
lattice-gas was less than a lattice link-length, a grid viscosity is expected, which 
limits how low the viscosity can be taken. This is likely, all the same, to pro-
vide a valuable technique for attaining high Reynolds numbers, e.g. for turbulence 
simulations. 
Speed of sound The analysis of the lattice-gas microdynamics (at least in the 
incompressible limit) shows that the speed of sound is a constant for the FHP7 
model, 
Cs = VF7 1 	 (1.21) 
however, the incorporation of additional rest particles (such that a number can 
reside at each, node) can be used to reduce the speed of sound [FdHHLPR87]. 
Mach number The dimensionless ratio of a velocity, u, to the speed of sound is 
known as the Mach number, 
Ma=-  -, 	 (1.22) 
which determines the influence of compressibility effects. When Ma < 1, these are 
negligible, and the flow is considered incompressible. 
16 The kinematic viscosities, previously denoted v, are used instead of the true viscosities, e.g. 
j, for convenience and are often used interchangedly. 
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Pressure A similar analysis of the pressure of the lattice-gas produces the formula 
P = 2p (i - g(p)u2) . 	 (1.23) 
It can be seen that this follows the expected isothermal relation 
Ps2P, 	 (1.24) 
and results in the pressure generally being twice the density, unless the velocity 
gets quite high. When the velocity approaches the maximum possible velocity, the 
model breaks down, and the formula gives unrealistic negative pressures. Pressures 
are shown in Figure 1.13 for a range of velocities. 
Reynolds coefficient The dimensionless Reynolds number, governing the rela-
tive importance of the viscous and inertial properties of the flow, can be stated 
Re = 9(p)-  = 
	
LU 	(p) c,
LMa 	 (1.25) 
z'(p) V(P) 
where L and U are, respectively, a characteristic length and a characteristic velocity, 
and a Reynolds coefficient, containing the model-specific terms, can be defined, 




It is found that this coefficient reaches a maximum value of 2.22 for the FHP7 
lattice-gas when the density is 0.285. 
The two dimensionless numbers, Re and Ma, characterise isothermal flows. When 
the Reynolds number is small (Re < 1), the inertial component is dominant and 
a laminar, stationary flow is found, compared to the non-stationary and turbulent 
flows found when the viscous component is dominant and the Reynolds number is 
large. 
1.4 Summary 
A simple comparison of the diversity of the collision sets in a few of the basic lattice-
gas models is shown in Table 1.2. The HPP model is generally accepted to be 
lacking in sufficient richness to fully produce all but the most basic hydrodynamics. 
The variety of the FCHC model, and its ability to simulate three-dimensional 
hydrodynamics makes it a very promising model for the future, but also puts it 
beyond our current capabilities. 
Of the remaining FHP models, it was the FHP7 variant, which was selected as 
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Figure 1.13: FHP7 model pressure variation 
The pressure equation of the FHP7 model is plotted to show the dependence on density 
and for the full range of velocities: u = 0.00. .2.00 in increments of 0.25. Negative pressures 
are seen to be possible when the velocity exceeds u 1.50. 
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Model D lattice links configurations collisions R ax 
HPPt 2 square 4 16 2 ? 
FHP61 2 hexagonal 6 64 20 0(0.5) 
FHP71 2 hexagonal 7 128 72 2.22 
FCHC5 3 hypercubic 24 16,777,216 O(107) 0(40) 
t original Hardy, de Pazzis & Pomeau model 
Frisch, Hasslacher & Pomeau model, with possible rest particle 
§ Face-Centred HyperCubic model, requiring a single section of a 4-dimensional lattice 
Table 1.2: Basic lattice-gas models' diversity 
Comparisons of the number of possible configurations, and those considered collision 
configurations. D is the dimensionality of the resulting lattice-gas (rather than the lattice 
on which it resides), and R nax is the maximal Reynolds coefficient obtainable. Only the 
HPP model is necessarily deterministic, though the others can be made so. The addition 
of extra rest particles, to the FCHC model in particular, results in many more possible 
configurations and collisions, and also a higher R*. 
density p = 7d 
speed of sound c3  = 
duality function 7 1-2d g(p) = 12 1—d 
pressure P = 3d (i - 	g(p)u2 ) 





bulk viscosity 1 = 98dd1-2d) - 28 
Table 1.3: FHP7 transport properties 
Summary of the properties of the hexagonal lattice-gas, with a single rest particle, and 
the fully saturated collision set. 
properties for only marginally increased complexity. The implementation of the 
model will be detailed in the following chapter, and investigated in later chapters. 
Its properties 'are summarised in Table 1.3. 
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As a rule, 
software systems do not work well 
until they have been used, 
and have failed repeatedly, 
in real applications. 
[Parnas9O] 
Since parallel programming tools exist, 




C ELLULAR AUTOMATON lattice-gas models are inherently parallel, by virtue of their large regular lattice, and the uniformity of its update. A multicomputer, 
capable of harnessing the computational power of a number of relatively inexpensive 
processors, can bring considerably more muscle to bear on the problem than would 
otherwise be possible. 
The novel computer architecture, and the issues and problems involved in utilising 
it efficiently are addressed with respect to the intended lattice-gas simulations. 
These factors govern the high-level implementation of the model, along with more 
usual implementation strategies for low-level realisation. 
Another vital component for the investigation of hydrodynamics is the (potentially 
real-time) visualisation of the resulting flows, such that their detailed developing 
behaviour can be scrutinised and qualitatively verified, prior to subsequent quan-
titative analysis. The simple visualisation techniques implemented for the simula-
tions are described. 
2.2 Distributed parallelism 
2.2.1 Concepts of concurrency 
2.2.1.1 Computer architectures 
Various means can be employed to attempt to improve the performance, or through-
put, of a computer. The simplest is obviously to design faster hardware, capable of 
executing more instructions per second. This avenue has been thoroughly exploited, 
however, and there are fundamental limits (such as the speed of light which governs 
the speed of propagation of information) which suggest that performance improve-
ments are unlikely to satisfy computational demand by this method alone. This 
has lead to a growth of interest in alternative computer architectures and method-
ologies, which have been proven to offer greatly improved 'performance through 
exploitation of concurrency - albeit, not for every program. 
The taxonomy of computer architectures by [Flynn72] is summarised in Table 2.1. 
A full survey of the state of the parallel computer industry as it exists at the start 
of the 90's can be found in [WT91], while [HJ88] provides a more detailed look at 
the primary architectures covered. 
SISD Traditional computers consist of a single processor executing instructions 
one after the other on its data, in the conventional von Neumann architecture. 
Such serial computers are termed SJSD machines 	at any time they are capable 
of executing a single instruction on a single data element. 
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Single Instruction 	Multiple Instruction 
Single Data SISD 	 MISD 
'ordinary' serial computerst  pipelined computers 
Multiple Data SIMD 	 MIMD 
array processors 	 multiprocessor computerst 
t Current machines generally incorporate a number of transparent optimisations which may 
include small-scale parallelism. 
Covers a wide range of shared- and distributed-memory architectures and small- and large-
scale parallelism. 
Table 2.1: Computer architecture classifications 
The common classification of parallel computers by their ability to execute single or 
multiple instructions simultaneously on single or multiple data items. Hybrid architec-
tures utilising techniques from distinct groups have also been developed, however, the 
categorisation is still generally useful. 
MISD To optimise the throughput of a sequence of instructions, a pipeline of 
processing units can be designed such that intermediate results need not be stored, 
but can be forwarded to the next unit to be processed further. Various forms of 
pipelining can produce considerable performance gains, but since programs branch 
regularly and pipelines have a startup overhead as instructions are loaded, their 
usefulness is restricted. 
SIMD One approach to faster execution through parallelism is to execute each 
instruction on multiple data elements, and is termed SIMD. The Distributed Array 
Processor (DAP) [BBKPW87}, with 4096 (i.e. 212)  processing elements (PE's), and 
Connection Machine (CM) [Hillis85], with 65536 (i.e. 216)  PE's, are examples of 
computers with thousands of simple processors capable of executing instructions 
simultaneously on large data arrays. These are massively parallel, fine-grained, 
array processors, and are updated in lock-step at the direction of a master control 
processor. 
This works very well when the bulk of the computation requires to be done on 
a typically large amount of data; however, this is not always the case, and when 
a program branches only some of the data requires to be updated by the current 
instructions, and the overall performance drops. 
MIMD When multiple processors each execute multiple (different) instructions 
on their own distinct data - as is the case with a MIMD computer - they can 
collectively be very powerful, provided that the problem can be suitably divided into 
parts which can be executed simultaneously. In general, medium-grained problems 
can be efficiently solved on MIMD computers, such that processors require relatively 
little synchronisation with each other. 
True multiprocessors, physically complete and independent computers in their own 
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right, or shared-resource multiprocessors, consisting of skeleton processing elements 
sharing system resources, have both been employed in MIMD architectures. The 
former case is known as a multicomputer. 
2.2.1.2 MIMD architectures 
Shared memory Enabling multiple processors to work cooperatively on a single 
calculation involves an overhead, since data integrity is only retained when coordi-
nation between processors ensures that they do not interfere with each others data. 
With shared memory each processor can access all the data, but data requests must 
be mediated through the use of semaphores and locks which results in contention. 
Transparent use of a small number of very powerful vector processors, as employed 
by the dominant supercomputing vehicle, the Cray-YMP series, elegantly achieves 
world-leading performance in a variety of problems. However, such techniques are 
fundamentally limited by increasing contention problems (only partially alleviated 
by extra caching and pre-fetching) as additional processors are added. 
Novel machines like the BBN Butterfly, have pushed this architecture to its lim-
its (approximately 64 to 128 processors) at the expense of sophisticated switching 
hardware, with an extremely complex crossbar switch capable of routing data re-
quests between any two processors. Alternatively, processors can compete for access 
to a bus connecting all the processors and their data, but again this is limited to 
a realistic maximum of around 32 processors, as is the case with the Sequent Sym-
metry. 
Distributed memory To achieve scalable performance, such that each addi-
tional processor contributes fully to the computation rather than an extra burden 
to the switching or bus resource, distributed memory is required. In this way, 
a modular and expandable compute resource can be constructed, tailored to the 
needs of the problem. This has been successfully employed with computers such 
as the Intel iPSC series (with 128 nodes) and the NCUBE (with 8192) nodes. The 
fixed topology hypercube architecture of these machines allows simple and efficient 
hardware message through-routers to be designed. 
The Meiko Computing Surface [Meiko87], on the other hand, was designed to allow 
multiple transputers' to be connected into the optimal processor configuration for 
the problem. Other manufacturers such as Parsys and Parsytec provide similar 
products. A communications harness, either custom designed or general purpose 
such as Tiny [Clarke9O] is required to allow interchange of data between processors 
via message-passing. 
1or other processors, such as i860's, SPARC's, etc 
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2.2.2 Multicomputer architecture 
The computer selected for the lattice-gas investigations, was a multiprocessor com-
puter, or multicomputer, consisting of Inmos transputers mounted on boards within 
a Meiko Computing Surface. Such a MIMD computer has a number of transputers 
each capable of working on part of the computation independently of the others, 
while cooperatively ensuring that system integrity is retained. 
The use of many identical and relatively inexpensive boards consisting of cheap, 
mass-produced microprocessors, provides a cost-effective alternative to traditional 
serial computers for certain types of computation. For certain classes of application, 
which are efficiently parallelisable, a sufficient2 number of transputers can provide 
near supercomputer performance for a fraction of the cost. 
2.2.2.1 Why a multiprocessor computer? 
A multiprocessor computer offers the unique ability to scale the amount of compute 
resource to the problem at hand, ensuring that it is being utilised efficiently, and 
therefore cost effectively. The provision of additional services, such as graphics or 
fast disk access, can also be done when required, enabling the best usage of the 
available resources. 
The ECS provides several domains, with a mix of compute and additional resources, 
so that an application can be targeted at an appropriate size of domain, or can 
progress through domains of increasing sizes as more compute resource is required 
- and, importantly, as the efficiency of utilisation is demonstrated. It should be 
possible in the near future to allocate exactly the resource desired by an application 
in a dynamic context, however, currently the allocation of resource into domains is 
done statically, with each domain allocated to applications dynamically. 
The lattice-gas simulations were able to efficiently use a range of the available 
resources. For large, high-resolution, simulations, the considerable resource of a 
domain of 128 transputers were required for a day to take a system from its initial 
starting state to a fully developed flow. However, the same simulation could have 
similarly been done on a domain of 16 transputers, and would have taken a week 
to cover the same time-scale. 
Smaller simulations, which were unable to utilise large domains effectively, could 
be efficiently carried out on the smaller domains. Likewise, the interactive analysis 
of the results of a large simulation were done on a smaller domain with graphics 
resource. 
2The number will depend on several factors, including the nature of the scaling of the applica-
tion with processor number, the compute power of the particular processors used, and, of course, 
the currentmetric for classification as a supercomputer at the time of the comparison. 
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2.2.2.2 The transputer 
Transputers3 are high performance multitasking 32-bit CMOS4 microprocessors. 
Each chip has an integrated ALU5, 4 hi-directional serial links and 2kbytes of static 
RAM memory, as well as a bus servicing all the components. In the case of the 
T800 series chip, 'a floating-point unit (FPU) has also been incorporated, capable 
of achieving iMfiops - i.e. one million floating point operations per second. All 
components can potentially operate simultaneously, which importantly allows all 
four links to be handling communications events while the ALU (and FPU on the 
T800) are independently processing data [Inmos88b]. 
The provision of communications services within the chip facilitates the ease with 
which a number of transputers can be harnessed to work independently on parts of 
a particular problem, but cooperate jointly on solving a larger problem, since infor-
mation can be efficiently passed to adjacent processors or through-routed to remote 
processors. This relies on the transputers ability to automatically deschedule and 
swap processes, e.g. when awaiting communication. 
2.2.2.3 The occam model 
The transputer, and its native language occam, support the communicating process 
model of concurrency (see e.g., [Hoare85]). 
Communication A process consists of a complete computation, with its own 
unique data space, which interacts with other processes via channels. Channels 
are point-to-point communication paths, which allow a particular process to send 
data to another and receive data from it; although they are capable of being used 
for communication in both directions, for consistency, they should only be used 
in one sense. Communication is synchronised, such that when a communication 
event is requested on a channel, the process blocks and can only continue when 
that event occurs, i.e. the process on the other end of the channel is also ready for 
the transfer to proceed. An abstraction is attempted between communication of 
data on channels between processes within a processor, and on channels (over the 
physical links) to processes on adjacent processors. 
Processes The process model is hierarchical, so that a process can be one of a 
number forming a larger more complex process, which may have internal (shared 
between local processes) as well as external (shared with other processes) channels 
and data structures. In reverse, a large process can be suitably decomposed into 
3Taking their name from transistor and computer, designed to be replicated components, yet 
fully-capable computers in their own right. 
4Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor 
5Arithmetic and Logic Unit 
a number of smaller (and simpler) processes. The relationship between the sub-
processes must be specified as either sequential or parallel. If sequential, that 
process must finish before the following will commence. If parallel, all will run 
simultaneously and they must all finish before following code will be executed. 
Processes naturally run simultaneously on separate processors, yet could just as 
simply execute in parallel on a single processor, though generally at a fraction 
of the speed, since they would then be sharing the computational resource. The 
channel abstraction allows the distinction between a remote process executing on 
a separate processor, or on the same processor, to be unnecessary. 
2.2.3 Problem decomposition 
Decomposing a problem for a MIMD computer can be done in several ways, and 
indeed a problem may utilise different decompositions in different sections of the 
problem, though typically not all will be suitable for any given problem. (see, e.g., 
[FJLOSW88]) 
2.2.3.1 Algebraic decomposition 
Perhaps the most natural decomposition is to split the problem into a number of 
distinct operations, and to execute these on different processors passing the partially 
processed data between them. Unfortunately, this method is rarely useful, since the 
different operations typically do not happen at the same time, or else make load-
balancing extremely difficult since they take different and varying times to execute. 
There can also be excessively large amounts of data to pass from one processor to 
another, which is very difficult to overlap with useful computation, and results in 
a bottleneck where processors idle waiting for the data they require to be made 
available. 
2.2.3.2 Data decomposition 
Where the same sequence of operations must be applied to a range of data ele-
ments, independently of neighbouring elements, advantage can be made of event 
parallelism. Typically, a large amount of work can be decomposed into a number 
of smaller tasks, and these can be distributed over the available processors, with 
the resulting partial solutions combined when all have completed to produce the 
final solution. A task farm operates in such a manner. 
An example of such a computation would be the calculation of the number of 
matches for a particular key within a large database, where each processor can be 
given a section of the database, can match the key against the entries within its 
section, and return the matches to a coordinating processor. 
There will be an overhead involved in initially distributing the database, but this 
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would typically only require to be done once, and then for each interrogation the key 
has to be broadcast, and the resulting matches collected. However, provided that 
each processor has a sufficiently large section of the database, the work involved 
in processing on that section will he in excess of the distribution overheads, and a 
suitable performance gain should be observable as more processors are added while 
this remains true. 
2.2.3.3 Geometric decomposition 
Where each of the decomposed sections of the problem require to interact with 
one another, it is important that the overheads involved in doing so are minimised, 
through provision of an efficient message routing mechanism and careful consider-
ation of the partitioning so that inter-processor communication is minimised. 
In a grid-based problem, each point within the grid will rarely (if ever) require 
information from remote regions of the grid, but will typically interact closely with 
adjacent points, or those within its immediate locale. A suitable decomposition 
will ensure that as much as possible of each points neighbourhood is located within 
the same processor, or failing that, on processors which are directly (physically) 
connected to it. 
Each grid update will therefore typically involve the computation of the interactions 
within the local section of the grid, and additionally the communication of data 
necessary for the update of the border neighbourhood within each processor (and 
equivalently, the provision of that information for each neighbour). 
In the simplest case, since transputers with four links have been used, each processor 
can be directly connected to four neighbours, and a two-dimensional decomposi-
tion of the lattice will be most optimal in minimising the section surface to area. 
This corresponds to minimising the communication of border information to the 
calculation of interior information. 
On a multitasking microprocessor, like the transputer, advantage can also be made 
of the ability to communicate border information while simultaneously updating 
the interior, before finally merging the border information with that of the interior 
to complete the update. Therefore, if the time taken to communicate the border 
is less than that to update the interior it will be completely overlapped and hence 
transparent (and immaterial) in efficiency considerations. 
2.2.4 Problems with parallelism 
2.2.4.1 Communication 
Although the transputer has fast links to enable it to transmit data quickly be-
tween processors, communication hardware technology is considerably lagging be-
hind computational hardware, and the transputer is no exception - though it is 
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far better balanced than most. Furthermore, this is likely to be the case for (at 
least) a considerable time, and therefore it is important to recognise that communi-
cation can be just as important (and more so in some cases) than the computation 
involved in a program. 
The transputer can overlap the operation of the links with that of calculations in its 
processor, and when done successfully, it is possible for the communication time to 
be completely transparent. However, as a problem is partitioned into smaller and 
smaller parts distributed over larger numbers of processors, the communication 
can tend to rise with the number of processors, and even where it doesn't, the 
communication overhead rises since the computation time for the smaller data 
segments will decrease. 
2.2.4.2 Load imbalance 
Inhomogeneity It is also important to note that in the event of an inhomogene-
ity in the update characteristics, for instance in the lattice-gas, where sites requiring 
special update are particularly (or uniquely) prevalent, the load distribution prob-
lem requires more critical examination. When this particular processor is light in 
work, so that it will finish processing before the other processors, the load-imbalance 
can be significant, but the overall processing efficiency will not be significantly de-
graded. The contrary case, where a particular processor has a greater workload 
than the rest, i.e. a heavy load, it will finish processing later than all the others, 
and this is extremely undesirable, and to be minimised as much as possible. 
In the first case, one lightweight processor doesn't significantly degrade the overall 
processing efficiency, since the majority of the processors are themselves working 
at full efficiency. With a single heavyweight processor, overall processing efficiency 
is massively degraded since only a single processor is working at full efficiency. 
These considerations become much more serious when additional processors are 
available, since the overall throughput expected by their provision will be catas-
trophically degraded by any initial processing inefficiency resulting from heavy-
weight processes. 
Fragmentation Fine subdivision of a large problem, such that each processor has 
a number of smaller tasks (rather than just one), sometimes can increase efficiency 
by achieving better task overlapping - the processing of one task can be done 
which communicating the results of another. Generally, if the workload profile is 
unknown, a random decomposition and scatter is necessary to achieve a reasonable 
balance. Since the connectivity of the lattice-gas simulation is high (requiring a 
significant data transfer rate), and the likely imbalance small, fragmentation is 
unlikely to prove beneficial in this instance. 
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2.3 Implementation of model 
A complete summary of the essential core of the occam2 implementation is included 
in Appendix F. A number of books (e.g. [BKPR87, PM88, Wexler89, Inmos88a]) 
provide suitable references on details of the occam language, though none of the 
concurrency specific features are used in these fragments. 
2.3.1 Data structures 
2.3.1.1 Sites 
The two operations at the heart of a lattice-gas simulation are propagation of 
particles between lattice sites and their collision update when there. The models 
investigated have been 6-bit and 7-bit models, so the information required for a 
particular lattice site can conveniently be stored in a single (8-bit) byte, with the 
spare bit used to signify special sites (such as barriers and sources) when set. Thus, 
a particle moving in the n-direction of the lattice would be represented by the 
presence of the n'th bit being set in that particular site byte. The special site and 
link codes are shown in Code Fragment 1, and the particle configuration codings 
in Appendix C. 
2.3.1.2 Lattice 
Since a two-dimensional lattice is required by the model, it is stored as a two-
dimensional byte array, containing all the information about the particles and the 
special sites. A trigonal lattice is required such that each node has six (equidistant) 
neighbours, as shown in Figure 2.1. 
This can be implemented straightforwardly, using a particular sites index parity in 
one direction (e.g. y, say) to suitably specify its neighbourhood. For even sites, this 
provides north-east and south-east neighbours in addition to the four prime compass 
directions; odd sites have additional north-west and south-west neighbours. Instead 
of a hexagonal cell update template (or stencil), two chevron-shaped templates are 
required - the fact that the distance to diagonal neighbours is longer than that to 
nearest neighbours and that they are not equiangular are obscured in the coding 
(see Code Fragment 9). 
The update requires some temporary storage for particles as they propagate to 
neighbouring sites, and it was simplest to specify two complete copies of the lattice. 
This obviously reduces (by almost a factor of two) the largest lattice which can 
be simulated, but was not a problem since the transputers used had 4Mbytes of 
memory, and this was never all used. Indeed, the computational effort involved in 
updating even the largest lattice (segment) possible on a single processor, required 
tens of seconds, and such a lattice would require many such updates to equilibrate. 
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Figure 2.1: Hexagonal lattice storage 
The regular hexagonal neighbourhood of the triangular lattice, with six equally separated 
connections from each node to its neighbours, can be viewed (and more easily stored) as 
the equivalent rectangular lattice with an additional diagonal connection. Alternating the 
diagonal connections facilitates the regular partitioning of the lattice, as well as providing 
a more compact averaging cell - nodes within the shaded area constitute a single (4 x 4) 
cell. 
2.3.2 Site update 
The update algorithm, as detailed in Code Fragment 9, consists of propagation 
of the particles in the configuration at each site after they have collided or been 
generated, should the site have been a source site. Barrier sites (and sinks, which are 
exceptional source sites) themselves require no update, but affect the propagation 
of particles from neighbouring sites. 
2.3.2.1 Generation 
Source sites absorb all incoming particles, and on update would produce particles, 
with a given probability dependent on their strength, for propagation. Configura-
tion generation for sources is simply and quickly achieved by selecting a pseudo-
random integer and accepting particles in each of the link directions with a prob-
ability according to the source density6 (see Code Fragment 8). Each random 
number is used to generate several particles, by considering different parts of its bit 
6whjch has been stored as a percentage in the source code 
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Type FHP6 	# FHP7 
Unchanged E,F,V,J,W,j,'cT,E,E 	44 E,E.,F,V,V.,W,*.,'cT,'T.,E.,E,E. 	52 
Deterministic L,Y 	14 F.,J,J.,F 	 24 
Non-deterministic 0 6 52 
Table 2.2: Particle configuration update categories 
Configuration classifications for the FHP6 and FHP7 models. 
pattern, to provide a fast, though obviously low-quality generator. 
2.3.2.2 Propagation 
Within the storage scheme, particle propagation involves removing the relevant 
particle from its original site byte, and adding it to the appropriate destination site 
byte of its neighbours. Because the model incorporates an exclusion principle, the 
site receiving a moving particle is guaranteed to have that bit free for it. 
More complex decisions have to be made if the destination was a barrier site, so 
that the particle is reflected and re-incorporated in its original site (though in a 
different particle position). Equally, those particles with source site destinations 
are simply forgotten. 
Bitwise masking operations on the bytes containing the particles are unfortunately 
rather slow on a transputer, and it turns out to be faster to promote the byte 
configuration to a (word length) integer while doing the movement (see Code 
Fragment 7). Logical tests determine the presence of particles, combined with 
arithmetic additions and subtractions7 to remove particles from the input configu-
ration and add them to the appropriate output configuration. Any decisions to be 
made when a neighbour cannot accept a particle, because it must be reflected or 
absorbed, are also easily undertaken in this stage. 
2.3.2.3 Collision 
The 128 (or 64) possible configurations of particles coded into the bits at a particular 
site can be quickly collided using a table look-up. The collision update categories 
for each of the particle configuration classifications are shown in Table 2.2, and 
the codes in Code Fragment 2. Code Fragment 6 shows the collision update 
routine, where each site's configuration code is used as an index into the collision 
table (shown in Code Fragment 3) to get the configuration collision type code. 
The majority of sites are not considered collision configurations and therefore are 
unchanged; they are assigned the invariant codes. The remainder are either coded 
7in the faster, unchecked modulo arithmetic 
8using font for program constant names 
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to have a deterministic collision channel, or a non-deterministic update from a 
number of possibilities, ND?. particle.?. 
The deterministic configurations can read their output configuration directly by 
indexing the collider table in Code Fragment 3, but for the non-deterministic 
updates an entry has to be selected from the appropriate ND?. collider.? table 
(shown in Code Fragment 4) corresponding to the number of particles in the 
configuration and their net momentum, which must be conserved. 
Details of the mechanism for selecting an entry from one of the non-deterministic 
update tables are unlikely to be important, at least insofar as anomalous asymme-
tries are avoided. A fully random selection, ensuring that the updated configuration 
is distinct from the original if possible, is implemented in Code Fragment 5. 
2.3.2.4 Update cost 
The update cost for a particular site is variable, but can generally be estimated 
according to the characteristics of the simulation. For a barrier site this is effectively 
nil (though it may have a complex effect on its neighbouring sites). Other sites will 
have propagation and collision update components. A summary of configuration 
update times is shown in Figure 2.2. 
Propagation cost Each particle in the lattice has to be moved, therefore the 
cost of propagation is proportional to the number of particles, which will generally 
depend on the mean density of particles. Although a dual-simulation with every 
particle replaced with an empty space and vice-versa is completely equivalent in its 
behaviour, its update will be slower because of the increased number of particles 
to propagate9 . 
Collision cost The cost of the collision lookup depends on the mix of config-
urations representative of the lattice at a particular time. The mean density of 
particles will govern the likelihood of a particular site having a specific number of 
particles and coupled with knowledge of the proportion of configurations with that 
,. number of particles and the cost for each, an estimate of the average cost could be 
made. 
Since all but the non-deterministic type of collision can be updated for the cost of a 
table-lookup, and even those could be reduced to a single lookup, it is unlikely that 
any noticeable variation in update cost would be discernible over the propagation 
cost. 
Generation cost Since sources require to generate configurations, which can 
involve pseudo-random number generation, they have a generation cost in addition 
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Figure 2.2: Configuration update times 
For each possible particle configuration, the total update time, and the collision and 
propagation components are shown. Invariant collisions take 5is, and deterministic col-
lisions 7is, while the non-deterministic collision times range from 18. .27is. Movement 
is seen to take just over 4s per particle on a base of roughly 14jis, with timings based 
on non-special neighbouring sites - these would be faster, but less representative. Each 
update also has a constant overhead of 104us to set up the site neighbourhood (which is 
the update time for wall and sink sites). 
Mean update time, for an even mix of all configurations, is 52 + llj.ts. For source sites, a 
generation time of 45..52 (dependent on strength) replaces the collision component, and 
the propagation time is variable (dependent on the resulting configuration). 
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Figure 2.3: Lattice partition 
An example lattice of 20 x 12 cells is partitioned in one dimension and distributed between 
10 processors, each receiving two segments. 
to a propagation cost (but avoid a collision cost). Large areas consisting of sources 
should be carefully investigated to determine whether they noticeably overload 
a particular processor, potentially undermining overall throughput. The random 
numbers can be arbitrarily poor, however, to minimise their cost. 
2.3.3 Distribution of work 
2.3.3.1 Partition 
The lattice containing the particles, as well as the special sites, is typically very 
large, e.g. several million sites. This makes it rather straightforward to divide it 
equally amongst the available processors, to ensure that they all have equal amounts 
of work. Because of the restriction on complete averaging cells residing within a 
processor, for maximum efficiency it should be ensured that the number of cells 
is a multiple of the number of processors. In practice, this is not an important 
consideration, unless the number of processors is very large, i.e. comparable to the 
number of cells. 
Since a one-dimensional decomposition was found to be satisfactory, on the basis 
of simplicity and efficiency, it is natural to configure the available processors into a 
chain, and divide the lattice into columns of cells, or segments. Each processor in 
the chain, p, is therefore responsible for updating its corresponding section of the 
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Figure 2.4: Boundary swapping 
Each processor updates its local lattice (shaded) with particles in sites on the edg able to 
move into buffer regions (white), which are subsequently swapped with their neighbours, 
and the particles contained therein merged with the existing ones in the local lattice. 
lattice, which may consist of several segments, s. (Figure 2.3) 
2.3.3.2 Borders 
Since the border sites of each segment require to be updated in conjunction with 
their neighbours, who happen to be on an adjacent processor, some transfer of data 
is also necessary. The up-chain border of processor p must be exchanged with the 
down-chain border of its predecessor in the chain, p — i, and similarly its down-
chain lattice border swapped with the up-chain border of its successor, p+l (see 
Figure 2.4) every update. 
This simple view of the partitioning is complicated slightly when the fact that 
the underlying lattice has a hexagonal symmetry is considered. However, if it 
is assumed that the number of lattice sites within the edge of an averaging cell is 
even, then is it possible to ensure that the phases of the interlock between segments 
RZI 
match, and the border is reduced to a simple line of sites, with the phase consistent 
along its length (see Figure 2.1). 
Figure 2.4 shows the required buffer-zone, into which particles in sites on the edge 
of the local segment will move on update. These edge buffers are then swapped 
with each neighbour, and the particles therein incorporated into the local segment. 
2.3.3.3 Border swapping 
In principle, the interior of each segment can be updated without knowledge of the 
state of the incoming borders, and could therefore be done while such border com-
munications are in progress. It turns out, however, that the update of the interior 
typically takes 500 times longer than the border communication10, so the gain by 
overlapping the border transfers with interior updating and thereby subtracting the 
transfer time from the total update time is generally negligible. 
Synchronisation Each processor is able to update its segment of the lattice 
independently of the others, but the necessity of the border transfer at every time-
step enforces a loose synchronisation between processors. No processor, no matter 
how much more quickly (or slowly) it completes its update, can ever be more than a 
single update step ahead (or behind) its immediate neighbours, because it requires 
information from its neighbour (or vice versa) to continue to the next time-step. 
It can be ascertained that no processor can ever be out of step with any other 
processor by a number of updates more than the number of intervening processors. 
The worst case would actually be when the processor on one end of the chain was 
P—i updates (where P is the number of processors) out of step with the processor 
on the other end". 
Processor lag It is observed that it is rarely possible to interrupt the free evo-
lution of the lattice and have it immediately respond. This is due to a global 
consistency requirement whereby no processor can stop processing its segment of 
the lattice until it has reached the same update time-step state as the most ad-
vanced segment. In general, a few more updates are required (though only on the 
processors lagging behind) to bring the lattice into a consistent state for subsequent 
dumping, interrogation or analysis. 
The synchronisation does not imply that the simulation necessarily goes at the rate 
of the slowest to complete each update, since any temporal fluctuation in workload 
causing a processor to lag slightly behind on a particular time-step, could easily be 
10The actual communication time is negligibly small, however, an arbitrarily long wait may be 
necessary for the other processor involved in the transfer to be ready. Minimising the imbalance 
between processors is far more crucial. 
"When chain wrap-around boundary conditions are used, such that both ends are effectively 
joined into a ring, the worst case is half this. 
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compensated by the inherent slack in the exchange with the neighbour, and poten-
tially recovered in a §lightly faster update on a subsequent time-step. However, any 
spatial imbalance in workload, where a particular processor was continually slower 
to update than its neighbours, can lead to a dramatic loss of performance. 
2.3.4 Collection and analysis of data 
2.3.4.1 Cell averaging 
The averaging cells of microlattice sites, which produce macroscopic observables, are 
generally square and therefore have equal numbers of sites on each side, even though 
this leads to a physical cell shortened in one dimension by 	when transformed 
from the hexagonal lattice. 
In principle, the shape of the cells should be related to the shape of the compu-
tational box, such that the highest resolution in the region of interest is possible 
by locating the largest number of cells in that area. There is little point, however, 
in reducing the size of cells in only one particular area of interest, since there has 
been no gain in computation (because the underlying microlattice must be glob-
ally homogeneou) at the expense of smaller cells, which are more susceptible to 
fluctuations. 
Averaging the quantities on the microlattice is not particularly computationally 
expensive, but since it does not require to be done every lattice update (and the 
averaged quantities vary only slowly with time anyway) it would be extravagant 
to do so. In general, the cell averaging can be done infrequently, and is probably 
rarely necessary to do so more often than time taken for a particle to traverse a 
cell. 
2.3.4.2 Graphics update 
To track the progress of a simulation, it can be useful, though not always necessary, 
to be able to sample the state of the lattice in each processor occasionally while it is 
being updated. It is possible for the averaging process to be carried out occasionally, 
and this information sent to a graphics board for display. There is essentially no 
overhead in doing so, above that of calculating the macroscopic averages, since 
the graphics packets are routed independently of the operation of the rest of the 
program, and can be displayed in real-time on a dedicated display. 
Such a facility can provide an important insight into the way in which a flow is 
developing, or alternatively spot anything untoward at an early stage, and therefore 
avoid wasted computation. Flow visualisation of the lattice-gas is discussed more 
fully in Section 2.4. 
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2.3.4.3 Data analysis 
The complete analysis of the state of a lattice could be executed sequentially on 
a single processor, after the complete byte-wise dump of the lattice data. Alter-
natively, the lattice can be analysed interactively, with each processor partially 
analysing the data in its segment and forwarding the results for final collation on 
the master processor. 
If the simulation requires to be restarted, or subsequently analysed in the future the 
complete byte-dump of the lattice data is required. In general, the macroscopically 
averaged data (although much more compact) doesn't contain enough information 
to transparently continue the simulation, and certainly can not be used to reverse 
the simulation, since the information about every single particle is necessary to do 
SO. 
For the expense of initially calculating a suitable distribution of particles for each 
cell, it should be possible to generate a starting configuration from the macroscopic 
averages. Since it is known that the relaxation time is in general only a few time-
steps, the microlattices will be essentially equivalent after all the particles have 
undergone several collisions. This then leads, however, to the further complica-
tion of the storage of arbitrarily designed barriers and source features which were 
previously transparently stored within the byte-dump. 
2.3.5 Flow configuration 
Initially when a lattice-gas system is being designed, it is necessary to suitably 
position and shape the barriers and sources which will form the flow. This is 
simply achieved by setting the individual sites in the lattice with the appropriate 
codes. 
2.3.5.1 Barriers 
Barrier sites are generally coded to be non-slip, i.e. they reflect incident particles 
back along the link on which they arrived, but they could be set with a different 
code to specify that particles should attempt to be specularly reflected, or some 
other update mechanism used. Since they themselves require no update, though 
they may complicate that of their neighbours, they are cheap, and large regions 
of barrier on a processor are likely to considerably lighten the workload for that 
processor. Although not essential for overall efficiency, it is usually beneficial if 
large barriers are split over as large a number of processors as possible. 
2.3.5.2 Sources 
The implemented strategy Source sites generate new particles to be intro-
duced to the lattice, and the rate at which particles are generated is the major con- 
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trol over the dynamics of the simulation. Source sites therefore have their strength 
coded into the lattice (on a site-by-site basis), whereby a source site with strength 
20% would produce a particle of each available type12, on average once every five 
time-steps. At any particular generation, more than one particle may have been 
generated, and indeed, with such a strength the average number of site particles 
will be 6 x 0.20 = 1.2. This case would be refered to as specifying a particle link 
density of 0.20, producing a site density of 1.2 
Source sites also completely absorb incoming particles, and it is the difference 
between the net influx and outfiux of particles which governs the sources' impact on 
the neighbouring lattice sites. A source with zero strength will continually remove 
particles from the lattice and has the effect of an absolute vacuum (or 'black hole'). 
Such a component within a system is unlikely to be very realistic, producing an 
apparent streaming of particles along the lattice axes (see, e.g. Plate 9b). 
More usefully, when a source site produces fewer particles than exist in its neigh-
bourhood, the net outfiux models the behaviour of a sink. 
Alternative strategies Instead of solid blocks of source sites, producing parti-
cles at a probabilistic rate, an alternative strategy is to continually produce particles 
from a diffuse pattern of source sites [WM89b]. This method has the advantage 
that it is simpler (since it is deterministic) but may well be unbalancing for the 
resulting flow, since particles tend to stream from the source sites. To minimise this 
effect, periodic relocation of the source sites could be employed at relatively little 
expense. Either way, the region affected is likely to be restricted to the vicinity of 
the source site region. 
From measurements of the average particle flux through the system, more complex 
boundary conditions can be designed, which may well improve boundary behaviour 
[Cd1187, SR88, BN87]. 
2.3.5.3 Configuration 
Using the various components available it is possible to design a system within 
the computational box within which the desired flow will form. Typically, if an 
obstacle; or channel is desired, appropriate sites would be set as barriers. Then 
the box would be filled with particles., such that the required density of gas was 
obtained. A flow will result when the upstream edge of the box, or whatever source 
feature, is set to produce a net influx of particles, and the downstream edge or sink, 
is set to produce a net outfiux. 
The flow will require time to equilibrate after it has been set up. Local equilibrium, 
to which the initial randomly generated particle configurations will relax to, occurs 
121t makes no sense to generate stationary particles, since they have no possibility of leaving 
the source site at that update, and it would be an unnecessary complication to also have to store 
them. 
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after a few updates. However, global equilibration requires a time of the order of 
the length of the dimensions of the computational box, since information about 
remote sources or whatever will only propagate through the fluid at the speed of 
(unopposed) particle propagation, which is one site/timestep.13  
2.3.6 Lattice design 
With the inherent flexibility in the lattice-gas implementation, the only impediment 
to designing obstacles, or equally sources, of arbitrary shape, is the quality of the 
lattice construction editor. Since, in general, the lattice is considerably larger than 
can be held resident on a single processor, and the construction operations typically 
require to be done on a site by site basis anyway, a distributed construction is 
desirable. 
In a distributed lattice, where consistency is important, and in the lattice con-
struction phase, where performance is not crucial, the technique of applying each 
construction operation to the data resident on each processor is not inappropriate. 
Some performance gain is possible in calculating crude bounds on the data to which 
the operations will subsequently be attempted. 
Only a few basic construction primitives are provided, which can be powerfully 
and flexibly combined in the construction of completely arbitrary features. These 
primitives are: 
blocks for rectangular features, like sources along edges of the computational box, 
circles and arcs which are useful in the design of smoothly curving features, 
lines to specify a connected line of feature sites 14, and 
wedges which fill an arbitrary triangular wedge with a feature. 
Primitive location and specification can be done interactively through use of the 
mouse and/or keyboard input, or alternatively through a command file specifica-
tion. 
These are in addition to the single-point editor, which allows much greater control 
over the individual sites to be modified, and is therefore useful in tidying ragged-
edges and ensuring that interfaces between sites specified through primitives are 
correct, i.e. there are no gaps in what is expected to be a solid object, or the join 
is suitably smooth between objects or at the boundaries between processors. 
When editing, a primitive object-type is matched with a data-type, which spec-
ifies what type of feature should be set into the sites of the lattice. All of the 
desirable data-types can be selected: barriers, sources of the desired strength, a 
13 
Actually, pressure waves from sources propagate with the speed of sound, which is of order 
one as well. 
'4A modification of the Bresenham line algorithm [FvD82] for a hexagonal (rather than the 
usual square) lattice is an interesting complication. 
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particle distribution of the desired density and momentum (so that each site within 
the selected region is given appropriate random particles), or null sites (devoid of 
particles). 
2.3.7 Comments 
2.3.7.1 Update speed 
Current implementation The FHP7 lattice-gas as implemented, which in-
cludes the full collision set and a pseudo-random choice between equivalent col-
lision channels, is found to run at the rate of 17,000 site updates per second per 
processor (for a typical simulation). This corresponds to the update of just over 
one million sites per second when 64 processors are used, and indeed a display rate 
of one frame per second was achieved with a million site system. The maximum 
sustained throughput achieved was two million site updates per second, using the 
full ECS complement of 128 processors. 
The lattice site update can be speeded up, by a factor of perhaps15 2, although at 
the expense of storage. Since the fastest suitable operations on a transputer are 
those on words, when each particle is coded into a word throughput is greatest. 
However, a single particle stored in a word, is 32 times as wasteful of memory, as 
a particle stored as a single bit in a byte. 16 
It is unfortunate that no benefit can be made of the real power of the transputers 
used, the fast floating-point unit, since all the update operations are inherently 
bitwise in nature. Indeed, while most ECS applications enjoyed a performance 
increase of a factor of 10 in upgrading from T414 to T800 processors, the lattice-
gas code only went marginally faster (and some of that increase may have been due 
to the link speed being twice as fast). 
Other implementations By way of comparison, a FPS-164 implementation 
[dHL86b, dHPL85] of the FHP7 model also updated one million sites per second 
and a 16,384 processor Connection Machine CM implementation [Hiebeler90] of a 
deterministic "FHP model" was claimed to update at a rate of 3 million sites per 
second. However, [RHFdH88] claims an amazing 30 million 24-bit site updates per 
second for the far more complex FCHC model on a 4 processor Cray-2. 
Using specially constructed hardware for the lattice-gas update is also a possibil-
ity, and indeed machines like CAM [TM87, MT87] and RAP [CdH87] can achieve 
40 million site updates per second. However, these machines tend to be of very 
restricted use, since their design precludes diversification into investigations of new 
models which require a different basis - for instance, hardware limitations of 4 or 
15 dependent on the choice of collision rules 
16 
This strategy was investigated, producing a contender for the greatest occam IF statement, 
but never incorporated into a full simulation since it would have only implemented a restricted 
update rule. 
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16-bits per node are rapidly seen to be unduly restrictive for general simulations, 
which require 8 or, more often now, in excess of 24 bits per site. It is likely that 
hardware implementations not designed with 24 bits for moving particles, a couple 
of bits for rest particles, and probably enough bits for another species of the same 
- in addition to some special bits for barriers and sources - (let's say roughly 64 
bits per site in total) will be considered restrictive. 
Although slower, software implementations allow the flexibility which is necessary 
to modify the basic model to research new fields. Cellular automaton environ-
ments, such as CAPE [MW90, WN90] or PUSSYCAT [Pauwels89] have become 
popular recently because of this. Indeed, it is a software approach on general, scal-
able transputer hardware, which was favoured by Shell for lattice-gas research into 
simulations of oil reservoirs [Sopsick89]. 
2.3.7.2 Load balance 
Experience The problem of unequal load balancing is very real in lattice-gas 
simulations, and perhaps even more so when a two-dimensional partitioning is 
available (as in CAPE). When designing, say, a system where two channels meet, it 
is inevitable that large areas of the computational box will consist solely of barrier 
sites which require no update. Those processors to which they have been assigned 
are essentially wasted, and can lead to very poor overall performance. 
From experience of a number of applications developed and ported to the ECS, it 
is generally trivial to achieve excellent load-balancing on less than 16 transputers, 
however, it is much more difficult to achieve even reasonable performance on 64 
and more. Indeed, the achieved performance of 64 processors may well be only 
twice that of 16, and the culprit is usually poorer load-balancing as the work per 
processor decreases. 
When extreme lattice-gas system designs are avoided, the load balance can be 
exceptionally good. This is perhaps not unexpected, since the lattice update is 
fairly uniform, and the amount of work involved in updating a large lattice is 
considerable, even for a number of processors. 
Practice For a fairly undersize simulation, consisting of 500,000 sites or so, the 
TaX transputer activity monitor 17 [Wylie90b] showed that each processor over which 
the lattice was distributed was equally busy, even when the number of processors 
used was non-trivial. On 16 processors, each transputer sustained an activity, a, 
of 99(1)%, while with 64 processors busyness peaked at a = 97.5(5)% as shown, 
in Figure 2.5. This performance is only achieved with 64 processors, however, 
once there are sufficient timesteps between display frames. Otherwise, the graphics 
of the display (and the packet routing to it) is a bottleneck which requires the 
processors to wait before they can send the information for another frame. The 
17 The activity or busyness, a, is determined from the recorded idleness, t, which is how often 
the processor is found with an empty process queue. 
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Figure 2.5: Update performance 
The degradation of the update performance 
with frame rate corresponds to inefficient use 
of the work processors. The mean processor 
busynesses, as recorded by the TaX monitors, 
is sub-optimal with fewer than a dozen or so 
timesteps per rendered frame due to graphics 
bottlenecks. 
worst degradation, when every frame is being displayed, results in a doubling of 
the simulation time. 
The TaX busyness monitor includes a display (in conjunction with the graphics of 
the simulation) consisting of an array - though a chain is readily configured for 
the case at hand - of activity meters showing each processor's busyness. When 
the simulation is running smoothly, all the bars are the same height and uniform 
in colour, with an occasional ripple indicating a slight imbalance which is quickly 
compensated through the loose synchrony. The effect of the graphics bottleneck 
is to cause massive waves of inactivity which propagate up and down the chain of 
processors, dramatically decreasing overall performance. 
2.4 Flow visualisation 
2.4.1 Introduction 
The visualisation of the rich diversity of processes of nature as observed in fluid 
experiments and engineering situations has been an active subject of research, as 
well as a tool widely used in industry, for many years [vanDyke82, JSME88J; in-
deed, Leonardo da Vinci applied flow visualisation in his experiments around 1500, 
sketching the formation of eddies in a wake, etc. 
2.4.1.1 Conventional techniques 
Many techniques have been developed to extract the features of interest as clearly as 
possible from wind-tunnel, water-channel and wave-tank (see, for example, [Yang89]). 
These can be classified into the four groups: 
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wall tracing where the flow over a suitable coating on the surface of a body shows 
on the surface [ReznIek89], 
tufts where small strands of material, generally over the surface of bodies, deflect 
to follow the flow direction [Crowder89], 
tracers where small visible particles, like smoke, bubbles or dye, are incorporated 
into, and carried along by, the flow (e.g. [Werl689a, Mueller89, Nakayama89]), 
and 
optical methods relying on the differing optical properties of the fluid as it shears 
or from density gradients (e.g. [Merzkirch89, PSV89a]). 
The flow is typically either observed by the naked eye or recorded on film (either 
photographs or video-tape)- 
Such visua1isaton provides an extremely valuable qualitative insight into the pro-
cesses operating, however, they have been typically regarded with scepticism due to 
I the lack of quantitative information retrievable. Flow measurement, while capable 
of providing quantitative data, traditionally could only do so for limited sections 
of the flow field, due to contraints of the equipment available - modern 'whole-
field' flow measurement techniques avoid this restriction. Capturing the physical 
phenomena of the entire flow field is generally to be prefered. 
2.4.1.2 The computational role 
With the advent of powerful computers capable of manipulating the extremely large 
data-sets which can be generated by such flow experiments, they have been able 
to provide a valuable contribution to the analysis of the measured data. This is 
in addition to computational simulation, which typically generate such data-sets 
from theoretical models, which are an approximation of reality, when they cannot 
be solved exactly. However, they have had an even more significant impact on the 
visualisation process, permitting the collected and analysed data to be interactively 
displayed in a variety of formats to the engineers specification, such that the dis-
tracting information is filtered out while the features of interest are highlighted to 
be as prominent and unambiguous as possible [Smith90]. 
These techniques are complementary, bringing together the expertise of the exper-
imentalist in recording the measurements of the observed flow, the mathematical 
models and their solution of the theorist, and analysing the two simultaneously side 
by side such that their differences can be contrasted and compared. The desired 
result is a better understanding of the processes involved. Or indeed, it is possi-
ble to combine the techniques of simulation and visualisation to create something 
which looks like the real thing; like the atmosphere of the planet Jupiter for the 
film "2010", where the cloud motion was created by solving the Navier- Stokesequa-
tions on the planet's surface and visualising the paths of millions of tracer particles 
within it [YUM86]. 
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2.4.1.3 The visualisation process 
Large scale numerical simulations and detailed experiments are capable of gener-
ating data faster than its significance can be comprehended, while also requiring 
massive, fast-access data storage devices. Real-time visualisation is capable of pro-
viding a powerful data reduction, such that the inaccuracies or instabilities can 
be discovered early (allowing revised techniques to be incorporated), insufficiently 
resolved phenomena identified, or results summarised. 
The simulation and analyses processes are cycles, requiring generation, filtering, 
transformation and condensing of data, such that the resulting description is more 
relevant. Even at this point, extracting the important features can be difficult, 
and a mapping of the processed data into a form where its characteristics can be 
immediately recognised is best done as an image - preferably one which can be 
interacted with. 
Although it possible to display all the data produced from a simulation or exper-
iment, this is rarely desirable. The goal in scientific visualisation is to reduce the 
image complexity to the bare minimum needed to comprehend the science. 
Since the imageable area on a display, known as the screen real estate, is a valuable 
commodity, it is important that every component of the screen image is as clear and 
concise as possible, while not clashing with other features - hence the current pro-
gression to window-based displays, like that employed in CAPE [WM89a, WM89b], 
allowing images to be displayed inside windows, which can be overlapped, reposi-
tioned and resized on screen, or iconified when not required. 
2.4.2 Visualisation techniques 
A variety of techniques (e.g. [Upson90] provides a survey) can be employed to best 
present the details within a data-set. as an image, but there is generally a trade-
off between an informative and an economical representation. These considerations 
are more important when dealing with three-dimensional (or higher) data-sets than 
the (spatially) two-dimensional data to be considered in the lattice-gas simulations 
undertaken in the following chapters, but the necessity is greater as well. 
To provide a basic (while pseudo-realtime) display of the two-dimensional lattice-
gas only two 18 visualisation techniques were employed. Both produced a two-dimen-
sional map: one of icons and the other a continuous tone map of tiles. 
18An additional technique would have been to specially mark certain particles and follow their 
paths, using them as tracers. This was not investigated, but is inherently feasible in lattice-gas 
simulations. 
2.4.2.1 Direction as icons 
The local direction of motion of an element of the fluid can be specified as an angle, 
and can be visualised by the rendition of an informative icon at the point. When 
an icon is produced for each cell in a complete mapping of the flow, it is possible 
to continuously trace the flow-lines, and eddies are quite prominent. 
Vectors Although other techniques can be used to visualise angles, they are best 
represented by vectors at the sample points pointing in the requisite directions. The 
computational complexity of generating a properly scaled arrowhead in a suitable 
orientation at each point can be quite large, however, while also commanding a 
considerable amount of screen space. Also, when the arrowheads are small, they 
tend to be poorly resolved19 being more akin to 'blobs' than vectors. 
Lines When only lines (i.e. without arrowheads) are used, the absolute directional 
information is missing, but it is still possible to objectively determine the sense of 
motion of each element. Such a process is reminiscent of that using tufts to show 
flow direction [Crowder89]. Although lines are obviously simpler (and faster) to 
render, and result in a less cluttered display, the ability to immediately determine 
the absolute direction of a flow, or the sense of rotation of an eddy, is lost. This 
can least to ambiguity in the display, at least initially, until the direction of each 
element is objectively determined (potentially, by locating the position of the source 
and following the line directions from there) in the form of streamlines. 
Hybrid icons One compromise technique is to combine a visible mark (generally 
a small circle, but a simple 'blob' is sufficient) from where the 'vector' originates 
with a line in the flow direction. In such a way, it is possible to determine the 
flow direction, albeit in a less intuitive manner. Alternatively, only one half of an 
arrowhead need be drawn. 
While such techniques can produce clearer and less cluttered images for the trained 
eye, they are intrinsically less intuitively obvious to the casual observer. The op-
timal form of the lines in any situation therefore ultimately depends on the com-
plexity of the flow and the 'desired' image. 
2.4.2.2 Attribute mapping of magnitude 
Where a property takes values within a fixed range, such as the density and speed 
of the lattice-gas (which are constrained within the ranges [0. .1] and [0. .2] respec-
tively), it is possible to represent their values with appropriate colours from a con- 
19Even on a high-resolution, bit-mapped display, arrows have to be fairly large to be properly 
resolved without resorting to even more computationally expensive anti-aliasing techniques, where 
pixels bordering the line receive an intensity contribution depending on their proximity to the 
'true' line. 
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tinuous spectrum, or alternatively, gray-levels. A continuous tone map highlights 
the continuity over the image, instead of a multi-coloured map which can highlight 
contours when there is sufficient connectivity of the data20 . 
Intensity Achromatic, gray-levels are a good start, since the eye is very good 
at correlating, for example, high intensity with high velocity, but it is less capable 
at determining levels in between accurately. There is also a problem in ensuring 
that other features of the system, such as barriers, have sufficient contrast against 
the intensity map surrounding them - in general this is not possible when only a 
gray-scale is available. 
Colour The use of colour provides a solution, since the eye 21  is very capable 
at distinguishing a wide range of colours. However, over-use of colour, or too 
much contrast between colours, ultimately leads to a confusing image in which it is 
difficult to extract any meaningful information, as well as being fairly unpleasant 
to look at. 
A good compromise is therefore to use a basic intensity scale (though not necessarily 
a 'gray'-scale) for the continuous features of the map, while reserving a few contrast 
colours for the special features, like barriers, within the flow and for borders and 
annotations, etc [FvD82]. 
2.4.2.3 Composite mapping of the flow 
With a careful choice of the design of components it is ultimately possible to com-
bine the preceding techniques in what is known as overloading - where many 
properties are displayed simultaneously, even on the same primitive. 
An example of such a case, which is especially informative in flow visualisation, is to 
code the flow speed into the length of a vector, with the flow direction into its angle. 
The direction of the flow can subsequently further be overloaded by also colour-
coding the vector - the additional utility of having the direction specified in the 
angle of the vector and its colour is very effective and offsets the redundancy. In this 
way the flow has been very thoroughly visualised, and the combined impression of 
the longer arrows indicating the stronger flow-rates with the areas of strong colour 
being those where the flow is uniformly in one direction is very powerful. 
2.4.3 Image optimisation 
To achieve the greatest possible information content from the data to be visualised, 
it is important that it should be suitably scaled and rendered. Otherwise, the 
relevant information will be obscured or lost in the final image. 
20100 x 100 tiles would only yield a useful contour map when the surface was fairly smooth. 
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Figure 2.6: Map entry compo-
nents and intensity 
The continuous black-cyan-white scale 
of the colour maps is shown in terms of 
red-green-blue components, along with 
the perceived intensity: 
Y = 0.301R + 0.586G + 0.113B 
2.4.3.1 Scaling 
If data is incorrectly scaled, lines or vectors will get too long or too short - if they 
overlap, information is lost and clutter is increased, though they should generally 
be scaled such as to (almost) reach their neighbour. With tiles, a suitable range of 
colour (or contrast) is generally desired to highlight the range of values - achieved 
by specifying excess and incess values, within which the mapping of values to colours 
is done, and setting tiles with values outside the selected range to the excessive or 
incessive22 values. 
It is also important to provide flexibility to rescale, since the display will be far 
less than informative with an unsuitable choice of scale, or downright misleading 
with an incompatible choice of rendering techniques23. Inevitably, this is best done 
interactively. 
2.4.3.2 The palette 
It is also helpful if an appropriate, and as natural as possible, choice of colour is 
made. In dealing with fluids, bluish-green seems to be a pleasing choice of 'water' 
colour, while the red and yellow fluid of CAPE distinctly gives the impression of 
molten lava, or some noxious chemical soup, and other users may prefer pastel 
shades. However, the eye is more sensitive in distinguishing reds and yellows than 
blues and blacks. Since no one palette is inherently better than another, flexibility 
to choose or design an appropriately informative or pleasing palette is desirable. 
22 Where excessive values are out of range by being too high, values are deemed to beincessive 
through being out of range and too low 	the distinction is often crucial. 
23 Such as blobs at the vector hilts and poorly resolved arrowheads also appearing as blobs. 
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Figure 2.7: Direction colour cycle 
Colours are assigned with the flow angle 
defining a hue. In this scheme, flow moving 
downstream (to the right) will be coloured 
cyan, with flow in this general direction, 
coloured green or blue. Flow in the oppo-
site sense will be predominately red. 
Monotonic range The default palette designed for the magnitude map in the 
lattice-gas visualisation consisted of a linear interpolation from black to 'pure' 
cyan 24  topped with red to produce white over the remainder. A fairly linear 2" 
increase in intensity is found over the range (shown in Figure 2.6). 
Only 60 palette entries were reserved for the intensity map, since it was found 
that the inherent fluctuations in the macroscopic quantities in the averaging cells, 
along with their relatively small number, made an increased number unnecessary 
for smoother continuity through reducing contouring from rounding. In fact, with 
the rescaling option a smaller number could have been used. 
In the case of a velocity magnitude map, 'darkness' of the low section where the 
flow speed is lowest is distinguishable from 'blueness' of the mid-section and the 
'brightness' of the high section where the flow speed is highest. 
Light and dark shades of pink were selected as suitable contrast colours for pos-
sible excess and incess magnitudes of the map. A dark blue provided a neutral 
dark background, while yellow barriers and green sources were always easily visible 
against the map colours. 
Cyclic range Such a palette is fine for a monotonic range, however, it is com-
pletely unsuited to a cyclic range, as is required when directional information re-
quires to be represented. In such a case it is important that there is continuity at 
the cross-over, but even then a palette going from dark to light and back to dark 
provides no way of discriminating between the shades of gray which multiply define 
the in-between states - flow in the two opposite senses is indistinguishable. Even 
if it is not necessary to distinguish the flow direction to any great accuracy, it is 
crucially important to be able to distinguish opposite senses. 
Here the additional 'colour dimension' is essential, and it makes sense to use the 
full amount of colour information for maximum discrimination, i.e. use the primary 
colours red, green and blue for three primary directions (equally separated), and the 
secondary colours yellow, cyan and magenta for intermediate directions, as shown in 
24 oneof the secondary colours, comprising equal amounts of blue and green 
25A linear interpolation is not quite optimal, since perceived intensity is logarithmic. 
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Figure 2.7. This corresponds to a cycle in the hue of colour, with complementary 
colours 1800  apart, so that it is possible to relate green and blue code to flow moving 
downstream, with reverse flow shown contrasted by being red. 
2.4.4 Image construction 
2.4.4.1 Display composition 
Efficient use of the display is maximised by suitable scaling of the display window to 
be as large as possible. It is generally preferable if perspective and relative scale of 
image components is retained, therefore the image will not tend to fill the display, 
and should be centrally located within it, surrounded by a neutral background. In 
the case of the lattice-gas simulation, cells were required to be of equal size. 
Without resorting to a fully-fledged windowing system, selected regions of the dis-
play can be enlarged by suitable recalculation of the display window and ignoring 
cells outwith those regions - alleviating the need to clip to a boundary. This 
concentrates the view on the area of interest. 
Complex features, like arbitrarily drawn barriers, are rendered once and stored with 
the rest of the background in a spare frame. This is used as the basis within which 
the rendered data is overdrawn. 
2.4.4.2 Data collection 
Since cell-averaging is an integral part of the lattice-gas models, these averaged 
quantities could be calculated simply whenever desired, and displayed according 
to the selected format. Averaging was a fixed-penalty process, which took a fixed 
amount of time from each of the processors when they could have been performing 
further lattice updates, but once done, the results were independently forwarded 
to the graphics processor for rendering. Data for a full image is collected and to 
ensure that image integrity is retained, data arriving for a subsequent image is 
stored before the current frame is rendered. 
2.4.4.3 Rendering 
Rendering the image takes a variable time, dependent on the complexity of the 
rendering technique selected26. When the rendering time exceeded the update 
time of the lattice it was possible for a back-log of unprocessed graphics packets 
to develop which would require the worker processors to idle until they could be 
cleared. Such a situation was obviously undesirable, and through careful tuning of 
26 though also being proportional to the number of cells, so that although extra processors could 
be added to speed up the lattice update (possibly for a higher resolution simulation), the graphics 
processor would be correspondingly overburdened 
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the number of lattice-updates skipped between displays, it was possible to keep all 
the worker processors busy while the graphics processor was also busy producing 
updated displays27. 
2.4.5 Image analysis 
Once the image (or set of images) has been created, it's only then that it can be 
analysed and its meaning extracted - or it is found to be incorrect. Correlation 
can be done with experimental images or with the theoretically expected behaviour. 
2.4.5.1 Image cycling 
In fact, one image is itself generally only part of the story, and a whole sequence will 
be created tracking the flow from its inception, through to when it has equilibrated 
- with dynamic features, like eddy-shedding, no steady state will be reached. To 
get a feel for the dynamic properties of a developing feature in a fluid, it can 
be invaluable to be able to continuously cycle through the sequence of images. 
Different types of information are obtainable from playback at different speeds: 
slow playback allows small scale phenomena to be identified, while fast playback 
highlights the growth and motion of gross features. 
2.4.5.2 Colour cycling 
Another powerful technique in the analysis of images which contain cyclic infor-
mation is to cycle the relevant entries of the (cyclic) palette - a process known 
as noodling. The resulting impression, with a suitable image, is to dramatically 
highlight the vorticity, while also increasing the feel for the flow. 
2.4.5.3 Recall 
When interactive investigation is completed, or not practical, video capture of 
the playback sequence provides an acceptable, albeit inferior, storage and replay 
mechanism. This retains the ability to analyse individual frames (through a pause 
facility), while also showing the whole sequence. 
The alternative, a sequence of still pictures, or a single picture, while perhaps sum-
marising the essence of the flow, is much less useful, unless steady state phenomena 
are being investigated. 
Similarly, the production of an image with a fixed palette has removed the possi-
bility for more complete subsequent analysis. 
27 The change between one frame and the next generally was more dominated by fluctuations 
in the cell average than any gross feature of the flow developing anyway. 
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2.4.6 Visualisation summary 
Since, in general, the outcome of an experiment or a simulation is not known a 
priori, the best visualisation of it is unlikely to be successfully preprogrammed. 
Iterative re-mapping, selection of different scales to highlight phenomena on dif-
ferent scales and changing the palette to one which highlights a specific feature 
are all interactive processes, which rely on a operator knowledgeable of the fluid 
dynamics processes involved. The image at the end of this is, hopefully, more of an 
encapsulated summary of the exploration than the snap-shots of the voyage. 
2.5 Summary 
The transputer multicomputer has been shown to be capable of handling and up-
dating efficiently large lattice-gas simulations. Although the transputer is not an 
ideal processor for the bit-wise manipulations of a cellular automaton update, it is 
indeed powerful, and capable of operation in conjunction with a number of others 
to provide enough compute power to undertake high-resolution simulations in rea-
sonable time. Lengthy simulations would be expected to take up to a full day on 
64 T800 processors, while most would be done overnight. 
The partition and decomposition of the lattice was natural and straightforward, al-
beit only in one-dimension. Although, initially a message-passing harness required 
developing, which was quite a challenge and took a considerable time to become ro-
bust, the recent arrival of general message-passing harnesses, such as Tiny [Clarke90], 
removes this overhead. Tiny also facilitated the incorporation of additional function-
ality, such as end-of-chain boundary swapping, and the TaX performance monitor-
ing. 
Efficiency and load-balancing were sufficiently good that an almost perfect scaling 
was observed in performance with the number of processors a speed-up of 3.85 is 
observed in quadrupling the number of processors from 16 to 64, a scaling efficiency 
of 96%28.  Geoffrey Fox [Fox89] reckons that since the average Cray-XMP efficiency 
is around 12%, too high a standard is set for parallel computers. However, such 
a scaling is necessary for the use of a hundred or more processors to be viable - 
indeed, initial simulations were on 128 processors. 
With the provision of a simple visualisation system, running independently of the 
lattice update, it was possible to monitor the progress of the simulation, and de-
termine early on whether the expected behaviour was observed. In this way the 
equilibration of the system could be observed, and the eventual run time estimated, 
or the system re-designed and restarted. 
The provision of a debugging and observing probe capable of displaying the state 
of part of the microlattice at any instance was also found to be extremely useful in 
28 No threat to Amdahl's law which limits scaling efficiency to 100% 
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checking particle interactions and boundary swapping" 
Many interesting transient and dynamic features were observed during the valida-
tion of the code and in the investigation of the lattice-gas properties detailed in 
the following chapters. Some of these are captured in the colour plates of Ap-
pendix P, though a video would have been necessary to do them justice 30. The 
lattice-gas simulator has, in any case proven, itself to be a flexible and useful tool 
for the investigation of complex hydrodynamic systems. 
291n fact, the probe proved to be unexpectedly useful in determining that some memory was 
defective. A single bit - one in 400 Mbytes - tended to drift to the set state even after reset, 
which manifested as an irregular stream of particles, all along the one lattice axis. Obviously this 
was only observable when the lattice was empty, but any dubious memory would tend to result 
in the spurious generation or loss of particles. 
30The creation of a suitable video presentation for inclusion with this thesis was not possible 
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Arthur looked. 
'Why,' he said, 'is there a sofa in that field?' 
'I told you!' shouted Ford, leaping to his feet. 
'Eddies in the space-time continuum!' 
'And this is his sofa, is it?' asked Arthur, 
struggling to his feet and, he hoped, 




E LEMENTARY simulations initially provide confidence in the basic lattice-gas model through comparison with the experimentally and theoretically predicted 
behaviour. Subsequently, more complex flow systems are designed which are also 
found to exhibit qualitatively similar behaviour to that experimentally observed. 
By way of introduction, the static properties of the lattice-gas simulation were 
investigated. A couple of experiments were undertaken in situations where no net 
flow was involved, and special source sites were not necessary. Firstly, fluctuations 
inherent in the cell-averaging process were measured and the optimal cell size was 
thereby determined. This was followed by the generation of a pressure wave from 
the centre of the computational box and its propagation recorded to verify the 
isotropy of the lattice-gas. 
The ability of the lattice-gas to correctly produce the Poiseuille velocity profile of a 
laminar flow in a channel, verifies the no-slip boundary conditions implemented on 
the lattice edges, as well as the use of the source sites in generating and maintaining 
a flow. Various barriers are then placed in the channel to obstruct it and eddies, 
or a von Kármán vortex street of eddies, are observed to naturally form. The 
eddy-shedding frequency of a prism, which was found to produce particularly well 
resolved eddies, was then measured. 
Finally, through the specification of extra source sites, in addition to those specify-
ing the channel, it was possible to design jets of faster moving fluid. The integrity 
of these jets and their interaction with the flow of the channel was subsequently 
investigated. 
3.2 Fluids at rest 
3.2.1 A contained isotropic fluid 
A squarish rectangular box, consisting of 1024 cells was designed, and the number of 
lattice-sites contained within each cell varied, with the cell dimension, Z, increasing 
in multiples of four'. The exterior walls of the computational box were specThed 
to be reflecting so that particles were confined and none were generated. No net 
velocity distribution was imparted in the random initialisation of the gas to the 
desired density, chosen to be 20%. 
3.2.1.1 Determination of the optimal averaging cell size 
'The implementation of the simulator was optimised (and simplified) when cells were restricted 
to have dimensions in multiples of 4. Square, rather than rectangular, cells were, however, not 
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Figure 3.1: Fluctuations with time (example) 
The density deviation (from the initialised mean density of 0.20), the component ve-
locity and the velocity magnitudes, averaged over the 1024 cell system, are traced over 
128 timesteps from system initialisation, for the example case of 8 x 8 site cells. No ini-
tial drift velocity was applied in initialisation, and no driving conditions were applied 
throughout its evolution. The velocity is seen to fluctuate far more than the density, 
with the component velocity varying most (about a zero mean). 
ME 
A range of lattice systems were designed, varying only in the cell dimension, i.e. 
Z E 14, 8, 12, 16, 20, 32,48, 64}. Considering the system as a whole, and averaging 
all of the cells in it, the mean and standard deviation of the density2, the velocity 
magnitude (i.e. the speed) and the component velocities were measured. This was 
done for the initial random distribution, and over the first 128 timesteps of its 
evolution. An example of the traces of the fluctuations with time are shown in 
Figure 3.1. 
From the summary of the spatial and temporal fluctuation dependence on cell size, 
shown in Figure 3.2, it can be seen that the fluctuations get less important with 
larger cells, as expected. The larger cells are seen to be fairly indistinguishable, 
and it can therefore be deduced that computation was wasted unnecessarily on 
them. Between the cell dimensions Z = 12 and 20, little difference is found, and it 
might be suggested that cells of 12 x 12 would be useful for quickly determining the 
characteristics of a flow, followed by simulations using 16 x 16 or 20 X 201 if less noisy 
measurements were desired. Obviously, larger cells impose a greater coi3üfátióiiäF 
load per update (when the number of cells remain constant), as well as requiring a 
longer time to equilibrate. 
3.2.2 A pressure wave in a contained fluid 
To check the isotropy of the lattice-gas, a system was designed where a marked 
density imbalance would occur in a defined region of the lattice. As the system 
attempted to equilibrate the density, a pressure wave was expected to form which 
would propagate from the region. If it was found to propagate radially, the lattice-
gas would be isotropic and no prefered directions would exist in the lattice. 
A computational box of 32 x 32 cells, each of 16 x 16 sites, was uniformly initialised 
to a density of 10%. A circular region, 52 sites in diameter, at its centre was then 
initialised to 50% density - the high density region therefore corresponded to '-'1% 
of the whole lattice. No net velocity- was imparted to the random distributions of 
particles. 
When the lattice-gas is updated, the density imbalance is equalised by an expansion 
wave of out-flowing fluid, which is found to propagate equally from the central circle 
in all directions. An almost instantaneous increase in the density, pressure and 
velocity is also found at the leading edge of the wave. A combined map showing 
the pressure map and the flow velocity vectors at an instant before the wave meets 
the edges of the computational box is shown in Plate 2a. As the wave meets the 
edges, it is reflected and results in similar circular wave arcs heading back into, and 
through, the centre. 
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Figure 3.2: Fluctuations with cell size 
For each cell size, Z, the fluctuations in the measured cell-averaged quantities are sum-
marised. Spatial averages (r) are over 1024 cells, while temporal averages (t) are over 
128 time-steps from initialisation, with no driving conditions. 
Firstly, the standard deviation in the density deviation from the mean density (sDd) is 
seen to be constant for cell dimensions Z >8 when the spatial average is taken, and de-
crease exponentially with increasing cell size whenLthe temporal average is also taken. 
The standard deviation in the velocity components (sVx) increases with cell size, however, 
when scaled by the cell dimension, it is found that an asymptotic limit of approximately.  
0.95 is reached. 
Lastly, fluctuations in the velocity magnitude (Wm), i.e. the speed, are seen to be roughly 
constant when only a spatial average is performed, but to decrease asymptotically to ap-
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Figure 3.3: Pressure wave front location 
The location of the pressure wave front at two instants in its evolution represented by 
those cells with a pressure in excess of 0.25 . The dotted lines are the limits of the 
computational box, and the solid lines in (b), and the circles in (a) are from the mean of 
the radial distances, namely: 	- 









3.2.2.1 Measurement of the isotropy of propagation 
From a pressure map of the system before the high density area was incorporated 
in the centre, it was found that the pressure fluctuated from 0.16 to 0.25 . After 
the central high density area was introduced, it was manifest as a region of much 
higher pressure - indeed, the central four cells had pressures very close to 1.00 
Once the simulation started to be updated, an expansion wave was observed to 
propagate from the centre as a high pressure circle, followed some distance behind 
by the low pressure circle. These correspond to compression and rarefaction of the 
gas as a result of the wave, and can be clearly identified in Plate 2a. 
At a couple of instants in the evolution of the wave before it reached thefirst 
bounding wall, those cells found to have pressures in excess of 0.25 were plotted, as 
shown in Figure 3.3a. Transforming the coordinates from Cartesian to polar, and 
performing the corresponding plot (Figure 3.3b) no radial dependence on angle 
is found. The wave has therefore propagated isotropically, and the lattice-gas is 
isotropic. 
From the two mean positions of the expansion wave, it has travelled a distance of 
72 
71 lattice units in 100 timesteps, giving a crude speed measurement of 0.7, which 
is roughly the expected speed of sound for the FHP7 lattice-gas. A more accurate 
measurement of the speed of sound follows in Section 4.2.1. 
3.3 Channel flows 
3.3.1 Introduction 
A series of simulations based around a basic channel, with a uniform flow along the 
channel from left to right are the next subject of investigation. 
Channel specification A channel was formed by retaining the no-slip boundary 
of the upper and lower edges of the computational box, while positioning particle 
sources on both the perpendicular edges. Ensuring that the sources on the leftmost 
edge introduces particles at a higher rate than those on the rightmost edge leads 
to a net flux of particles through the channel from left to right. 
Initialisation The initial state of the region which is devoid of special features, 
and where the initial particle distribution resides, is not crucial to the equilibrium 
state. However, it will take longer to equilibrate from a grossly unnatural state, 
like a total vacuum corresponding to an empty box, than from one which is much 
closer to the eventual equilibrium state. To this end, it may be preferable to ini-
tialise the computational box to a particle distribution which one might expect to 
be eventually realised - for the specified channel, the particle density is likely to 
be intermediate to that pertaining at the boundaries, and the velocity distribution 
will tend to favour particles moving in the down-channel direction. Gross initial de-
viations from the equilibrium state tend to manifest in the production of expansion 
and compression waves, which can be detrimental to the speedy equilibration of the 
system, therefore a little thought and effort in initialisation is generally worthwhile. 
Flow generation The source on the downstream edge plays a very important 
role in maintaining the flow integrity. Like the upstream source it is responsible for 
maintaining the free boundary of the computational box, such that incident parti-
cles are removed, while new particles are freshly generated and introduced. Other 
conceivable states for the downstream edge would have had all particles reflected 
(as from a barrier) or removed (as from a sink, or vacuum). Even incorporating a 
mixture of the two would appear to, at best, lead to an imperfect solution3. 
The presence of pure sinks (especially if they are static) tends to rapidly destabilise 
the simulation, resulting in streaming of particles along the lattice axes towards 
3CAPE [WM89b] suggests a mixture of absorbent sources and barriers, which can lead to 
difficulties unless care is taken to ensure that they are regularly, randomly repositioned. 
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the sinks, since these are extremely deficient of particles traveling in the contrary 
direction. This is visually very obvious and rather unnerving, and must adversely 
effect the lattice-gas dynamics. It is likely, that these sinks have a similar perturbing 
influence as a pure vacuum (or 'black hole') has on its surrounding neighbourhood, 
leading to radically diverse behaviour, even considerable distances away. 
It is important to note that it is the relative strengths of the upstream and down-
stream sources which will tend to govern the rate of flow through the channel; 
where they are identical no net flow will be observed. Obviously, other details of 
the lattice-gas, like its viscosity, and the channel, or how much it is obstructed, will 
also contribute to the resulting flow. 
Flow characteristics A diverse range of single flows4 will be considered, and 
shown to exhibit a range of phenomena, primarily at moderate Reynolds num-
bers. Laminar flow, where each fluid element travels smoothly along a simple 
well-defined path, typically occurs where the Reynolds number is low (and also, 
generally, the flow speed). Fully turbulent behaviour, characterised by rapid, ir-
regular, spatial and temporal velocity fluctuations, is not expected to be observed, 
unless the Reynolds number gets sufficiently high (certainly more than 1000) which 
is likely to be beyond the limitations of the FHP7 model. However, surprisingly 
enough for a deterministic model, considerable non- deterministic behaviour can be 
observed, along with static and transitory eddies, or regions of flow circulation.. 
3.3.2 Laminar flow in a channel 
3.3.2.1 Introduction 
Osborne Reynolds' famous experiments [Reynolds1883] were undertaken using a 
long pipe of uniform circular section, with flow between two reservoirs. The two-
dimensional equivalent of such a fundamental flow in a pipe is flow in a channel 
between two parallel plates. The channel is considered infinite in its third dimen-
sion, with the walls so much further away from the narrow channel of interest to 
have a negligible contribution. Since the walls are no-slip, fluid immediately adja-
cent to a wall is stationary. However, in the centre of the channel (or pipe) the flow 
rate reaches a maximum, with the flow increasingly slowed down the closer it is to 
a wall (and slower moving fluid). 
This braking effect of the channel walls has an increased effect the further distant 
from the entrance to the channel. A rather square profile at the entrance, resulting 
from the uniform speed across the inlet where the fluid was introduced, is progres-
sively smoothed further down the channel until the limiting state parabolic profile 
is achieved some distance down-channel. 
4i e., flows consisting of a single source area and single sink area, as opposed to multiple, 
distinct source areas which will be considered in Section 3.5.2. 
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Poiseuille flow Laminar flows in pipes and channels have similar parabolic sec-
tional velocity profiles sufficiently far downstream from the entrance - upstream 
of this entry length the profiles are tending to the parabolic profile. In pipes, such 
a flow is known as Poiseuille flow and the limiting parabolic form is predicted 
theoretically [Schlichting79]. 
3.3.2.2 Experiment and analysis 
The channel consisted of a lattice of 240 x 12 cells of 20 x 20 sites, i.e. 9600 x 240, 
of which one column of sites on each end were source sites, and the remainder 
free. The intended upstream source was 20% in strength, and the downstream one 
10%. The lattice was initially filled with particles to a density of 0.20 (i.e. 1.4 
particles/site) and with no net velocity. 
After 6000 time-steps, the wave advancing from the left had almost reached the 
other end of the channel, as can be seen from Figure 3.4 - the dramatic change 
in velocity (and to a lesser extent in density) around segment 202 (0.85 of the way 
through the channel) is clearly visible. The front is even more prominent in a colour-
coded map of the velocity direction, uniformly heading down-channel in one part 
and randomly in all directions in the other5. Soon after, as the simulation continues 
and the wave passes, the channel reaches its equilibrium state; little down-channel 
variation is visible after 10,000 time-steps. 
Analysis was done splitting the channel breadthwise into 12 equal sections of 20 
segments (400 x 240 sites). Within each section, the down-channel component of 
the velocity of the particles within each row was accumulated. No averaging in 
time was performed to reduce the noise within such small averaging cells, though 
this could have been done if required. 
Profiles Velocity profiles for 400 x 1 averaging cells at a selection of points in the 
channel, before and after the shock front, are shown in Figure 3.5. After the 
channel has equilibrated, the mean profile is calculated, as the average of all the 
sectional profiles, and shown by the thin profile in Figure 3.6. From the regression 
analysis, only the quadratic and constant terms were found to be significant, shown 
by the bold curve. 
It can be seen that the mean profile has the parabolic form of the Poiseuille profile, 
and as expected, the velocity is zero at the walls from the no-slip boundary condi-
tion. The section at the head of the channel (and also at the head of the compression 
wave) has a much squarer section, where the boundary layer hasn't expanded to fill 
the channel (Figure 3.5, sections 0 and 9). Comparison of the near-inlet profile 
with the standard solution of Blasius, and the eventual parabolic profile with the 
calculations of Schlichting, for a similar lattice-gas simulation produced a very good 
agreement [dHL87]. 









Figure 3.4: Channel velocity and density maps 
Display of the 20 x 20 site cell channel system shown at T = 6000, with the channel split 
into 4 equal parts for ease of display. The values corresponding to the range of each 
map are shown above it. The advancing shock wave is clearly distinguishable in segment 
202 in both cases (marked with the arrowhead). In fact, the shock front is a couple of 
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Figure 3.5: Channel velocity profiles 
Sample velocity profiles at T=6000: the entrance to the channel, in section 0, builds up 
the flow, which develops through sections 1 to 6, before being diminished at the front in 
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Figure 3.6: Channel mean velocity profile 
At T = 10000, the mean down-channel velocity components for each of the 12 sections of 
20 segments of 12 cells of 20 x 20 sites are shown as points, with the whole-channel row-
averaged velocity shown as the (thin) connected line profile. The best-fit curve, found 
from linear regression analysis to be a quadratic (with a correlation coefficient of 0.9863), 
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Figure 3.7: Channel and mid-channel mean velocities 
At T = 10000, the mean channel velocity is seen to decrease linearly for each Sectional 
profile down the channel. The peak down-stream velocity was determined as the mean 
velocity of the central two cells (where the highest velocities had previously been found). 
12 equal sections consist of 20 segments, each containing 240 rows of sites, of which the 
central 40 were averaged. 
The peak velocity (taken as the mean velocity of the central sixth of the width of 
the channel) of each section is found to initially increase as the Poiseuille profile is 
formed, and then to decrease further downstream, as shown in Figure 3.7. Over 
the majority of the interior of the channel, however, the velocity is found to be 
close to 0.25 
Braking Integrating each of the sectional profiles allows the subsidiary effect of 
the braking of the whole flow by the walls of the channel to be determined. From 
the linear regression analysis of the data shown in Figure 3.8 it is found that the 
cumulative sectional flow rate decreases by 7x10 6 per site downstream, from 0.175 
per site in the inlet section to 0.146 per site in the outlet section. 
Density variation The density profile of the channel during the course of the 
simulation is shown in Figure 3.9. Apart from the prominent discontinuity of the 
expansion wave front while it is part of the system, the profiles show the expected 
behaviour. 
The density is found to gradually drop along the channel at arate of roughly 5x10 6 
per site downstream, from 0.23 at the inlet to 0.21 at the output. It is also found 
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Figure 3.8: Sectional flow rates through channel 
At T = 10000, the integrated downstream flow in each section decreases linearly with 
distance through the channel. The best-fit line has a correlation coefficient of 0.975 
Twelve equal sections consist of 20 segments, each containing 240 rows of sites. 
to rise slowly with time, as the system equilibrates asymptotically from its rarefied 
initial state. With the density varying by 	10% over the length of the channel, 
the incompressibility condition has been stretched. 
Reynolds number The dimensionless quantity which characterises the flow in 





where Uav is the constant downstream average velocity, L is the width of the channel 
and ii is the kinematic viscosity. 





Considering the measurements of the channel at T = 10000: the mean (whole) 
channel velocity was found to be 0.16(1) and the mean (whole) channel density was 
0.217(7). Therefore from Equation 1.19 the duality factor can be calculated to be 
0.42(1) and from Equation 1.20a the kinematic-shear viscosity is 0.135(4). (The 
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Figure 3.9: Density profiles through channel 
The variation of the mean density per section through the channel is shown at three 
instances. The first instance, T = 6000 catches the density discontinuity of the advancing 
expansion wave (shown by the vertical line). The linear regression on the data can be 
summarised: 
Time points gradient correlation 
6000 10 0.0027(2) -0.975 
10000 12 0.0019(1) -0.994 
15000 12 0.0022(1) -0.993 
corresponding to a length of 208 due to the geometry of the lattice, Equation 3.2 
specifies that the Reynolds number in the channel is roughly 100. 
Entry length Where X is the downstream distance from the entry (fluid entering 
with a uniform speed across the whole cross-section) at which the peak velocity is 
within 5% of its Poiseuille value, it is experimentally found [Smith60] that 
X Re 
- -. 	 (3.3) L 30 
Therefore, for the channel here, the entry length, X700, i.e. x=0.15, one-seventh 
of the way down the channel, or within the second section 	only section 0 would 
show any of signs a square profile, which it does. 
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3.3.2.3 Summary 
As the simulation continues, the flow is always laminar, with no evidence of tran-
sitory behaviour, which might have signified the onset of turbulence. Even though 
the incompressibility condition has been violated, and the peak flow speed of Mach 
0.4 has become a significant fraction of the speed of sound, no instability is ob-
served. This is hardly surprising, however, since in Reynold's experiments the 
critical parameters for turbulent instability corresponded to a Reynolds number of 
several thousands, while here the Reynolds number is 0(100). 
3.4 Obstructed flows 
With the simple channel validated, it was possible to incorporate some obstructions 
by specification of barriers within regions of the lattice. The barriers will restrict 
the flow by their presence, as well as braking the fluid moving near to their surface 
through the no-slip particle reflection rule. 
As the laminar flow in the channel is deformed in the region of the obstruction, a 
zone of recirculating fluid, known as a vortex or eddy, is expected to form provided 
the Reynolds number is high enough. Since the Reynolds number measured in the 
channel was of order 100, and eddies form even for smooth obstacles like cylinders 
at Re = 40 or so, this should, be the case. The extent of the eddy is dependent 
on the strength of the in-channel flow and the size of the obstruction. In fact, a 
sequence of progressively smaller eddies should be produced, but rarely is it possible 
to resolve all but the largest two. 
For the following simulations, a wider channel was specified, such that it was 
128 x 100 cells in size, with each cell 20 sites in dimension. The increased width al-
lowed the eddies of interest to be resolved better, while minimising the effect of the 
channel walls. Although, the barriers obstruct a sizable proportional of the width 
of the channel, this was not generally found to present a problem. In general, the 
proximity of the downstream sources at the edge of the channel was the limiting 
factor in the eddy development. 
With 20% sources on the upstream edge and 10% sources on the downstream one, 
the flow velocity is measured to be 0.16(3) over the bulk of the channel. The relative 
proximity of the upstream sources ensures that the flow velocity is uniform across 
the channel (apart from a small boundary layer of two or three cells, in general). 
The density is also found to be 0.157(1), which specifies that the duality is 0.475(3) 
and the kinematic shear viscosity is 0.193(1) - R* is therefore 1.61(1). 
3.4.1 Flow past steps 
The first obstacle of interest is a trailing-edge step within the channel, leading to 
its rapid widening. To this end, a large barrier was constructed in the upper part - 
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of the channel, one third of the width and height of the channel. A sizable eddy is 
observed to form downstream of it (see Plate 2b). The flow in the channel itself, 
although diverging to fill the wider region, is not markedly diminished in its speed. 
The recirculating flow in the eddy itself, however, is much slower. 
This behaviour is typical of land-based obstructions, such as buildings, where an 
area of relative calm, or possible up-draft, will be found in the wind shadow. Gen-
erally less pronounced are the calm areas up-wind, naturally foreshortened by the 
incident draft, and more susceptible to the angle of incidence (in three-dimensional 
cases). 
These two-dimensional steps are representative of rather long three-dimensional 
obstructions, lengthwise-on to the incident flow, such that the flow is forced over, 
rather than around, them. Examples would be high mountain chains, or tree-lined 
avenues (or 'wind-breaks'): 
3.4.2 Flow past in-channel obstacles 
An obstacle within a channel forces the flow to bifurcate upstream and merge 
downstream, possibly with eddies. The nature of such flows is generally complex, 
especially when many obstacles are involved, each responsible for a bifurcation and 
subsequent merging. When the flow speed is low 6, the fluid has sufficient time to 
divert at the last moment in front of the obstruction and close right in behind it 
afterwards. This type of flow is known as creeping motion when the symmetry 
of the obstruction is retained in the flow around it. However, as the flow speed 
increases, asymmetry will be introduced as the downstream flow is elongated and a 
downstream eddy (or set of eddies) will grow, and then possibly smaller upstream 
eddies. Yet higher speed flows produce eddy shedding at the verge of degenerating 
into fully developed turbulence in the wake. 
3.4.2.1 Orthogonal barrier 
The flow is observed to initially split and divert equally above and below the bar-
rier, wrapping round the edges before rejoining into a single stream again. A pair 
of eddies, symmetric but with rotations in opposite senses, are seen to develop on 
the trailing edges of the barrier. Initially circular, they become elongated as they 
grow until they fill the region behind the barrier, and stretch a distance down-
stream. As the eddies develop further, they will begin to shed in an alternating 
pattern. With a symmetric barrier the exact phase of the alternating pattern is 
non-deterministic, dependent on microscopic details such as the position or velocity 
of a single particle. However, once eddies have started to be shed, the shedding 
frequency is deterministic. Small stable eddies are also seen to form upstream of 
the barrier. 
6  a least for fluids of moderate viscosity, such that the Reynolds number is low. 
3.4.2.2 Inclined barrier 
Varying the angle of incidence of the barrier results in differing degrees of asymme-
try in resulting eddies. Whereas, with an orthogonal (and hence symmetric) barrier, 
the eddies will at first form symmetrically before non-deterministically breaking the 
symmetry and forming an alternating eddy shedding régime, with the prefered ge-
ometry inherent in the oblique barrier, the shedding pattern is deterministic. 
For a barrier obstructing one third of the channel width, inclined at an angle of 600 
to the flow, some well resolved eddies can be seen in Plate 3a. 
3.4.2.3 Circular cylinder 
This is probably the simplest obstacle to consider analytically. The absence of sharp 
edges, however, makes it rather less likely that eddies will be produced. A potential 
problem in attempting to use such a cylinder in eddy-shedding experiments, is the 
difficulty in sufficiently resolving the eddies, although a pair of fairly well resolved 
symmetric eddies were found for the flow about a circle in Plate 3b. At this time, 
good correlation is found with [vanDyke82, Plate 42] of the steady state eddies in 
the wake of a circular cylinder at Re''-'26. As the flow continues to develop, a von 
Kármán vortex street of shed eddies is found. 
From the circle diameter of 554 sites (or alternatively the cross-sectional width of 
the inclined barrier previous), the channel flow velocity and the lattice-gas viscosity 
and duality, the Reynolds number can be calculated to be roughly 200 for these 
simulations. 
3.4.2.4 Triangular prism 
Very pronounced downstream eddies are naturally produced by a blunt wedge or 
(equilateral) triangular prism, with a point upstream, and the base orthogonal. No 
upstream eddies are produced, since the flow is naturally split by the prism, with 
the downstream eddies forming at the vertices of the base of the prism. The lack 
of upstream turbulence, as in evidence on flows incident on bluff objects, like the 
orthogonal barrier discussed earlier, appears to intensify the downstream eddies, 
making the prism preferable for eddy tracing. 
Indeed, [JSME88] claims that: 
Because the frequency of a Kármán vortex street is proportional to the velocity of 
the flow, a type of vortex street flow meter which measures flow rate by detecting 
vortices has been put to practical use. Triangular prisms are often used to create 
the vortices for such flow measurements. 
The vortices ... are clearer than those formed behind a circular cylinder. 
It was therefore decided to investigate in detail the eddy-shedding process of a 
triangular prism and attempt to determine the eddy-shedding frequency. This is 
done in Section 3.4.3. 
3.4.2.5 Miscellaneous obstacles 
Using the lattice construction primitives of Section 2.3.6 it is possible to create 
a diverse variety of obstacles. These objects, when designed and positioned within 
the computational wind-tunnel of the channel, are part of the process of design 
and refinement inherent in the prototyping of real-world objects, such as cars and 
buildings. 
Many exotic flows were designed, including that about Joukowski and Kármán-
Trefftz aerofoils, and through complex barrier systems, though they are outwith 
the scope of this work. 
3.4.3 Eddy-shedding from a triangular prism 
The purpose of this simulation was to Irack eddies as they grow and are shed for the 
purpose of determining the eddy shedding characteristics. A system was set up with 
a channel flow obstructed by a centrally located blunt wedge towards the upstream 
end of the channel allowing plenty of downstream room for the eddies to propagate. 
It was also interesting to attempt to perform the simulation in conditions which 
would produce as high a Reynolds number as possible, therefore the channel density 
was increased to nearer the optimal density of 29%. 
A channel consisting of 128 x 100 cells of 20 x 20 sites was created, and a flow ini-
tialised using upstream sources of 50% - the resulting flow velocity was measured 
to 0.72(5). Subsequently, an roughly equilateral prism7, was specified with a base-
dimension of 0.18 of the channel width (i.e. 369 sites), and was located with its 
base one-third of the way down the centre of the channel. The measured density 
in the channel was 0.304(8), corresponding to a duality factor of 0.329(9) and a 
kinematic shear viscosity of 0.098(3) - R* is therefore 2.20(6) which is close to the 
maximum for the model. 
A couple of views from the eddy shedding sequence are shown in Plate 4, where the 
von Kármán vortex street has formed and several eddies can be recognised in the 
wake. The Reynolds number can be calculated to be roughly 900 in this simulation, 
from the combination of the optimal density and a very high flow velocity. It might 
be expected that compressibility effects would influence the simulation, and indeed 
a density variation of a factor of two was found in the wake, though no other effects 
were observed. 
7Actually, the measured upstream vertex angle of the prirn was 660  while the base vertex 
angles were 570 
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3.4.3.1 Eddy shedding mechanism 
As the flow developed, the eddy creation and shedding mechanism could be traced. 
First of all, a pair of small eddies grow symmetrically from just behind the corners 
of the base of the prism, rotating in opposite senses. This continues until they 
are of such a size as to be competing for space in the wake. Then, one of the 
eddies is observed to grow at the expense of the other, such that it grows larger 
and expands downstream, while the sacrificed eddy shrinks and moves back a short 
distance towards the prism. The large eddy now eventually reaches a large enough 
size that it is shed through a combination of the downstream flow about it and the 
eddy growing again upstream of it. While the second eddy grows there is sufficient 
space for a smaller contra-rotating eddy to form at the opposite corner to it, which 
eventually grows large enough to force the former downstream. This process is 
observed to then form a repetitive sequence, with several eddies in view in the 
simulation at a time. 
3.4.3.2 Eddy tracking 
The position of the centre  of the observed eddies, and their sense of rotation, was 
plotted at regular intervals as the simulation progressed. Eddy centre location was 
done visually, and measured through alignment of a mouse-based pointer. Since, 
at some instances, some eddies would be much less well-defined than others, or 
would be resolved in one coordinate only, occasionally an estimated position would 
be required. The eddy positions in Figure 3.10 have been connected by suitable 
paths. 
The times when each particular eddy passed a specific location as it drifted down-
stream were measured from this graph - the transition point was arbitrarily chosen 
to conveniently provide the most detailed and accurate information possible from 
the available data, and corresponded to the point x = 0.58 
3.4.3.3 The eddy shedding frequency 
Figure 3.11 shows that the eddies pass an arbitrary point downstream at a regular 
rate - at least after the first couple of eddies have passed and the von Kármán 
street has formed. This rate is found to correspond to one eddy every 3.35(6) 
thousand timesteps, i.e. the eddy transition frequency, f, is 2.99(5) x 10 
This is normally specified by the non-dimensional Strouhal number, 
ASt 	 (3.4) 
Although found to be a weak function of the Reynolds number [AT89], it is ap-
proximately 0.2 in the wide range Re = 103..105, and slightly less at lower Reynolds 
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Figure 3.10: Eddy centre positions in wake of triangular prism 
The horizontal and vertical positions of centres of the eddies identified in the wake of the 
triangular prism are plotted along with an estimate in the error due to poor resolution. 
Each eddy has its sense of the rotation represented by the two shades of gray, and timelines 
are connected. The position of the base of the prism is shown with short dashes and that 
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Figure 3.11: Eddy transition frequency 
The times when the centres of each of the eddies of Figure 3.10 pass the point x = 0.58 
along the channel is shown, along with a marker indicating whether they were positive 
or negative in their sense of rotation. Ignoring the first two eddies, which were formed 
before the von Kármán vortex street had developed, the others are seen to lie closely on 
a line of gradient 3.35(6) thousand timesteps per eddy, with a correlation coefficient of 
0.999 
numbers. For the flow here, it is found to be 0.15(1), in good agreement with ex-
periment. 
3.4.4 Miscellaneous 
3.4.4.1 Transient behaviour 
The initial behaviour observed as the fluid flows around the in-channel obstacles, 
provides a powerful insight into the mechanisms by which eddies and vortex streets 
are formed from laminar flows. This control over the simulation is envied by exper-
imenters who typically have to restrict themselves to steady-state recordings. The 
transient behaviour of impulsively started objects in a channel is difficult to capture 
and analyse, therefore most material in the field concerns the steady-state prop-
erties, which are shown in numerous plates in [vanDyke82]. Despite the obvious 
advantages of the triangular wedge for eddy creation and shedding measurements, 
the majority of the research appears to be primarily limited to circular cylinders 
and spheres. 
3.4.4.2 Obstructions 
The obstruction of the flow by the barriers incorporated within the channel is likely 
to have been slightly affected by the proximity of the bounding channel walls. There 
was some evidence of this happening when eddies grew in size to be comparable 
with the width of the channel. In wind-tunnel experiments, it is uncommon for the 
obstruction to exceed 10%, therefore smaller barriers could have been used, though 
at the expense of less well resolved eddies. 
If a wrap-around boundary had been used, such that particles reaching the upper 
edge of the lattice were incorporated with no change in their direction at the ap-
propriate site on the lower edge, this would potentially have been less of a problem. 
The boundary layer next to the walls where the fluid was moving much slower than 
in the channel (and the eddy) would certainly have been eliminated. 
With a few modifications to the collision update algorithm, particularly by tracking 
the way particles interact with barrier sites, it should be possible to calculate the 
momentum transfer, and hence the drag or lift on in-channel barriers. Indeed, 
the microscopic interpretation of particles colliding with the sites of a barrier and 
having their momentum reversed and imparted to the barrier is very natural. 
Moving barriers are also possible 9, again with only a few modifications. One way 
of achieving this would be to have a one-site buffer-zone completely surrounding 
the barrier, within which particles would be cleared prior to repositioning of the 
barrier. It would be preferable if, for instance, stationary particles were imparted 
with a unit of momentum in a suitable direction (such as the normal to the adjacent 
surface), while others had their momentum reversed or halted. Rotation could be 
handled in a similar way, but general rotations of arbitrary objects in a discrete 
lattice are rather complicated. 
The additional complications of re-distribution of the computation, and its efficient 
load-balancing, make such "extra features" hazardous in general, and even more 
so in the case of a multicomputer implementation. However, the lattice-gas itself 
is no impediment to them, and it may well be the case that they are more easily 
implemented within a lattice-gas simulation than other types of simulation. 
3.5 Jets 
One of the strengths of the lattice-gas models is the simplicity of the specification 
of additional sources, enabling a further variety of flow geometries to be designed. 
Source sites of any strength can be arbitrarily positioned within the computational 
box, and each contributes to the overall complex flow. 
Even with all this flexibility, the model is guaranteed to be computationally ro-
bust, since it is impossible for any particular component (or any combination of 
9they could have moved as a result of the incident momentum transfer 
components) to reach undefined states. However, in designing the fluid system, the 
considerations outlined previously, regarding the instabilities likely to be generated 
though the use of pure sinks, etc, should be borne in mind. Additionally, the use of 
extra sources can lead to variations in the system parameters (particularly density) 
which may not have been otherwise expected. 
Jet design A jet of faster moving fluid is naturally produced when a localised 
area of lattice creates particles in a particular direction only, at a rate faster than 
that within the fluid within which it is introduced. This can be achieved through 
specification of a small area of source sites (generally at an edge of the computa-
tional box) with a source strength higher than that of the neighbouring sources. 
Alternatively, the source density may be higher than that of the neighbouring lat-
tice. Either case results in an excess of particles produced moving away from the 
source. Increased definition of the direction of the resulting jet can be achieved 
though additional specification of a small outlet or 'pipe'. 
A few simulations were undertaken with the previously defined channel system 
consisting of 128 x 100 cells of 20 x 20 sites, and a flow of speed 0.16(3) as the 
starting point. 
Normally jets are considered entering into a stationary fluid, rather than into one 
already in motion. Indeed, the case of a fast moving fluid from a pipe exit deceler-
ating to match fluid in a reservoir is covered in [JSME88, figures 106&107]. Since 
the lattice-gas is not Galilean invariant due to the prefered reference frame of the 
lattice, a transformation of the velocities is not appropriate in this case to equate 
the two. The braking effect of the slower moving fluid of the channel on the faster 
moving fluid of the jet is, however, expected to be similar. 
3.5.1 A jet into a channel 
Into the centre of the wall of source sites forming the upstream edge of the compu-
tational box were specified some additional sources. These were positioned in the 
central 8 cells, and were of strength 50% compared to the upstream sources of the 
channel which were 20%. A small pipe around the area extending 5 cells into the 
channel was also specified to achieve additional definition. 
When the system is subsequently set evolving, the flow already resident in the 
channel experiences a pressure wave from the introduced high pressure fluid, and a 
well defined jet of faster moving fluid is produced (see Plate 5). This jet is partially 
arrested by the slower fluid around it, and small areas of recirculation observed at 
the front of the jet as the slower fluid makes way for it to pass. 
This jet is observed to continue to progress downstream, still well-defined, but 
starts to kink slightly and then break up and disperse. Several oscillations are 
easily identified at the latter time in Plate 5. For this time, T= 7000, longitudinal 
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Figure 3.12: Jet velocity sections 
A mid-channel longitudinal section (a) through the centre of the jet shows the gradual 
and somewhat erratic decline in its speed as it extends into the channel, and the more 
dramatic drop at the front, while the lateral sections (b) show its divergence. 
the jet is seen to be gradually braked from its exit velocity around 0.95(5), though 
in a slightly erratic manner. 
Defining the jet as those cells with flow speeds in excess of the background fluid, 
i.e. above 0.21, the diffuse head of the jet at this later time has expanded to fill 
one-third of the width of the channel at 0.7 of the distance downstream. The more 
well-defined region of the base of the jet has only expanded to twice its original 
width at a distance 0.4 into the channel, i.e. 0.35 downstream from the mouth 
of the pipe. It has therefore diverged by 50  over this distance. 
The behaviour of the jet may be comparable to that observed in physical experi-
ments (e.g. [vanDyke82, plates 166&167], and [Werl689a, figures 1&2]). More likely, 
however, is the possibility that the jet is experiencing a two-dimensional anomaly, 
and the instability results from the jet partitioning the channel into two separate 
reservoirs, which is not the case in three-dimensional jet situations. 
3.5.2 Jets into a cross-flow 
As a variation of the jets in the previous section, which were in-channel, some 
simulations were undertaken with the jet orthogonal to the channel, i.e. cross-
channel. 
Since the fluid in the jet is being injected orthogonally to the main body of the 
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channel, it attempts to stream directly across it. However, the effect of the channel 
flow will push the jet downstream. The jet being more localised in its composition 
will therefore tend to remain together and curve in a downstream arc. Tithe jet is 
strong enough, it will also push fluid across the channel, the downstream region of 
the base of the jet also tends to get rarefied, and an eddy can form in this region. 
Implementation The construction of a pipe projecting into the channel, with 
sources at its base, as was done in the previous section would not form a suitable 
starting point for the orthogonal jet. In a three-dimensional simulation the effect 
of such a small pipe would have been minimal, since the fluid in the channel would 
have been able to quickly divert around it. However, the suggested two-dimensional 
equivalent actually corresponds more closely to an infinite barrier partly across the 
channel, and would result itself in the spontaneous creation of eddies in its wake, 
even in the absence of any flow from the pipe. 
A better solution is therefore to set the pipe into the wall at the bottom of the 
channel, requiring that the bottom of the channel has several layers of wall sites. 
These are then partly excavated to form the pipe, and a small strip of source sites 
added to line its base. This arrangement minimised the impact of the pipe, and 
indeed if the sources at its base were removed it should only be responsible for a 
small region of stagnation. 
Actually, an alternative solution, which was used in the initialisation of the flow 
in the now-narrower channel, was to cap the pipe (or otherwise block it). When 
properly equilibrated, the cap was removed from the pipe and the flow within the 
pipe left unimpeded to join the channel. A close-up view of the specification of a 
similar (though lower resolution) pipe in the microlattice is shown in Plate 1. 
Observed behaviour Several experiments were carried out at various flow rates. 
When the pipe injected fluid at a rate similar to that in the channel (i.e. u '-j 0.2) it 
was found that it very quickly diverted after leaving the pipe and joined the main 
body of the channel. A small region of stagnation in the shadow of the 'jet' quickly 
merged into the general calm of the boundary layer along the edge of the channel. 
However, increasing the strength of the source in the base of the pipe, correspond-
ingly resulted in increased flow rate from the pipe. This extra flow manifested in a 
more defined jet which was able to travel a considerable distance into the channel 
before merging completely with it. For the case of a jet of velocity u 0.6 (formed 
from 35% sources in the pipe), a small, but reasonably well defined eddy is seen to 
grow in the shadow of the jet, and indeed partially drags the jet around into it (see 
Plate 6). A longitudinal section through the channel, which laterally intersects 
the jet from the pipe (Figure 3.13) shows the jet and the recirculating eddies. 
A stronger jet still is able to retain its form and travel further across the channel, 
and then displays instability within itself before it breaks up and merges into the 
channel. By this stage, however, the jet has filled the channel and is no doubt af-










	Figure 3.13: Cross-jet velocity section 
A longitudinal section through the channel, at 
y = 0.10, cuts the lateral jet from the pipe 
mouth at x = 0.25 . The transition from the 
channel, where the speed is 0.16(3), through 
the jet of speed 0.58(5) and the eye of the sec- 
0.2 	0.4 	0.6 	0,8 	1.0 ondary eddy to the recirculation in the pri- 
mary eddy is clearly identifiable. 
which grows and expands downstream, allowing a smaller, contra-rotating, eddy to 
grow upstream of it. As they travel close to the downstream edge of the computa-
tional box, with its downstream sources, they are then also unduly perturbed by 
the finite size of the box. 
3.6 Summary 
A number of simulations have been performed using the FHP7 lattice-gas where 
its ability to model fundamental and complex flow configurations has been verified; 
quantitatively against theory where possible, and qualitatively against experimental 
results otherwise. Universal agreement has been found, which provides considerable 
confidence in the model and its implementation. 
The lattice-gas has also manifested inherently compressible features which appear 
to have been accurately modelled and not to undermined the integrity of the sim-
ulations. Although occasionally the density is observed to fluctuate by more than 
a few percent (generally, in the vicinity of strong jets, or where the velocity was 
extremely high) qualitative agreement was good. 
In the following chapter, flow experiments are designed which endeavour to quan-
titatively assess the validity of the FHP7 lattice-gas in modelling explicitly com-
pressible hydrodynamics phenomena. 
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Got to do something about where, we're going 
Step on a steam train 
Step out of the driving rain 
Maybe run from the darkness in the night 
[U2-88] 
When I was a child, 
I caught a fleeting glimpse 
Out of the corner of my eye 
I turned to look but it was gone 
I cannot put my finger on it now 
The child has grown, the dream has gone. 




Q TJALITATIVELY compressible behaviour was identified in some of the simula-tions of the previous chapter, namely the compressions and rarefactions of 
Section 3.2.2.1. In other cases, the flow was indeed compressible, and significant 
density variations were measured, but qualitative agreement with incompressible 
flow dynamics, would suggest that the effect of the compressibility was not impor-
tant. 
It was, however, of interest to investigate the suitability of the FHP7 lattice-gas for 
modelling two-dimensional compressible flows. To this end, a couple of experiments 
were designed which would examine quantitatively whether true compressibility 
effects were accurately captured. 
The first experiment corresponds to a shock tube, where the piercing of a partition 
between two reservoirs produces shock waves which are found to travel isotropically 
with the speed of sound. The other examines a similar scenario, but instead of the 
sharp transition from one reservoir to the next, the fluid is directed through a 
smooth nozzle. In this latter case, it is expected that the fluid will choke in the 
throat of the nozzle. 
[FdIIHLPR87] and [Wolfram86a] use a Chapman-Enskog analysis of the micrody-
namics of the lattice-gas to derive the compressible flow equations, followed by a 
Mach number expansion in the incompressible limit to get the incompressible equa-
tions. From these derivations, the equations of motion have additional terms which 
mean that lattice-gases will exhibit anomalous effects in the compressible régime. 
To date, none of the proposed lattice-gases have been shown to correctly model 
a compressible fluid. Why this should be the case has also not been explained, 
although the lack of Galilean invariance has been suggested {Boghosian89b}. 
4.2 A pressure wave at a pierced wall 
When the dividing partition between two reservoirs, at disparate pressures, is punc-
tured, the system attempts to rapidly equilibrate with a high-speed flow from the 
reservoir at the higher pressure to the lower one. The initial eruption causes shock 
waves to propagate from the origin of the puncture, in much the same manner as 
the circular wave in Section 3.2.2.1. A jet may be observed to form later in the 
process. [John84, Liepmann6l] 
The computational box was divided in two by the specification of a line of barrier 
sites across its width. To enable as much detail to be tracked for as long as possible, 
the partitioning was not done centrally, but slightly to one side, allowing the jet 
formed in one reservoir to expand without hindrance for a longer time than the 
other. The two reservoirs were then initialised to different densities, and maintained 
at such by the inclusion of sources of the appropriate strength at the edges. 
W. 
When a small part of the central partition was removed, leaving empty lattice, 
there was a rapid influx of fluid on both sides to fill the gap. However, the pressure 
difference then further takes effect and an attempt to redress the imbalance results 
in additional flux of fluid from the high density reservoir to the low, and vice versa. 
A pair of expansion and compression waves are produced, one on each side and one 
the reflection of the other. Additionally, a 'jet' is formed extending into the low 
pressure reservoir from the source of the puncture. 
4.2.1 Measurement of the speed of sound 
When the partition between the two reservoirs is pierced, two pressure waves are 
created as they attempt to equilibrate the pressure difference between them. The 
fronts are initially semi-circular (from the centre of the puncture) until they reach 
the nearby walls, from whence reflected shock fronts are subsequently found (see, 
e.g. the early state in Plate 8a). 
Although the position of the wave front is visually obvious as the limit of the out-
flowing velocity, this is rather more difficult to measure since the velocity decreases 
over a fairly wide range at the front. Its position was more easily measured from the 
position of the more abrupt (though still quite subtle) discontinuity of the density 
and pressure at the front, or the dramatic transition of the mean flow direction from 
random to down-channel. Examples of the velocity, density and pressure maps in 
one typical case are shown in Plate 7. 
An example of a sequence of longitudinal sections through the centre of the system 
is shown in Figure 4.1. From the positions of the front measured in this way, 
for the compression wave in the high-pressure reservoir, as well as the expansion 
wave in the longer low-pressure reservoir, it was possible to calculate the speed of 
propagation of the pressure wave front. 
Figure 4.2 shows the positions of the wave fronts with time, and from the gradient 
of the best-fit lines (from linear regression analysis) their speed of propagation was 
found. From the mean speed of all eight waves, the front velocity is found to be 
0.656, with a standard deviation of 3%, in close agreement with the theoretical 
value for the speed of sound in an FHP7 lattice-gas, c3 
=V27 =0.655 
Since pressure waves propagate with the speed of sound in the lattice-gas, such 
simulations provide a direct means to its measurement. It would have been prefer-
able, however, to remove the whole partition and have larger, and better resolved 
planar waves - as is the situation in a shock tube [Dewey89]. 
Interesting features are also observed in the jets produced, where e.g. in Plate 8b, 
instead of a single jet forming, two smaller jets are formed outside the main one. In 
fact, this is completely anomalous, and the fact that the three jets are aligned with 
the lattice axes, along with the very high velocities recorded in them, suggests that 
streaming is responsible, and the microdynamics are no longer capable of producing 
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Figure 4.1a: Pierced wall; T=0000,0200,0400 
Initially, a sharp discontinuity marks at the position of the partition, where the density 
and pressure differ by a factor of 2. Velocity fluctuations are noticable, but small. A little 
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Figure 4.1b: Pierced wall; T=0600,0800,1000 
The velocity has peaked in the centre of the gap, and can be seen to be just starting to 
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Figure 4.1c: Pierced wall; T=1500,2000,2500 
The braking in the middle of the gap is seen as a pronounced dip in the velocity profiles, 
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Figure 4.2: Pierced wall: shock front positions 
The graphs show the position of the compression and expansion waves from the pierced 
wall (in cell 42) in four simulations, where the smaller reservoir was kept at a constant 
density (50%) and the density of the larger reservoir 'varied. The parameters of the best-
fit lines by linear regression analysis are: 
Density 
Ratio gradient correl. velocity gradient correl. velocity 
50-10 -24.4(3) -0.9997 0.66(1) 23.6(2) 0.9998 0.68(1) 
50-25 -24.6(8) -0.9989 0.65(2) 23.7(4) 0.9993 0.68(1) 
50-40 -24.2(2) .0.9999 0.66(1) 24.7(4) 0.9993 0.65(1) 
50-75 -26.0(3) -0.9997 0.62(1) 23.9(2) 0.9999 0.67(1) 
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4.3 Choked flow 
This investigation consists of a flow of fluid through the restricted passage of a 
nozzle, from a reservoir maintained at constant base pressure, to another at a 
series of lesser pressures. Without the pressure drop, naturally, no net flow occurs. 
As the pressure of the lower reservoir falls, the flux through the throat of the nozzle 
increases, until a point at which the flux cannot increase further - the nozzle is 
said to be choked. When choked, the speed.of the fluid through the nozzle can be 
shown to be identically that of the propagation of sound in the fluid, i.e. Mach 1. If 
the lower pressure is subsequently reduced, a state of instability will be produced, 
and a series of shocks in the low pressure reservoir, would be expected as the fluid 
attempted to equilibrate. [Chorlton67, Pao66] 
4.3.1 Analysis of flow in a duct of varying cross-section 
The duct Consider flow from a reservoir at high (and fixed) pressure through a 
duct, or nozzle, of varying cross-sectional area to another reservoir of equal, or lower, 
pressure. The cross-sectional area of the duct, A, is a function of axial distance, 
S, as shown in Figure 4.3. At the throat of the duct the area is a minimum, and 
OA  = 0 at this point. Therefore, dA = 0 for a change in S at the throat. as 
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Figure 4.3: Section through smooth nozzle 
Two reservoirs, one at the reference pressure Po  and the other at the variable pressure Pe, 
separated by a constriction of cross-sectional area A in the throat. 
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Applying Euler's equation (neglecting gravity), 
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for steady flow, 
(4.3) 
P 	dpp 
Since, for an isentropic flow, 
dp = c, where c3 is the speed of sound, then 
2  d 
vdv = —c - 
P 
and 
= --vdv = v2dv = _M2dv , 	 (4.4) 
P 	C2 	C2 
where M = -, the Mach number. 
	
Substituting for 	back into the continuity equation (Equation 4.1), 
dp dA dv 2 dv dv dA 
(4.5) 
P A v 	v v A 
1.2 
(4.6) 
and, since at the throat dA/A= 0, either dv = 0 or M2 —i=0 =M=i. 
Thus, the flow reaches a maximum speed in the throat of the nozzle, and, for 
L compressible fluids, sonic conditions may occur. 
Critical parameters It's also possible to show that there is a critical discharge 





such that the nozzle has a maximum rate of mass flow (throughput). For air, 
= 1.4 and Pc = 053Po 
When p is decreased below Po  the flow starts, increases in speed, and when M = 1 
at the throat, so also p = p (at the throat). If the discharge pressure is further 
reduced the flow rate does not increase, and the nozzle is said to be choked. 
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4.3.2 System specification 
A channel consisting of 128 x 42 cells of 16 x 16 sites was specified, allowing the 
computational box (totalling roughly 1.4 million sites) to be split into three equal 
(square) sections, with sources on either end. Each segment of the distributed 
lattice, consisting of a column of 42 cells (and 11 thousand sites) could be allocated 
to a single processor for updating. 
Design of the computational box Within the middle section of the computa-
tional box a nozzle was designed from block and arc lattice-filling primitives. The 
throat of the nozzle narrowed to eight cells, from entry and exit widths of 16 cells 
- a constriction of 50%. The left section of the system became the reference pres-
sure reservoir, and the right section became the lower pressure reservoir, where the 
pressure was dropped throughout the series of experiments. 
The series of simulations Three series of simulations were performed with the 
reference reservoir maintained at a range of different pressures. Pressure itself was 
not directly controlled, but only indirectly through the particle density, which was 
maintained by the boundaries on the left and right edges1. 
In the first series, the base reservoir was maintained at (roughly) 50% populated, 
being reduced to (roughly) 30% and 10% populated in the other two series. Within 
each series, the exit reservoir population was decremented from the base reservoir 
population at a regular rate. 
The details are summarised in Table 4.1. 
Base Exit Actual measured 
Nozzle reservoir reservoir base reservoir ranges 
series density decrement density pressure 
50-* 0.50 0.05 0.51-0.43 0.98-0.85 
30-* 0.30 0.03 0.30-0.26 0.61-0.52 
10-* 0.10 0.01 0.10-0.09 0.20-0.18 
Table 4.1: Nozzle series summary 
The applied conditions in the base and exit reservoirs for each series are summarised. It 
can be seen that the density drifts by some 10% through each series. 
'Due to the comparable sizes of the reservoirs and the nozzle regions, absolute maintenance of 
the fixed reservoir pressure was not attempted, and did, in fact, slightly fall throughout the series 
- however, it was the pressure ratios which were of concern for investigating criticality. 
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4.3.3 Results 
In the first series of experiments, by the time the exit reservoir had been reduced 
in density from 50% to 20% it was obvious (from the visualisation) that the exit 
region was increasingly being perturbed by a jet from the nozzle, with no sign 
of equilibrating. This can be clearly observed in Plate 9a. The throat velocity 
was also observed to have peaked. At this point, a final simulation was done for 
this series with a free-boundary in the exit reservoir (i.e. 50%-0%) such that the 
extreme conditions could be investigated, and a similar jet and peak velocity were 
found. 
Similarly, the other series of simulations used exit reservoir pressures decremented 
in stages from base reservoir densities of 30% and 10% until a similar jet was formed. 
4.3.3.1 Profiles 
Cell-averaged pressure and velocity were plotted for a section along the flow axis 
though the centre of the nozzle, and local fluctuations smoothed (by a running 
average filter). An example of such a section is shown in Figure 4.4a. 
From these sections, the entry and exit regions were observed to have equilibrated 
to constant densities and pressures. To get representative measures of the density 
and pressure of the reservoirs, with as little noise as possible, a cross-section of cells 
one-eighth of the way distant from each end of the computational box was sampled 
and averaged, as shown in Figure 4.4b. 
Longitudinal section profiles of density, velocity and pressure through the centre of 
the nozzle are shown in Figure 4.5 for the three sequences of simulations under-
taken. 
Initial state It can be seen that initially, when no density (or pressure) gradient 
is present, the velocity is uniform throughout the section - albeit non-zero. This 
non-zero velocity corresponds to the 'thermal' velocity of the gas particles, rather 
than a 'drift' velocity from an imposed flow. Fluctuations in this velocity arising 
from the fairly small averaging cells, and the fact that no spatial or temporal 
averaging has been performed are also visible. 
From these first cases, the 'thermal' velocities from the Brownian motion of the par-
ticles were calculated by averaging throughout the whole section. These were found 
to be 0.07(4), 0.06(3) and 0.04(2) for the series 50-*, 30-* and 10-* respectively 
- the density dependence is to be expected (see Section 3.2.1). 
Developed state As the density applied in the exit reservoir is then reduced, it 
is found that a flow starts through the nozzle, as expected. The velocity is also seen 
to peak in the throat of the nozzle, with the density smoothly decreasing through 
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Figure 4.4a: Sample longitudinal section through nozzle: 50%-30% 
For a sample simulation, where the applied inlet reservoir density was 50% and the 
exit reservoir 30%, the density and velocity (and from them the calculated pressure) 
measurements along the longitudinal section. through the centre of the throat of the 
nozzle are shown. The smoothed curves were produced by a 9-point running average. 
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Figure tAb: Sample cross-sections of nozzle system: 50%-30% 
For the sample simulation, some sample cross-sections show the density and velocity (and 
from them the calculated pressure) profiles. The central graph corresponds to the throat 
of the nozzle, with the others well within the reservoirs, where the mean density and 
pressure were measured. 
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Figure 4.5a: Nozzle sectional profiles (initial) 
For each sequence of simulations, at a range of inlet and outlet densities, the density and 
velocity profiles (and from them the pressure profile also) are shown for the longitudinal 
section through the nozzle. The symmetry when the reservoirs are balanced is broken 
when the density is dropped in the right reservoir and a flow starts through the nozzle. 
(continued) 
-- 50-i5 
Figure 4.5b: Nozzle sectional profiles (choking) 
As the density is dropped further, the velocity peaks in the throat of the nozzle, and a 
high-velocity jet is formed in the exit reservoir. (continued) 
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Figure 4.5c: Nozzle sectional profiles (choked) 
With the exit reservoir pressure tending to zero, the flow through the nozzle cannot 
increase and it is choked. A high-velocity jet thrashes about in the exit reservoir. 
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Nozzle Peak Mach Critical 
series velocity number ratio 
50-* 1.71(3) 2.61(5) 0.85(2) 
30-* 1.08(3) 1.65(5) 0.80(3) 
io-* 0.34(2) 0.53(3) 0.73(5) 
Table 4.2: Series peak velocities summary 
In each series, the measured maximal velocity is compared to the calculated speed of 
sound for the FHP7 lattice-gas, c, = 0.655 . The critical ratio of reservoir densities (or 
equivalently pressures) at which the velocity is within 5% of its peak are also provided. 
When the flow velocity gets very high 2, as it does in the throat of the nozzle when 
the pressure drop is sufficient, the calculated pressure is found to dip markedly. In 
such a case, where particles in the nozzle can be seen to be streaming along the 
lattice axes, such unphysical behaviour is perhaps to be expected. A close-up of the 
microlattice in the region of the throat of the nozzle where streaming has occured 
is shown in Plate 9b. 
Choked state When the flow velocity cannot increase to compensate for the 
deficient pressure of the exit reservoir, the nozzle has choked. This occurs when the 
applied density at the exit wall of the computational box is dropped to be much 
lower than that in the base reservoir, or indeed reduced to zero, so that no particles 
are introduced (only removed). An unstable jet is formed, which either streams 
straight from the exit of the nozzle out of the simulation, or alternatively, it can 
thrash about wildly. 
Therefore, although the density within the exit reservoir is representative of that 
shown in the profiles, the velocity profile in such cases is generally not. However, 
the absolute profile is not of primary interest, but rather the peak velocity which 
occurs reliably in the central core of the nozzle. 
4.3.3.2 Maximal velocity 
Measurement of the maximal velocity attained from each series was taken from 
those simulations where the exit reservoir was least dense. The peak nozzle veloc-
ities for each series, from the mean of the 9-point (linear) neighbourhood of the 
peak, are summarised in Table 4.2. 
It is immediately obvious that the peak velocity is different in each case, and that 
it is also many times that of the expected speed of sound. 
4.3.3.3 Criticality 
2approaching the limiting velocity of the lattice-gas, 2 
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O.50 0.55 0.80 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 
P./P. 
Figure 4.6a: Nozzle peak velocity with pressure ratio (unscaled) 
The relative nozzle peak velocity is shown against exit to base reservoir pressure ratio, 
with the velocities unscaled. 
ps/p0 
Figure 4.6b: Nozzle peak velocity with pressure ratio (resealed) 
The relative nozzle peak velocity is shown against exit to base reservoir pressure ratio, 
with the velocities rescaled by the maximal velocity. 
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0.0 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 
ps/p0 
Figure 4.7a: Nozzle peak velocity with density ratio (unscaled) 
The relative nozzle peak velocity is shown against exit to base reservoir density ratio, 
with the velocities unsealed. 
P./P. 
Figure 4.7b: Nozzle peak velocity with density ratio (rescaled) 
The relative nozzle peak velocity is shown against exit to base reservoir density ratio, 
with the velocities resealed by the maximal velocity. 
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To determine the critical behaviour of the lattice-gas in the nozzle, the ratios of 
exit pressure to entry pressure were plotted against the (smoothed) peak velocity 
from the throat of the nozzle  (Figure 4.6a). Using the ratios of exit density to 
entry density, which could be measured directly (and therefore are more confident4) 
a similar plot was performed (Figure 4.7a) - the difference in all cases is slight. 
The estimated pressure ratios at which criticality is reached are also collated in 
Table 4.2, and are seen to vary with the base pressure. 
Comparisons It is evident that choking has occured in the nozzle in each series, 
but the critical curves of Figure 4.6a are far from co-incident - and a uniform 
limiting velocity, supposedly that of the speed of sound, is not present. This is not 
the expected behaviour of physical fluids, even though a vaguely parabolic form is 
evident. 
Even when the velocities of each simulation are scaled by the representative peak 
velocity from it (see Figure 4.6b and Figure 4.7b), each simulation has produced 
a characteristic curve which has a slightly different form, and which doesn't quite 
fall within the error range of the others. 
4.3.3.4 Observations 
Choking These simulations show the phenomenon of choking with the throat 
velocity peaking as the pressure difference is increased. There are, however, sev-
eral questions raised by certain aspects of the results. Clearly the speed of sound 
provided by the FHP analysis in the incompressible limit cannot be relied upon 
in these simulations. However, more disconcerting is not the fact that the high 
pressure case has a speed of sound much larger than FHP suggest, but that the low 
pressure case, which is much closer to the incompressible régime is also radically 
different. 
Unusual behaviour Apart from the velocity magnitude of the peak velocity, 
the behaviour of the velocity as choking is approached is quite as expected, though 
doubts about the low and mid pressure-ratio behaviour remain, since the form is 
quite pronounced and different in the two cases". The high pressure case shows a 
rather sharp rise leaving equilibrium, and has reached 95% of maximum by a ratio of 
0.85, while the low pressure case takes much larger ratios to produce the higher flow 
velocities. The whole form of the low pressure case is somewhat unsatisfactory, and 
possibly requires re-doing, but from the intermediate simulation of the 30% base 
reservoir, much the same behaviour is found. 
3Error bars on points are from the standard deviation from the mean value arising from the 
9-point (linear) neighbourhood of the selected reference segments. 
4since the derivation of the pressure was not done in the compressible régime 
5Even allowing for the substantial uncertainties due to noise/fluctuations in the low pressure 
case. 
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The fact that different critical pressure ratios are found would also suggest that 
some breakdown in the dynamics of the gas has occurred, and that it is failing to 
model real fluids. 
4.4 Comments 
Several points can be raised with respect to the compressible simulations undertaken 
and the phenomena observed. 
Incompressible formulae The use of the formulae derived from the incompress-
ible limit for pressure (and indirectly other things) is rather dubious, especially since 
the experiments have been designed to extend this régime, and in which the in-built 
assumptions are going to be violated. It might have been reasonable to expect an 
alternate derivation of even a pressure-like quantity. This, of course, would require 
validation against the provided formulae in some reliable test flows. 
Extreme velocities The velocity seems to get completely out of control. Ex-
amining the model there would appear to be no reason why the maximal velocity 
would not be precisely 2 lattice-links per time-step6. Yet the value measured for 
the speed of sound in Section 4.2.1 matches the theoretical value of 0.655 which 
is wildly different. Experimentally, flow velocities as high as 1.92 have been de-
tected for the throat velocities, which in terms of the speed of sound, corresponds 
to flows of nearly Mach 3 - it is extremely unlikely that, under these conditions, 
the lattice-gas is behaving as a real fluid though. 
Density dependence An explanation of the unphysical results of Section 4.3.3.3 
would be a dependence of the speed of sound on the density. This seems unlikely, 
however, since the experiments where the speed of sound was measured showed no 
sign of density dependence. Any expected velocity dependence would be expected 
to be rather weak (as the square root, probably) and is unlikely to explain the range 
seen here. 
4.5 Conclusion 
The shock tube experiments of Section 4.2 showed that the speed of sound of the 
lattice-gas was 	as predicted by the incompressible analysis of [FdHHLPR87]. 
Indeed, no density dependence on the speed of sound was identified, which provides 
quantitative evidence that the model and its assumptions are acceptable. 
6From a particle heading along the 1-link along with two particles on the 2&6-links contributing 
half-a-unit each. 
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The same simulations also pointed to a worrying breakdown in the dynamics of 
the gas, however, when the lattice density variation was extreme, resulting in the 
observation of streaming. This appeared not to jeoparise the experiment, since 
the effect was localised, and did not seem to manifest in any deviations from the 
expected large-scale behaviour. 
In the choking experiments of Section 4.3, the expected behaviour was qualita-
tively found, in that the nozzle indeed reached a maximal outlet velocity. However, 
this peak velocity for choking was not the expected speed of sound, but in fact ap-
peared to be dependent on the density of the base reservoir - or, perhaps, on the 
applied pressure ratio. Neither of these possibilities is a characteristic of physical 
fluids. 
It is therefore necessary to approach the simulation of compressible fluids through 
the use of lattice-gases with some caution. Qualitatively compressible features, like 
compressions and rarefactions are observed, and quantitatively correct behaviour 
such as the isotropic propagation of shock waves with the speed of sound is also 
found in special cases. For general compressible situations, however, no quantitative 
agreement has been found. 
From the observations of streaming, it might be concluded that the lack of Galilean 
invariance resulting from the prefered reference frame of the (static) lattice would 
be a major factor in the breakdown of the model. However, recent design of Galilean 
invariant models [dHLS87] has also failed to achieve success with compressible flow 
simulations. 
Although no lattice-gas model is currently known which correctly models compress-
ible flow, it is likely that they will remain an active topic of investigation. 
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5 	 Epilogue 
And now you're trembling on a rocky ledge 
Staring down into a heartless sea 
Can't face life on a. razor's edge 
Nothing's what you thought it would be 
All of us get lost in the darkness 
Dreamers learn to steer by the stars 
All of us do time in the gutter 
Dreamers turn to look at the cars 
Turn around and walk the razor's edge 
- [Rush 89] 
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L ATTICE-GASES are shown to be a more direct and simple formulation of fluid flow than the traditional approach with partial differential equations. Their 
strength in the low cost of their highly parallel update, unconditional numerical 
stability and flexibility in modelling complex flow situations was demonstrated. 
From the selection of lattice-gases currently actively being researched, the model 
most suitable for investigation with the available facilities was chosen. This simple 
model, the FHP7 variant of the original lattice-gas model of Frisch, Hasslacher and 
Pomeau shown to exhibit valid hydrodynamics, has indeed "directly spanned the 
gap between the microscopic"and macroscopic worlds." [MTV86] 
The basic FHP7 model was shown in Chapter 3 to be adequate for a wide range 
of fundamental and more complex flows. Qualitative agreement with theory or ex-
periment was found to be good, and similarly satisfactory for the cases where only 
qualitative comparison was possible. Despite exhibiting compressible phenomena, 
such as compression and rarefaction waves, and modelling shock wave propaga-
tion accurately, anomalous behaviour is observed in the simulations of choking in 
a smooth nozzle of Chapter 4 - even though the nozzle indeed chokes, quantita-
tively no agreement with theory is found. 
It seems possible that the breakdown in regimes where the flow speed is very high 
(several multiples of the sound speed) is due to unphysical streaming of particles 
along lattice axes, though this would be less likely to be important at velocities near 
the sound speed. Blaming lack of Galilean invariance of the basic FHP7 model is 
not the complete story, however, since even the recent Galilean invariant lattice-gas 
models have not been able to accurately model compressible flows. 
The basic lattice-gas models have demonstrated the capability to expand into three-
dimensional hydrodynamics and a range of multi-species and other simulations with 
a great deal of simplicity, however, there are a number of additional avenues of 
investigation, such as compressible flows and thermal models which remain. While 
the lack of a useful thermodynamics, and the current restrictions on compressible 
flows, are indeed limiting, they are unlikely to be more so than typically restrict 
other simulation techniques, and provide a challenge for innovative model design. 
Implementation on the ECS multicomputer, discussed in Chapter 2, was found 
to be straightforward, but a number of important considerations were required to 
avoid pitfalls which would have resulted in severe load-balancing problems, with 
the associated disastrous loss of performance. In fact, the implementation was 
extremely efficient and very well load-balanced. 
Although, a transputer- based implementation is unlikely to be optimal from solely 
a performance evaluation, it does compare favourably when cost-effectiveness is 
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also important. Considerable flexibility in the construction of the basic model and 
also in the design of the computational box is possible.' 
Visualisation of the complex flow systems investigated is found to provide a pow-
erful insight into the underlying processes - even when these are anomalous they 
are quickly and clearly identified. A variety of techniques applicable to flow visu-
alisation were employed, including vector and magnitude mapping, from which an 
extensive gallery of images were collated (Appendix P is but a small sample). 
This thesis has attempted to present a comprehensive investigation of one of the 
simpler lattice-gas models, identifying the strengths and current limitations com-
mon to a growing range of such models, which are being applied to diverse complex 
dynamics problems. Work with lattice-gases has progressed at considerable pace, 
since they have clearly shown potential as a cost-effective alternative to traditional 
CFD techniques, and as such will undoubtedly continue. Lattice-gas models should 
be viewed as being a complementary simulation technique, rather than a successor, 
and as such they provide additional choice, and opportunity for comparison with 
other methods. 
'The use of a Meiko Computing Surface for the lattice-gas simulations described complements 
nicely the use of fluid dynamical analysis to determine the complex heat transfer and transport 
within a Computing Surface cabinet performed in [Reyne1190]. Although transputers are fairly ro-
bust components, supercomputers like the Crays have much more rigorous constraints on thermal 
build-up and transfer. It is claimed that a recent USAF report identified thermal overstressing 
as representing a total of 74% of avionics system failures, with vibration accounting for most of 
the rest. With excessive vibration unlikely to be as much of a problem in earth-bound electronics 
systems, temperature related failures may be even higher for electronics systems in general. Heat 
transfer by convection to the cooling fluid (whether air, or something more exotic, like liquid ni-
trogen) tends to be rather crudely estimated and little or no account is taken of how the (heated) 
coolant circulates and is extracted. 
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[Corridor, Aft End, Heart of Gold] 
>go aft 
That entrance leads to the Infinite Improbability Drive cham- 
ber. It's supposed to be a terribly dangerous area of the ship. 
Are you sure you want to go in there ? 
> yes 
Absolutely sure ? 
>yes 	 - 
I can tell that you don't want to really. You stride away with 
a spring-in your step, wisely leaving the Drive chamber safely 
behind you. Telegrams arrive from well-wishers in all corners 
of the galaxy congratulating you on your prudence and wis-
dom, cheering you up immensely. 
- [AM84] 
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G Glossary of symbols & terms 
the higher-ups at NASA said that the probability 
of failure [of a space shuttle] was 1 in 100,000. 
if you flew the shuttle every day, 
the average time before your first accident would be 300 years 
[Feynman88] 
NASA Announcement: 
New Deckchair Arrangement 




a 	activity, or busyness, of processor (or network): a = 1— 
d mean link (particle) density - the reduced density 
mean link 'hole' density: J=(1—d) 
D 	dimensionality 
c lattice particle speed 
Ci 	particle velocities 
C, speed of sound 
f 	frequency (e.g., eddy-shedding frequency) 
F body force 
g(p) 	duality factor 
G giga-prefix, 'billions', 109 or 2 °  
t 	idleness, or inactivity, of processor 
i Boolean state index, i = 0, 1..6 for FHP7 
A 	mean free path between collisions 
k kilo-prefix, thousands, 103 or 210  (1,024) 
L 	characteristic length, e.g. channel or obstacle dimension 
rn mass 
M 	mega-prefix, millions, or 106  or 220  (1,048,576) 
Ma Mach number; fraction of speed of sound: Ma= u/c3  
Ni 	local average state population 
0(n) of order 
P 	pressure, or processor index 
P momentum flux: p = pu 
P 	processors 
P mean site (particle) density 
Re 	flow-characteristic Reynolds number: Re= L U/v 
R* model-characteristic Reynolds coefficient: R* = c3g(p)/v(p) 
s 	lattice segment index (may be local or global) 
S lattice segments 
St 	eddy-shedding characteristic Strouhal number: St = f L/U 
time (continuous or stepped) 
U 	speed 
U, v, w velocity components 
U 	velocity 
U characteristic speed, e.g. mean channel speed 
ii 	kinematic (shear) viscosity: v=/p 
shear viscosity (may sometimes be kinematic) 
C 	bulk viscosity (may sometimes be kinematic) 
X, y, z spatial dimensions, or lattice coordinates 
Z 	(square) averaging cell dimension 
G-1 
Terms & jargon 
The occam channel output statement, specifying that the following data should 
be sent over the aforenamed channel, when the process on the other end of 
the channel is ready to receive (and not before). 
? The occam channel input statement, specifying that the following data should be 
read from the aforenamed channel, when the process on the other end of the 
channel is ready to send (and to wait until it is ready). 
2dHLGHCA The two-dimensional hexagonal lattice-gas hydrodynamic cellular 
automaton code developed in occam on the ECS transputer multicomputer 
for the simulations. 
activity The busyness of a processor, or network of processors. 
alien language Any non-native language, i.e. with respect to the transputer, occam 
is the native language, while C and Fortran are alien. 
ALT The occam alternation directive, for selecting input from the channel first 
ready. 
ALU Arithmetic and Logic Unit; that part of a processor which executes the pro-
gram instructions, issuing directives to other units, such as the FPU or DMA 
link controllers. 
Amdahl's Law The statement that no MIMD computation can achieve a speed-up 
in excess of the number of processors. 
asynchrony The state in which all processors can update independently of one 
another, since they (no longer) require further data, or are being individually 
serviced by a master processor. 
bit Contraction of binary digit; the smallest unit of information in a computer, 
representing the on or off state of a piece of memory. 
bit democracy The endowment of equal importance to each bit in a simula-
tion (such as a lattice-gas), as opposed to 
bit hierarchy which rigidly imposes an order of importance to bit, such as 
in the storage of a floating-point number. 
bit-map Term for any pixel-based (as opposed to vector-based) display, or part 
thereof, where pixels are generally bytes or byte triplets (RGB), rather than 
strictly single 'bits'. 
boundary layer The thin layer in which the velocity of the fluid rises from rest at 
the wall (from the no-slip condition) to the value that corresponds to external 
frictionless flow. 
G-2 
busyness The fraction of the time which a transputer is found to be active with 
computation (or engaged in, rather than awaiting, communication), i.e. with 
processes in its queue. 
byte 8 bits; the smallest unit of addressable storage (generally) in a computer. 
cell 
Traditionally, the cell in the name cellular automata refers to the lowest 
level computational entities, i.e. the lattice site. 
Unfortunately, the cell in the lattice-gas sense tends to refer to the macro-
scopic averaging cell containing a number of sites. 
cellular automata Simple processes, uniformed spaced on a regular lattice, and 
regularly updated simultaneously depending on their current state and that of 
(a selection of) their immediate neighbours. Collectively capable of extremely 
complex behaviour. 	 - 
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics: collectively the computational techniques 
applied to approximate and solve the equations of fluid motion. Currently 
utilises one-third of all supercomputer time in the world, for vehicle and 
building aerodynamics and stability studies amongst others. 
channel 
occam The mechanism by which information is communicated between a pair 
of processes (and by further abstraction processors) in the CSP model, 
introducing synchronisation between them. 
collision A path by which momentum is transfered between particles in a lat-
tice site update, producing an outgoing configuration from an incoming 
one. 
debug A Meiko-specific, low-bandwidth, independent route for (usually) de-
bugging messages from each transputer in the network. Generally used 
when remote processors in a network can not directly access the screen 
and keyboard services. 
chip Silicon wafer microprocessor. 
chirality A chiral model has a preference for rotations in a certain sense. Lattice-gas 
models where each of all possible collision outcome is randomly selected with 
an equal probability are not chiral, though chiral models could be designed. 
Also known as dissymmetry. 
CLUT Colour look-up table; the relation between the pixel values in an image and 
the colours (specifies by their RGB components) they correspond to. 
CMOS Complementary metal-oxide on silicon; a currently favoured, semiconduc-
tor production process, allowing close integration of components and high 
performance. 
G-3 
collision That phase of the lattice-gas update which involves the replacement of 
collision configurations of particles at every site by another such that net 
momentum and mass are conserved. 
Computing Surface A flexible topology, modular and expandable distributed mem-
ory multicomputer, consisting of a number of transputer boards (or other 
processors) containing compute elements (with dedicated memory), display 
elements, and others, which can be interconnected dynamically using a pro-
prietary backplane, under the control of a global supervisor bus, which also 
provides each processor with an orthogonal debug channel. Machine partition-
ing into domains with their own resource (M2VCS) allows flexible multi-user 
capability, with each domain provided with the MeikOS operating system and 
the UPS or CStools programming environments. 
concurrency The ability to time-share dynamically between all currently execut-
able processes, such that all may proceed without undue awareness of the 
influence of the others, modelling the nature of independent processors. 
configuration 
The arrangement of particles present at a site in the lattice at any par-
ticular time, typically coded into the bits of a byte. 
The global arrangement of lattice features, such as sources and barriers, 
so as to specify the intended flow characteristics. 
contention The blocking of access to data of one process due to its being locked 
(or reserved temporarily) by another, required to preserve integrity in shared-
memory. 
continuity equation The expression of the conservation of mass in a fluid system. 
CPU The central processing unit in a computer. 
CSP The Communicating Sequential Processes model (and others with the same 
acronym) of programming, where processes are considered to be sequential 
lists of instructions, and can extract data with other processes via (blocking) 
channel communication. 
deadlock Inability for a process (or system of processes) to continue, generally 
because it requires a communication which will never be satisfied. 
decomposition The partitioning of a problem, or its data, such that a number of 
processors can simultaneously cooperatively participate in its processing. 
algorithmic Simultaneous execution of different parts of an algorithm on dif-
ferent processors. Generally an obvious, but extremely difficult to opti-
mise, form of decomposition. 
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data Distribution of subsets of the data to different processors which are ex-
ecuting the same program. Requires no interprocessor communication. 
This model closely matches the operational characteristics of a SIMD 
computer. 
geometric Distribution of subsets of the data to adjacent (or neighbouring) 
processors to be processed by the same program on each, yet requiring 
local information from the neighbours. Typically each update would 
require the exchange of border information with each neighbour. 
density 
site density the average number of particles per site of the lattice. 
link density the average link occupancy (including rest particles), i.e., typi-
cally the site density divided by the number of links. 
DMA Direct memory access; applies to the controllers responsible for the operation 
of the links on the transputer, such that data is transfered straight from 
memory when required. 
domain A collection of transputer allocatable to a single user for an application, 
consisting of a host seat, a variable size of compute resource and possibly 
additional special purpose boards, such as graphics or dedicated fast disk 
boards. 
DRAM Dynamic RAM which requires regular refresh to retain its contents (slower, 
but cheaper, than static RAM). 
duality From the Boolean nature of the lattice-gas particles, the models with par-
ticles and 'holes' interchanged are equivalent. 
duality factor Relates the properties of a lattice-gas to those of a real fluid through 
rescaling of the nonlinear term in the Navier-Stokes equation. It reflects the 
lack of Galilean invariance at lattice level and the Boolean nature of the 
particles. 
DVI Device independent output from the ILTEX  typesetter. 
dvips The JTEX  DVI—PS filter used to produce the single PostScript output file 
of this document. 
ECS The Edinburgh Concurrent Supercomputer, a transputer-based multicomputer 
built by Meiko Ltd, and jointly funded by Meiko Ltd, the Computer Board 
and the Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC). Originally planned 
to be capable of true supercomputer performance, with 1000 T800 transput-
ers (a prospective cumulative performance of lGflops), currently consists of 
roughly 400 transputers, divided into a number of variously sized domains. 
eddy A recirculation of fluid. 
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EPCC The Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre; an interdisciplinary focus for 
the parallel processing research and service activities within Edinburgh, su-
perseding and merging the ECS and DAP activities. 
epsf The macros allowing the incorporation of conforming EPSF diagrams within 
]TEX documents, for the dvips filter. 
EPSF Encapsulated PostScript format specification for diagrams containing the 
necessary information for them to be suitable scaled and incorporated within 
other (PostScript) documents. 
FCHC The face-centred hypercubic lattice-gas model, proposed by d'Humières, 
Lallemand and Frisch as suitable for three-dimensional lattice-gas simulations. 
Requires (at least) 24 bits for each lattice site, and a typically very large 
collision table. 
flops The number of floating point operations executed by a processor in a second. 
More often quoted as millions (Mfiops) or thousands of millions (Gflops). 
FHP The lattice-gas models proposed by Frisch, Hasslacher and Pomeau, consist-
ing of a hexagonal (6-connected) lattice on which boolean particles exist. 
Classified as two models: 	 - 
FHP6 with only moving (unit-velocity) particles, 
FHP7 with additional rest (zero-velocity) particles. 
floating-point The representation of real (non-integer) numbers in a computer as 
a mantissa and exponent. 
folding editor A powerful editor, provided as part of the TDS and OPS, allowing 
code fragments to be grouped into folds (and replaced by a fold marker) 
hierarchically, failitating programming in occam. 
FPU Floating-point unit; a numeric processing unit specialising in floating-point 
operations. 
Galilean invariance The condition where dynamics are unaffected by arbitrary 
constant relative motions. This is broken by lattice-gases due to the finite set 
of directions for the velocity and to the exclusion principle which leads to the 
Boolean character of the particles. 
gfx The graphics package provided on Meiko systems for bit-mapped monitors, used 
as the low-level primitives for the visualisation. 
gfxtoppm A filter for interfacing gfx-format images to the PBM package. 
Goth The guild of occam and transputer hackers, or one of its members. 
granularity The grain size is representative of the average subtask size in a compu-
tation, which should be carefully matched to the available processing element 
power. 
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14TEX The document typesetting system employed in the formatting of this work. 
lattice-gas An example of an elementary gas, consisting of a grossly simplified (and 
fictitious) model of a gas, yet which does not violate kinetic theory. 
link 
Transputers have four hardware links on chip which are channels allowing 
communication with other transputers. 
Microlattice sites have six (four) links in the FHP (HPP) models, on 
which particles may reside, before propagating to the neighbouring site 
which shares the link. The rest particles may also be considered to reside 
on link 0 which is not connected to another site. 
livelock The trapping of a process (or system of processes) in a cycle of operations 
which will continue indefinitely since no valid termination condition exists. A 
form of deadlock. 
Mach number, Ma The speed of a fluid, expressed as a fraction of the speed of 
sound in that fluid. 
master/slave Typical applications are divided into a master and several slaves. 
Only the master is directly connected to the host, and has access to the 
file system and other I/O services, such as the keyboard, screen and mouse 
devices. The slaves rely on the master process to distribute work to them, 
and results are send back to the master for collation. 
Meiko The company, based in Bristol, UK, originally comprising members of the 
transputer design team, who left to design a range of computer systems based 
on boards of transputers. 
memory That part of a computer where the instructions and data are stored while 
the computation is in progress. Where multiple processors are involved, two 
memory arrangements are possible: 
distributed memory such that each processor has its own memory space, 
and when it requires to access that of another processor a switching or 
message-routing overhead is incurred. 
shared-memory memory is globally accessible from a common area, requir-
ing the use of semaphores to avoid multiple simultaneous overwrites. 
message-passing A paradigm by which processors in adistributed network, or 
multicomputer, can access remote data which was not, or could not be, re-
tained on each processor, through packet-requesting and -routing. 
MISD Multiple Instruction, Single Data; vector or pipeline computers, executing 
simultaneously a number of instructions on a single stream of data. 
wz 
MIMD Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data; the ultimate in parallel computers, 
where multiple processors are capable of executing different instructions on 
different data elements simultaneously. Examples are the Meiko Computing 
Surface, expandable to 0(100) processors, and the Cray XMP series comput-
ers, typically using 0(8) processors. 
multicomputer A collection of individual computers (or more generally compute 
elements) capable of cooperative work on a specified problem, which must 
typically be distributed so that each processor has a part of the problem. 
Navier-Stokes equation The expression of Newton's Second Law of Motion ap-
plied to a fluid: that the rate of change of momentum of a fluid particle is 
equal to the net force acting on it. The equation is highly nonlinear making 
its solution generally difficult. 
noodling CLUT entry cycling, generally with a smoothly varying palette (even over 
its ends) such that pixels of each entry cycle through the available values. 
Useful for highlighting vorticity or discontinuities. 
occam The language of the transputer, designed in collaboration between Tony 
Hoare and David May, based on the CSP model of concurrent computation, 
and having specific constructs to make parallelism fully accessible. 
OPS The Occam Programming System; Meiko's repackaged version of the Inmos 
TDS, the programming environment for the transputer. 
palette The range of available colours for an image - generally the contents of a 
CLUT. 
PAR The occam directive for executing a list of processes concurrently. 
parallel computer The use of more than one processor to achieve additional per-
formance through cooperation on a computation (as opposed to distinct com-
putations). 
parallelise Exploit the inherent parallelism in an algorithm (or implementation) 
specified in a sequential manner. 
parallelism 
coarse-grained A small number of very powerful processors working jointly 
on a problem. 
fine-grained A large number of much less powerful processors, typically work-
ing on smaller subtasks of a problem. 
particle One of the (single bit) entries in a configuration at a lattice site, distin-
guishable only in its momentum, which may be only such that it lies on one 
of the links to a neighbouring site, or alternatively, in the FHP7 model, at 
rest. 
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PBM The Portable Bitmap Manipulation package which allows interchange of nu-
merous bitmap image formats, and is capable of producing (both monochrome 
and colour) PostScript output. The gfxtoppm filter interfaces to this package 
for hardcopy image output from the Meiko graphics boards. 
pixel picture element; addressable dot on screen, constituting part of a bit-mapped 
display. 
PostScript A simple interpreted programming language with powerful graphics 
capabilities. Its primary application is to describe the appearance of text, 
graphical shapes and sampled images on printed pages in a way which is inde-
pendent of the resolution of output devices. This thesis is a single PostScript 
file1, produced by the I4TEX  document typesetting system, and includes a 
number of PostScript figures, graphs and diagrams from a variety of packages 
and tools. 
priority The scheme by which certain specified processes can be preferentially ex-
ecuted over others. 
high Those (typically lightweight) processes which should not be interrupted 
in their execution until they have completed, or are otherwise unable to 
proceed. Generally reserved for message passing subsystems, to quickly 
route messages while computation is continuing, or interrupt handlers. 
low Normal computational tasks which can be interrupted without penalty 
while large-scale processing continues. 
process A complete computational task, typically one of several capable of being si-
multaneously executed. Evolves from initiation, through sequential execution 
to termination. 
heavyweight A task typically requiring a large amount of computation and 
capable of keeping a processor busy for a while. 
lightweight A task which does not keep a processor busy, but rather idling, 
for significant amounts of time, when further computation could .con-
ceivably have been done. 
propagation That phase of the lattice-gas update step which involves the move-
ment of every (non-rest) particle to a neighbouring site, or possible reflection 
by barriers or absorption by sinks. 
PULSARS A graphical demonstration of dynamic interacting processes as pixel-trains 
which models contention and deadlocking in shared-memory computers. 
RAM Random Access Memory; can be read from or written to in any order. 
'Actually, the photographs in Appendix P obviously were done separately, but they could 
have equally have been rendered and included in colour PostScript, in the manner of Figure 3.4 
- this was unfortunately not possible in the window of the creation of this thesis. 
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Reynolds number, Re The dimensionless parameter, relating the inertial and vis-
cous properties of the fluid, used to characterise a flow and compare flows in 
different media, arising from the Principle of Similarity. Low Reynolds num-
ber flows are laminar, while high Reynolds number flows are turbulent. 
RGB The hardware-orientated specification of a colour from its red, green and blue 
components (c.f. HSV). 
RISC Reduced Instruction Set Computer; provides a small, highly optimised, set 
of instructions. 
segment That section of the complete lattice located on a particular processor, 
with a number of cells in each dimension. May be also referred to as a chunk. 
semi-detailed balance The condition where all states having equal probabilities 
before collision, they will remain so afterwards. 
SEQ The occam directive for executing a list of processes sequentially. 
sequential The execution of instructions or processes in strict order one after the 
other. 
sequentialisation The management of multiple, parallel operations, such that they 
appear to be sequential - like the multiplexing of file system requests from 
a number of processors. 
SIMD Single Instruction, Multiple Data; one category of parallel computers, also 
known as data parallel since multiple processors execute each instruction (the 
same instruction) on (a typically fixed number of) many data elements under 
the direction of a master controller. Examples of such computers are the 
AMT DAP, with 0(4096) processing elements and the Connection Machine, 
with 0(65536) processing elements. 
site An entry in the microlattice, connected to its neighbours by links, capable of 
containing particles in a configuration, or alternatively a code specifying a 
site at which a special update rule will be used. 
source A source site in the lattice is one where particles will be randomly 
generated at a rate corresponding to the strength of the source. A 20% 
source will produce particles on each link with a 20% probability each 
time step. 
sink A sink completely absorbs particles incident on it. All sources are actu-
ally also sinks, since they absorb in-coming particles, but also produce 
out-going particles. 
wall/barrier Wall, or barrier, sites reflect incident particles. Typically reflec-
tion is specular, and particles will return along the link on which they 
arrived. 
free lattice That part of the computational box absent of special sites, and 
therefore free to be occupied by particles. 
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vector computer One capable of executing instructions simultaneously on the el-
ements of a stream (or vector) of data using multiple functional units. 
videoRAM Memory dual-ported to address monitor screen pixels, providing a bit-
mapped display. 
viscosity That process by which energy is removed from the inertial flow of a fluid 
by friction: 
kinematic, v An intrinsic property of a fluid. 
shear, 77 The viscosity due to shearing action within the fluid. 
bulk, C The viscosity due to bulk rotational energy diffusion. 
propagation, v, That component of the viscosity of a lattice-gas due to the 
propagation of particles between sites. Generally negative, but smaller 
in magnitude than the collision viscosity. 
collision, VC That, component of the viscosity of a lattice-gas resulting from 
the collision mechanism. Richer collision sets, with more possible colli-
sion channels, have lower viscosities. 
visualisation The rendering of multi-dimensional data, such that it is presented as 
an image in a reduced form which enables the interesting features to be high-
lighted. Some visualisation techniques can be as computationally intensive as 
the simulations which provide the data. 
VLSI Very Large Scale Integration; the technology allowing many thousands of 
transistors to be put on a single integrated circuit. 
von Kármán vortex street The stream of vortices in alternating directions, and 
equally spaced, typical of the wake of in-channel obstructions at moderate 
Reynolds numbers. 
vortex A recirculation of fluid. 
wake The region of decelerated flow downstream of an obstruction, as the flow 
coalesces at its rear. It is naturally unstable, and the von Kármán vortex 
street is observed even in the wake of a flat (orthogonal) plate. 
word 16 or 32 bits; corresponding to the naturally addressable or transferable data 
item length. 
WIMP Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointers; the natural metaphor for interaction 
with a computer, and specification of commands. 
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C 	 Classification of 
FHP particle configurations 
Table C.1: FHP configuration classifications 
The following tables contain a classification of the 2 7  particle configurations possible 
at a node for the FHP7 model. Each configuration can be refered to-by its 7-bit 
binary code, a decimal number in the range 0..127, or by a configuration picture: 
e.g. 
17 = 0010001 	 (C.1) 
The particles in a configuration have been coded so that those moving in the pos-
itive x-direction are shown by an arrow directed such' from the central node of 
the configuration picture, appearing as the rightmost bit of the binary code and 
least-significant bit of the decimal code. Particles moving in the other directions 
are similarly coded in a clockwise manner, with a rest-particle, should it exist, 
represented by a disc at the central node. 
Each configuration has been classified by its number of particles (mass) and net 
momentum (p) into one of the classes in Table 1.1. 
In the FHP6 model, only the first four tables of configurations (i.e. those without 
the rest particles) are relevant: the leading 0 can be dropped from the configuration 
binary code and collision channels to codes outwith the range 0.. 63 are invalid. 
'Convention is to generally represent particles by arrows based at the central node, whether 
the particle is considered to be entering or leaving the node at the instant concerned. 
No data yet exists indicating that 
dangerous levels of radiation are produced 
in these ["fusion -in-a- bucket"] experiments, 
but there is no sense in being a famous dead person. 
Still less in being a kinda famous, near dead, bald-person. 
- [Dunning89] 
c-U 
Code Configuration Class Mass Net p Collision Channels 
0 0000000 E 0 0 
1 0000001 F 1 1 
2 0000010 F 1 1 
3 0000011 V 2 
/ 4 0000100 F 1 1 
5 0000101 J 2 1 66 
A 6 0000110 V 2 
7 0000111 W 3 2 
8 0001000 F 1 1 
'- 9 0001001 I 2 0 181  36 
10 0001010 J 2 1 68 
11 0001011 L 3 1 38, 69 
.07  12 0001100 V 2 
13 0001101 L 3 1 22, 74 
14 0001110 W 3 2 
15 0001111 V 4 
Table C.la: configuration classifications (000****) 
C-i 
Code Configuration Class Mass Net p Collision Channels 
16 0010000 F 1 1 
17 0010001 J 2 1 96 
18 0010010 I 2 0 9, 36 , 
19 0010011 L 3 1 37, 98 
20 0010100 J 2 1 72 
21 0010101 Y 3 0 421  73, 82, 100 
>\ 	
22 0010110 L 3 1 13, 74 
23 0010111 j 4 1 75, 102 
- 	24 0011000 V 2 
25 0011001 L 3 1 52, 104 
26 0011010 L 3 1 447  84 
27 0011011 i 4 0 45, 54, 85, 106 
28 0011100 W 3 2 
4) 	29 0011101 J 4 1 907  108 
30 0011110 v 4 
31 0011111 E 5 1 110 
Table C.lb: Configuration classifications (ooi****) 
C-2 
Code Configuration Class Mass Net p Collision Channels 
/ 	32 0100000 F 1 1 
33 0100001 V 2 
34 0100010 J 2 1 65 
35 0100011 W 3 2 
36 0100100 I 2 0 91  18 
37 0100101 L 3 1 19, 98 
38 0100110 L 3 1 11, 69 
39 0100111 V 4 
40 0101000 J 2 1 80 
41 0101001 L 3 1 50, 81 
42 0101010 Y 3 0 21, 73, 82, 100 
43 0101011 .i 4 1 83, 101 
44 0101100 L 3 1 26, 84 
74- 45 0101101 I 4 0 27, 54, 857  106 
46 0101110 4 1 771  86 
47 0101111 5 1 87 
Table C. 1c: Configuration classifications (010****) 
C-3 
Code Configuration Class Mass Net p Collision Channels 
48 0110000 V 2 
\4- 49 0110001 W 3 2 
50 0110010 L 3 1 417  81 
51 0110011 V 4 
>' 	
52 0110100 L 3 1 25, 104 
53 0110101 4 1 105, 114 
54 0110110 I 4 0 27, 451  85, 106 
55 0110111 F 5 1 107 
56 0111000 W 3 2 
57 .0111001 4 
58 0111010 J 4 1 89, 116 
59 0111011 P 5 1 117 
60 0111100 4 
61 0111101 F 5 1 122 
62 0111110 5 1 93 
63 0111111 S 6 0 
Table C.ld: Configuration classifications (011****) 
Code Configuration Class Mass Net p Collision Channels 
• 64 1000000 E. 1 0 
65 1000001 F. 2 1 34 
66 1000010 F. 2 1 5 
67 1000011 V. 3 43 
1000100 F. 2 1 10 
99 1000101 J. 3 1 11, 38 
70 1000110 V. 3 
71 1000111 W. 4 2 
--. 72 1001000 F. 2 1 20 
4 • . 73 1001001 I. 3 0 21, 42, 827  100 
74 1001010 J. 3 1 137 22 
75 1001011 L. 4 1 23, 102 
76 1001100 V. 3 
77 1001101 L. 4 1 46, 86 
78 1001110 W. 4 2 
79 1001111 V. 5 
Table C.le: Configuration classifications (ioo****) 
C-5 
Code Configuration Class Mass Net p Collision Channels 
80 1010000 F. 2 1 40 
81 1010001 J. 3 1 41, 50 
82 1010010 I. 3 0 211  42, 73, 100 
83 1010011 L. 4 1 43, 101 
84 1010100 J. 3 1 26, 44 
85 1010101 1, 4 0 27, 45, 54, 106 
86 1010110 L. 4 1 46, 77 
87 1010111 J, 5 1 47 
88 1011000 V. 3 
' 	89 1011001 L. 4 1 58, 116 
90 1011010 L. 4 1 29, 108 
91 1011011 I, 5 0 109, 118 
92 1011100 W. 4 2 
93 1011101 J, 4 1 62 
94 1011110 V. 5 
95 1011111 F.,. 6 1 
Table C.lf: Configuration classifications (ioi****) 
C-6 
Code Configuration Class Mass Net p Collision Channels 
96 1100000 F. 2 1 17 
97 1100001 V. 3 
98 1100010 J. 3 1 19, 37 
99 1100011 W. 4 2 
100 1100100 I. 3 0 211  42, 73, 82 
101 1100101 L. 4 1 43, 83 
102 1100110 L. 4 1 231  75 
103 1100111 V. 5 
-'-1 	104 1101000 J. 3 1 25, 52 
/ 105 1101001 L. 4 1 53, 114 
106 1101010 Y. 4 0 27, 45, 54, 85 
4 	107 1101011 . 5 1 55 
108 1101100 L. 4 1 29, 90 
109 1101101 I, 5 0 91, 118 
110 1101110 J. 5 1 31 
111 1101111 E. 6 1 
Table C.lg: Configuration classifications (iiO****) 
C-7 
Code Configuration Class Mass Net p Collision Channels 
112 1110000 V. 3 
113 1110001 W. 4 2 
114 1110010 L. 4 1 537  105 
115 1110011 V. 5 
> 	
116 1110100 L. 4 1 58, 89 
>?!i_ 117 1110101 i. 5 1 59 
118 1110110 I, 5 0 91, 109 
119 1110111 F. 6 1 
120 1111000 W. 4 2 
121 1111001 V. 5 
122 1111010 J. 5 1 61 
123 1111011 F, 6 1 
124 1111100 V. 5 
125 1111101 F, 6 1 
126 1111110 IF', 6 1 
127 1111111 S. 7 0 
Table C. 1h: Configuration classifications (11 1****) 
F 	 Fragments of 
occam implementation 
List of Code Fragments 
1 	Site codes 	................................F-i 
2 Collision updte type codes 	. . . 	. . . 	. . . 	. . . 	. . . 	. . . . 	. . . 	F-2 
3 	Collision update tables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F-3 
4 Auxiliary non-deterministic collision update tables 	.........F-4 
5 	Non-deterministic selection routine 	..................F4 
6 Configuration collision routine 	. . . . . 	. . . 	. . . 	. . . 	. . . 	. . . 	F-5 
7 	Configuration propagation routine 	. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F-6 
8 Configuration generation routine . . . 	. . . 	. . . 	. . . 	. . . . 	. . . 	F-7 
9 	Lattice update 	. . 	. . . 	. . . 	. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F-8 
"... the conceivable criminal violations of this operation 
have serious implications for the health and welfare 
of all individuals, corporations, and ... agencies 
relying on computers and telephones to communicate." 
[USSS9O] 
"Pascal gives you a water pistol 
filled with distilled water. 
C not only gives you a loaded .357, 
it points it at your head as a default. 
Why do you think Pascal is taught in school? 
And which would you rather have 
when there was a hungry bear in the area?" 
[Harkins90] 
F-O 
{{{ particle link codes 
VAL power2 	IS CO, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 2661 
VAL link.code IS 	 power2 
VAL n.links 	IS 	 7 
5 VAL n.configs IS power2[n.links+1] : 	--- 128 	10000000 
VAL max.config 	IS 	n.configs-1 : --- 127 01111111 
{{{ link picture 
-- 	 5 	6 
\ / 
10-- 
-- 	 4---0---1 
/\ 
/ \ 
-- 	 3 	2 
15 }}} 
VAL Limover IS link.code[1] 	: --- 	1 00000001 
VAL L2mover IS link.code[2] : --- 2 00000010 
VAL L3mover IS link.code[3] 	: --- 	4 00000100 
VAL L4mover IS link.code[4] --- 8 00001000 
20 VAL L5mover IS link.code[5] 	: --- 	16 00010000 
VAL L6mover IS link.code[6] --- 32 00100000 
VAL LOmover IS link.code[7] 	: --- 	64 01000000 
{{{ other site codes 
VAL null IS BYTE (link.code[0]) --- 	0 00000000 
25 VAL wall IS BYTE 240 --- 240 11110000 
VAL sink IS BYTE (link.code[8]) 	: --- 128 10000000 
VAL source IS BYTE (link.code[8]) --- 128. .228 1******* 
VAL terminator IS BYTE (power2[9] 	-1) 	: --- 255 11111111 
VAL halt IS BYTE (power2[9] -2) : --- 254 11111110 
30  
VAL n.configs.b IS BYTE n.configs 
VAL null.velocity IS power2 [8] 
Code Fragment 1: Site codes 
The particle codes which will constitute components of the configuration codes are coded 
into the lowest 7 bits of a single byte, leaving the remaining bit to signify special codes 
for barriers, sources, etc. 
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{{{ collision codes 
VAL invariant 	IS 0 
VAL deterministic IS 1 
VAL ND2.particle IS 2 
5 {{{ ND3.particle.* cases 
VAL ND3.particle.0 IS 30 
VAL ND3.particle.1 IS 31 
VAL ND3.particle.2 IS 32 
VAL ND3.particle.3 IS 33 
10 VAL ND3.particle.4 IS 34 
VAL ND3.particle.5 IS 35 
VAL ND3.particle.6 IS 36 
{{{ ND4.particle.* cases 
15 VAL ND4.particle.0 IS 40 
VAL ND4.particle.1 IS 41 
VAL ND4.particle.2 IS 42 
VAL ND4.particle.3 IS 43 
VAL ND4.particle.4 IS 44 
20 VAL ND4.particle.5 IS 45 
VAL ND4.particle.6 IS 46 
VAL ND5.particle IS 5  
-- 	non-deterministic 2 particle 
-- 	non-deterministic 3 particle 
-- net zero momentum case (link 0) 
-- 	net unit momentum along link 1, 
-- etc. 
-- 	non-deterministic 4 particle 
-- net zero momentum case (link 0) 
-- 	net unit momentum along link 1, 
-- etc. 
-- non-deterministic 5 particle 
Code Fragment 2: Collision update type codes 
These codes are the entries in the collision table (Code Fragment 3), and determine 
the form of the collision update. The first digit, in the non-deterministic cases ND?, splits 
on the number of particles, and where configurations have a net momentum, this is shown 
by the last digit .?, corresponding to the link direction of the net momentum. 
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{{{ collision table 
VAL collision IS 
-- 	0: 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 
[ 	0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 2, -- 	00 
5 1, 32, 0, 33, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 31, -- 10 
1, 30, 33, 42, 0, 35, 34, 40, 0, 44, -- 	20 
0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 31, 32, 0, -- 30 
1, 36, 30, 41, 34, 40, 43, 1, 0, 0, -- 	40 
36, 0, 35, 46, 40, 1, 0, 0, 45, 1, -- 50 
10 0, 1, 1, 0, -- 	60 
0, 1, 1, 0, 1,  -- 60 
0, 0, 1, 30,  42, 0, 43, 0, 0, -- 	70 
1, 36, 30, 41, 34, 40, 43, 1, 0, 45, -- 80 
44, 5, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 31, 0, -- 	90 
15 30, 41, 42, 0, 35, 46, 40, 1, 44, 5, -- 100 
1, 0, 0, 0, 46, 0, 45, 1, 5, 0, -- 110 
0, 0,  0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ] 	: -- 120 
{{{ collider table 
20 VAL collider IS 
-- 	0: 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 
r 	0, 1,    66,    888, -- 	00 
68, 888, 12, 888, 14, 15, 16, 96, 888, 888, -- 10 
72, 888, 888, 888, 24, 888, 888, 888, 28, 888, -- 	20 
25 30, 110, 32, 33, 65, 35, 888, 888, 888, 39, -- 30 
80, 888, 888, 888, 888, 888, 888, 87, 48, 49, -- 	40 
888, 51, 888, 888, 888, 107, 56, 57, 888, 117, -- 50 
60, 122, 93, 63, -- 	60 
64, 34,  67, 10, 888, -- 60 
30 70, 71, 20, 888, 888, 888, 76, 888, 78, 79, -- 	70 
40, 888, 888, 888, 888, 888, 888, 47, 88, 888, -- 80 
888, 888, 92, 62, 94, 95, 17, 97, 888, 99, -- 	90 
888, 888, 888, 103, 888, 888, 888, 55, 888, 888, -- 100 
31,    888, 115, 888, 59, 888, 119, -- 110 
35 120, 121, 61, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127 ] 	: -- 120 
Code Fragment 3: Collision update tables 
To update a configuration, c, it is used as an index into collision to determine the 
collision type. If found to be invariant no change is necessary; if deterministic the 
new configuration is extracted from the collider table; otherwise the update is one of 
the non-deterministic (ND? .particle*) ones, and requires a selection from one of the 
appropriate ND?. collider* tables. 888 is an error code in the collider table. 
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{{{ non-deterministic collider tables 
VAL ND2.collider.0 IS [ 9, 18, 36 
VAL ND3.collider.0 IS 1 21, 42, 73, 82, 100 ] 
VAL ND3.collider.1 IS 1 	19,  98  
5 VAL ND3.collider.2 IS 1 11,  69 ] 
VAL ND3.collider.3 IS 1 13, 22, 74 1 
VAL ND3.collider.4 IS 1 26,  84 ] 
VAL ND3.collider.5 IS 1 25, 52, 104 1 
VAL ND3.collider.6 IS 1 41, 50, 81 1 
10 VAL ND4.collider.0 IS 1 27,  54, 85, 	106 1 
VAL ND4.collider.1 IS 1 43, 83, 101 1 
VAL ND4.collider.2 IS 1 23, 75, 102 1 
VAL ND4.collider.3 IS 1 46, 77, 86 ] 
VAL ND4.collider,4 IS [ 29, 90, 108 1 
15 VAL ND4.collider.5 IS [ 58, 89, 116 1 
VAL ND4.collider.6 IS 1 53, 105, 114 1 
VAL ND5.collider.0 IS 1 91, 109, 118 	 ] 
Code Fragment 4: Auxiliary non-deterministic collision update tables 
When a collision has been identified as non-deterministic, an entry is selected from the 
appropriate table, dependent on the number of particles (ND?) and the link direction of 
the net momentum (.?) which must be conserved by the update. Care can be taken to 
ensure that the out-going configuration selection from the table is different from in-going 
one (see Code Fragment 5). 
PROC ND.select (VAL DINT collider.table, BYTE config) 
VAL table.size IS SIZE collider.table 
VAL in.config IS INT config 
INT out.config, index 
5 SEQ 
prig (table.size, index) -- pseudo-random integer generator 
VAL chosen.entry IS collider.table [index] 
IF 
chosen.entry = in.config 
10 
	
	out.config : collider.table [(index+1)\table.size] 
TRUE 
out.config 	chosen.entry 
config := BYTE out.config 
Code Fragment 5: Non-deterministic selection routine 
This routine chooses an entry from the provided non-deterministic collision table 
(ND? . collider . *), and ensures that if the selection matches the incoming entry that 
the following entry is returned. The prig routine randomly selects an integer from the 
range 0. .table.size. 
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PROC collide (BYTE config) -- full FHP7 collision set 
VAL int.config IS INT config 
VAL collision.type IS collision [int.config] 
IF 
	
5 	collision.type = invariant 
SKIP 
collision.type = deterministic 
config := BYTE (collider [int.config]) 
{{{ non-deterministic net zero momentum 
10 	collision.type = ND2.particle 
ND.select (ND2.collider, 	config) -- ND 2 particle 0 momentum 
collision.type = ND3.particle.0 
ND.select (ND3.collider.0, config) -- NO 3 particle 0 momentum 
collision.type = ND4.particle.0 
15 	ND.select (ND4.collider.0, config) -- NO 4-particle 0 momentum 
collision.type = ND5.particle 
ND.select (ND5.collider, 	config) -- NO 5 particle 0 momentum 
{{{ non-deterministic net unit momentum 
20 	collision.type > ND3.particle.0 -- 3 particles with unit momentum 
IF 
collision.type = ND3.particle.1 -- unit momentum on link 1 
ND.select (ND3 . collider.1, config) 
collision.type = ND3.particle.2 -- unit momentum on link 2 
25 	 ND.select (ND3.collider.2, config) 
collision.type = ND3.particle.3 -- unit momentum on link 3 
ND.select (ND3.collider.3, config) 
collision.type = ND3.particle.4 -- unit momentum on link 4 
ND.select (ND3.collider.4, config) 
30 	 collision.type = ND3.particle.5 -- unit momentum on link 5 
ND.select (ND3.collider.5, config) 
collision.type = ND3.particle.6 -- unit momentum on link 6 
ND.select (ND3 . collider .6, config) 
TRUE 
35 	 STOP -- Invalid collision type for config 
collision.type > ND4.particle.0 -- 4 particles with unit momentum 
non-deterministic update as for 3 particles 
TRUE 
40 	STOP -- Invalid collision type for config 
Code Fragment 6: Configuration collision routine 
Using the incoming configuration as an index into the collision table, provides the 
collision, type which determines whether the returned value is unchanged (invariant), 
indexed from the collider table (deterministic) or selected from the requisite 
ND?. collider. * table. 
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PROC move (VAL BYTE old.config, BYTE site, Lisite, L2site, L3site, 




5 	config 	INT old.config 
{{{ rest particle 
IF 
config >= LOmover 
move particle from config 
10 	 SEQ 
config := config - LOmover 
IF 
site < n.configs.b 
site := BYTE ((INT site) + LOmover) 







config >= L6mover 
move particle from config 
25 	 SEQ 
config 	config - L6mover 
IF 
L6site = wall 
11 
site := BYTE ((INT site) + L3mover) 
30 	 L6site >= source 
SKIP 
TRUE 





40 	... L3mover 
L2mover 
Limover 
Code Fragment 7: Configuration propagation routine 
Each particle located in the incoming configuration (àld.config) is stripped off in turn 
and added to the configuration at the appropriate neighbouring site unless that site has 
a special code. If the neighbour is a source site, the particle is just deleted, while a 
barrier site requires to reflect the particle direction and reincorporate it into the new 
configuration at the incoming site (site). 
F-6 
H 
PROC generate (VAL INT source.density, INT config) 
INT test.pc 
SEQ 
config := 0 
5 	prig (100000000, test.pc) -- pseudo random integer generator 
{{{ first 4 links from first random number 
{{{ link 1 
IF 
test.pc > (source .density*1000000) 
10 SKIP 
TRUE 
config := config + link.code  
test.pc 	:= test.pc \ 1000000 
.15 {{{ link 2 
IF 
test.pc > (source.density*10000) 
SKIP 
TRUE 
20 config config + link.code  
test.pc 	:= test.pc \ 10000 
{{{ link 3 
IF 
25 test.pc > (source..density*100) 
SKIP 
TRUE 
config := config + link.code  
test.pc 	:= test.pc \ 100 
30 
{{{ link 4 
IF 
test.pc > source.density 
SKIP 
35 TRUE 
config := config + link.code  
prig (1000000, test.pc) 
40 {{{ remaining 3 links from second 
link 5 
... 	link 6 
link 7 
45 
Code Fragment 8: Configuration generation routine 
When a new particle configuration is required, it is generated by including a particle in 
each possible link direction with the desired probability. lip to four particles are (fairly 
randomly) generated from the bits of one random number. 
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SEQ k=O FOR (y.sites/2) 
VAL 3 IS (k TIMES 2)+1 
SEQ 
{{{ update row J 	(odd) << 
	
5 	VAL jISJ: 
SEQ i=1 FOR local.cols 
{{{ site abbreviations << 
-- 	56 
VAL curr.centre IS (i TIMES maxYrows)+j : 	-- I! 
10 	VAL last.centre IS curr.centre-maxyrows : -- 	4-0-1 
VAL next.centre IS curr.centre+maxyrows : 	-- 
-- 	32 
old.site.code IS old.lattice [curr.centre ] 
new.site.code IS new.lattice [curr.centre ] 
15 	linkisite 	IS new.lattice [next.centre ] 
link2site IS new.lattice tnext.centre-11 
link3site 	IS new.lattice [curr.centre-1] 
link4site IS new.lattice [last.centre ] 
link5site 	IS new.lattice [curr.centre+1] 
20 	link6site IS new.lattice [next.centre+1] 
IF 
(old.site.code = wall) OR (old.site.code = sink) 
new.site.code 	old.site.code 
25 	old.site.code > source 
{{{ generate a new configuration and move those particles 
VAL source.density IS (INT old.site.code)-(INT source) 
INT new.config 
SEQ 
30 	 generate (source.density, new.config) 
new.site.code := null 
move (BYTE new.config, new.site.code, 
linkisite, link2site, link3site, 
link4site, link5site, link6site) 
35 	 new.site.code := old.site.code 
TRUE 
{{{ collide & move particles in old configuration 
SEQ 
40 	 collide (old.sité.code) 
move (old.sité.códe1 new.site.code, 
- linkisite, link2site, link3site, 
link4site, link5site, link6site) 
45 
update row 3+1 (even) >> 
Code Fragment 9: Lattice update 
Update of the (local segment of the) lattice, involved selecting each site from a row in 
turn and moving the collided particles from the incoming configuration, or those gener-
ated when the current site is a source, into the neighbouring sites. Odd and even rows 
are updated similarly, but with different neighbour locations. Itemapping of the two-
dimensional lattice array into an equivalent vector, allows one level of indexing to be 
avoided for increased performance. 
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Faithless in faith, 
We must behold the things we see. 
- [Ultravox82] 
If a picture is worth a thousand words, 
it must surely be worth a million numbers. 
[YUM86] 
WEI 
Plate la: Hexagonal microlattice, T=t 
A view of part of the microlattice (design similar to the mouth of the pipe in Plate 6), 
with particles shown as small vectors (or 'blobs' at the nodes for the stationary ones), 
and hexagonal wall (yellow) and source (green) sites. 16x16 averaging cell outlines are 
also visible in blue. Particle configurations which will undergo a collision update are 
highlighted in cyan - there are 12 of these, all of which represent two particle collisions 
at this density. 
Plate ib: Hexagonal microlattice, T=t+1 
An update later, particles have collided (or been generated) at their previous locations 
and propagated to their new locations, where they may have been reflected or absorbed. 
An excess of particles from the source strip into the channel can be distinguished (3 
particles were absorbed to the 7 created). 
P-i 
Plate 2a: Pressure wave 
A map of the cell pressure and the flow vector field of the pressure wave of Section 3.2.2 
is charted through the time evolution from initiation, circular growth and reflection from 
the wails. Both the compression and rarefaction waves can be distinguished above the 
fluctuating background. 
Plate 2b: Flow past a backward step 
A large and slowly recirculating eddy has formed behind the step, but has merged with 
the downstream sink, preventing a measurement of the point of reattachment (Sec-
tion 3.4.1). 
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Plate 3a: Flow past an inclined barrier 
A vortex street has been created in the wake of the barrier. (Section 3.4.2.2: Re 200) 
Plate 3b: Flow past a circular cylinder 
In this transient phase of the development, the symmetry of the pair of eddies is just 
about to break as one grows at the (temporary) expense of the other, and a vortex street 
is formed. (Section 3.4.2.3: Re 200; Ut/L 4.6) 
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Plate 4: Flow past a triafigular prism 
Pronounced eddies are produced by the prism in this high velocity simulation which 
were used in the determination of the eddy-shedding properties. Two snapshots of the 
wake which highlight the vortex street have been selected, and the mean channel velocity 
subtracted from the upper vector map to facilitate easier identification of the vortex 
centres. (Section 3.4.3: Re 900; St 0.15) 
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Plate 5: Jet into a channel 
Two instances in the evolution of a jet introduced from the in-channel nozzle are recorded 
(Section 3.5). Since the fluid in the jet is moving faster than that which it meets in 
the channel, it oscillates as it attempts to match velocities. The advancing pressure wave 
can also be seen in the first instance. For each case, the mean channel velocity has been 
subtracted. 
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Plate 7: Shock tube; attribute maps 
The flow field and its density and pressure maps are shown for the 50%-25% reservoir 
case of the shock tube experiment (Section 4.2). 
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Plate 8a: Shock tube, 50%-25% 
Early in the wave evolution, the front is identifiable as the circular arc heading down-
stream, while the jet lags much further behind. Later, the jet has broken down in the 
channel and complex recirculating eddies have filled the tube. 
Plate 8b: Shock tube, 50%-10% 
Where the pressure ratios are large, as in this case, long multi-stranded jets are formed 
where preferential streaming along the lattice axes occurs. The front propagation rate is 
found to be independent of the pressure difference and the density (Section 4.2.1). 
to 
Plate 9a: Choked flow in a nozzle 
Flow between two reservoirs through a smooth nozzle has choked in its throat (see Sec-
tion 4.3). Instability of the exit jet is also starting in the exit reservoir. The position of 
the microlattice probe to the right of the throat can be seen as a small rectangle. 
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Plate 9b: Microlattice of nozzle showing streaming 
Where there is a very marked deficiency of opposing particles, unphysical streaming along 
the lattice axes occurs. This sample was taken from the throat of the nozzle in Plate 9a. 

Reassurance Panel 
In case of doubt, confusion or alarm, please touch this panel: 
Hi there 
At times of stress it is often reassuring to make physical contact 
with friendly objects. This panel is your friend. 
- [Adams87] 
